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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation argues that the link between D. H. Lawrence and philosophical 

anarchism is deep and substantial and that reading Lawrence within the context of 

this tradition will significantly enhance our understanding of his work. Several 

critics have made a cumection between Lawrence and anarchism but dl have 

stopped far short of exploring it, discouraged, perhaps, by the number of 

occasions on which Lawrence makes pronouncements of a distinctly anti- 

libertarian type. The present study takes into acwunt the anti-libertarian side of 

Lawrence's politics and argues that even if the whole of Lawrence's political 

thought does not fdl within the purview ofanarchism, the heart of it does. 

Lawrence's faith in the essential decency of human nature, his uncompromising 

support of individual freedom and his intolerance of domination al1 reflect the 

essential features of anarchism: this study looks at where these attitudes find 

q l ic i t  articulation in Lawrence's essays, and shows how they are illustrated in 

his fiction, particularIy his novels. 

Accordîngiy, Chapter ûne looks at some of the conceptual parallels between 

Lawrence and the radical individualist Max Stirne; it considers how Lawrence, 

like Stimer, conceives of spontmeous individuality as an essentiaily social force. 



Chapter Two considers how Lawrence portrays violent and anti-social acts in his 

fiction, taking as its point ofdeparture Godwin's notion that the 'laws which are 

made to restrain our vices' only serve to 'hitate and rnultiply them.' Chapter 

Three looks at how Lawrence illustrates the anarchisiic pnnciple that the freedorn 

of any member of a society is dependent upon the fteedom of al1 memben. 

Chapter Four looks at how Lawrence denies the legitimacy of the State through 

the subject of mamage. Chapter Five considers the place that Lawrence's 

anarchistic ideas have within the general scope of his political thought. And 

finally, Chapter Six argues that the novel Kmgaroo contains an unconditional 

rejection of political authority, a rejection that follows distinct1 y anarc hist ic lines. 

The method in al1 these chapten is analytical rather than speculative: the focus 

is not on how Lawrence may have been influenced by anarchists, but on what 

ideas he shares with them. 
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Note 

Key anarchist ideas are to be found at al1 stages of Lawrence's writing career and 

should not be considered as exclusive to any single phase that he rnay have gone 

through. In order to emphasize this point, which is crucial to my argument, I have 

included a list at the end of this study that gives the names and dates of the essays 

1 quote from in the two Phoenix volumes. See pages 237-241. 



INTRODUCTION 

Lawrence's S yrnpathy wit h Anarchism 

The old knight and I had a sinarc wmockhg argument, he for security and 
bank-balan~e and power, 1 for naked iiberty. (Letfers 3: 4 17) 

Anyone interested in understanding the central features of Lawrence's 

ideological concems would do well to tum to an early scene in Women in 

Love where Rupert Birkin and Gerald Crich are uguing over the nature of 

'spontaneity' and its place in social life. The two characters voice 

fbndamentally opposed ideas on the question, Birkin suggesting that 'to act 

spontaneously on one's impulses' is 'the only really gentlemanly thing to 

do,' and Gerald insisting that the spontaneous behaviour of individuals can 

ody lead to social disaster: 

'And ï,' Gerald said grimly, 'shouldn't like to be in a world 

of people who acted individudly and spontaneously, as you 

cal1 it.-We should have everybody cutting everybody 

else's throat in five minutes.' (33) 

The exchange is brief but its sigaificance as a political debate should not 



be underestimated, for at stake here are two cornpethg visions of what a 

society ought to be, both visions proceeding fiom very different 

assumptions about what exists at the con of human beings. Birkin's idea 

implies that human nature, even if not essentially 'good.' is at least social, 

and that ûue human society is realized only when human beings act 

according to their nature-ht is, by impulse and in the absence of any 

fonn of outside coercion. Gerald, on the other hand, has a wholly 

pessimistic view of human nature, apparently believing that true society is 

realized only when human nature is restrained. in order to live together, 

this line of thought suggests, human beings must not act according to their 

natures but according to the d e s  that s i e t y  w n m a s  to keep their 

natures in check. For Birkin, true society begins with the complete 

fieedom of the individuai; for Gerald, who 'stickles' for 'convention' (142), 

it begins with collective fonns ofconstraint. For Birkin, only the 

'gentleman' acts on his real instincts; for Gerald, only the barbarian does. 

Of course, as every informeci reader of Women in Love clearl y 

understands, Birkin is very much a mouthpiece for the ideas of D. H. 

Lawrence. And if this particular idea about spontaneity and society really 

is Lawrence's id-if he tmly does prefer 'naked liberty' to 'power,' as he 

daims in his letter to Cynthia Asquith, quoted at the head of this 

introduction-it mia t  be worthwhile to ask just what place such an idea 

has within the ovedl ecunomy of lawrencds political thought, and to 



consider how much substance and direction it gives to his verbal art. A 

crucial part of such an inquiry, 1 beüeve, must include an understanding of 

the intellechial tradition, pdculdy within the realm of political 

ideology, to which this emphasis on 'impulse' and 'liberty' belongs. I 

might point out in this regard that finding such a tradition for Gerald's 

ideas would likely prove to be an impossible taslc, not because his ideas 

are original or intellectually arcane, but precisely because they are so 

cornmonplace. Gerald's view of human nature might be profoundly 

pessimistic, that is to say, but pessimism of exaaly this kind has served as 

the organizing principle for a vast range of ideological visions throughout 

the history of Western thought. The dl-powerfiil State of Thomas 

Hobbes-to take an obvious example-is justified on the basis that life 

governed by spontaneous impulses, or what he called 'life in the state of 

nature,' would be 'nasty, brutish end short,' a fmous formulation which is 

clearly behind Gerald's words that everyone will be 'cutting everybody 

else's throat in five minutes.' But Gerald's type ofpessimism is not 

restncted to authoritarian thinkers done, and even Bertrand Russell 

tempers his otherwise libertarian ideas with the warning that although 'too 

little liberty brings stagnation,' 'too much bnngs chaos' (1 949: 47). 

On the other hand, finding an intelledual tradition for Birkin's ideas, 

however 'new-fmgied' they may appear to the likes of Will Brangwen 

(257), should prove to be a far less düticult and a far more rewarding task. 



Throughout Women in Love Bukin demonstrates an anti-authoritarian 

sensibility that is deep enough and systematic enough, 1 believe, to fall 

within the range of philosophical anarchism In fact, his notion that 

spontaneous individudity, and not restraint, is the basis of civilized life 

strongly suggests a comection to what George Woodcock has identified as 

The anarchist's cult of the naturd, the spontaneous, the individual [which] 

sets him against the whole highly organized structure of modem industrial 

and statist society' (1962: 26). Indeed, Marshall Shatz's observation that 

spontaneity lis one of the key words of anarchisrn' (xix) is well worth 

considering in connection to D. H. Lawrence, for spontaneity, as even a 

cursory glance at his novels, stones, poems and essays will confirm, is 

central to Lawrence's thought; it is at least as important as his much 

rernarked upon opposition to the 'organwd structure' of modem industrial 

societ y. 

1 believe that the links between Lawrence and philosophical anarchism 

are deep and substantial and that reading Lawrence within the context of 

thh tradition will signüicantly enhance our understanding of his work as a 

whole. A number of critics have in fact aiready drawn attention to the 

connection between Lawrence and anarchism, but they have dl, without 

exception, stopped fàr short of explorhg it. Richard Aldington, for 

instance, observes that Lawrence 'is a tnie Anarchi*' but he does very 

linle to substantiate the daim, remsrking oniy tbit Lawrence lived 'outside 



human society, rejecting al[ its values, fiercely concentrated on his own 

values' (193 1 : 14). Raymond Williams draws attention to what he calls 'a 

kind of romantic anarchisrnt (209) in Lawrence, but goes no fùrther. 

Moreover, Martin Green's recent essay Weber and Lawrence and 

Anarchisrn' promises a great deal more than it actually delivers: the 

comection made here between anarchisrn and Lawrence is only slight, 

focusing on Lawrence's so-calleci 'arnbiguity about violence' (1 999: 77) in 

a way that makes the question of his anarchism more or less superfiuous. 

Similarly, Witliam Tiverton, in one of the &si extended snidies of 

Lawrence's work while noting Lawrence's 'syrnpathy with anarchism' 

(57). makes linle attempt to investigate this syrnpathy. Michael Bentley 

suggests, guardedly, that this 'aperçu' of Tiverton's is 'worth developing' 

(78), but he himself focuses rather on what he claims is the 'anti-structural' 

nature of Lawrence's political thought, leaving Tiverton's insight for 

someone else to develop' 

There are, indeed, a number of reasons why a critic might be 

discouraged from pursuiag Lawrence's 'syrnpathy with anarchism.' First 

among these reasons would undoubtedly be the nurnber of occasions on 

which Lawrence makes pronouncements d a  distinctly anti-libertarian 

type. His ideas, for instance, that 'the many' rnust 'bow down to the few' 

and kith gratitude' (Phoenix 285), and that 'the lower shdl serve the 

higher, ifthere is to be any Me among men' ( P h n t r  2: 483), are 



profoundly antithetical to the principles of anarchism, in any of its 

van*ations, and expressions of this type have seemed to justi@ the charges 

of thuggery and fascism levelled b y some ~ritics.'~ 1 take up the issue of 

this authoritarian side of Lawrence's politics in Chapter Five, where I 

attempt to identiQ the place anarchism has within the overall scope of 

Lawrence's political thought. For now, however, it will be enough to 

concede that Bentley is indetd essentially correct in claiming that 

Lawrence's politics are 'ad-structural.' Any attempt to define Lawrence 

as an authoritarian, or as a fascist, or as anything else-including as an 

anarchist-will have to face considerable textual evidence to the contrary. 

One must avoid looking for an absolute category for Lawrence's political 

thought, therefore: identiQing general tendencies and dominant trends in 

his work will have to suffice. It is for this reason that 1 choose to discuss 

what 1 cd1 the 'elements of anarchism' in Lawrence's work rather than to 

discuss Zawrence as an anarchist.' Given the somewhat amorphous nature 

of his politics overall, the label of'mchist' simply cannot be applied to 

Lawrence in any precise way. 

Another feature of Lawrence's work that may have discouraged crit ics 

h m  pursuing his sympathy with anarchism is that even though Lawrence 

wrote a bnef account of meeting with a group of anarchists during a trip 

through the Swiss Alps (Twilight in Itaiy' 137-139), he seems at bea to be 

only distantly aware of anmchism as a system of social thought. in 



Lawrence, the term 'anarchy' and its inflections are almost always 

employed pejoratively, even on those nue occasions when he uses the 

term in direct connection to either the organized social movement or the 

ideological doctrine that stands behind it. CIEord Chatterley, for 

instance, refers to himself as a 'Conservative Anarchist' (La@ Chafterley's 

Lover 187), but the title is an empty contradiction in ternis, with each of 

the terms intended to point to Clifford's daunting incapacities. Moreover, 

though anarchists appear in both Amon'P Rod (284) and Kangaroo (320), 

they do so as bomb-throwers, a rather tired and rnisleading stereotype of 

the anarchist that both Conrad and James also employ, and which persists 

in popular thought to this day? 

Despite this apparentiy negative treatment of anarchism and anarchias, 

however, one should not be tw quick to dismiss the contribution 

anarchism may have made, directly as well as indirectly, in shaping 

Lawrence's ideologicai sensibilities. Frieda's circle included a number of 

anarchists; through her he was almost certainly exposed to anarchistic 

ideas. Brenda Maddox notes in this regard that as late as 19 12 Frieda was 

having an &air with 'the Swiss Anarchist Ernst Frick' (W)." Martin 

Green makes an even more substantial conneaion between Fneda and 

anarchism when he suggests tbat the psychoaaalyst Otto Gross, who had 

been 'profoundly' influenced by the rinarchism of Max Stimer, had, in turn, 

'a profound effect on both of the von Richthofen sisters and indirectly on 



the men in their lives, notably Weber and Lawrence' (1974: 62,32). The 

comection Green makes between Lawrence and Stinier, though indirect, 

is an important one. In Chapter One 1 discuss some of the conceptual 

parallels that exist between these two writers, paraliels that are al1 the 

more remarkable given that Lawrence seems never to have read this arch 

exponent of what Peter Marshall calls 'the most uncompromising form of 

anarchism' (1992: 4). 

Although Lawrence rnay never have rad  Stimer, he had read a number 

of anarchist wnters and a number of works which, if not written by 

anarc hists as such, have nevertheless becorne part of t he anarc hiaic canon. 

He had read Shelley, for instance, who of course was an acolyte of 

William Godwin, author of the first book in modem anarchism. Indeed, 

Lawrence had been exposed to Godwin's ideas in H. N. Brailsford's 

SheIIey, Godwin, and their Circe, a book which he highly admired 

(Letiers 3: 315). Lawrence was also familiar with William Blake, who 

'stands,' according to Marshall, 'as a great forerumer of British anarchism' 

(1 994: 1 1). Lawrence had read Oscar Wilde, who considered himself as 

'something of an Anerchist' (qtd. in Ellman 273n); he knew Thoreau's 

works, which are o h  included in discussions of anarchism, and he knew 

William Morris's Newsfom Nnuhere, wbich is embraced by anarchists 

even if its author is n~t.~Lawrence was also familiar with some of the 

work of Tolstoy, who, despite rejecting the label of 'anarchist' is 



nevertheless regatded as one of the towering figures of nineteenth-century 

anarchism. 

1 should note here, however, that although Lawrence is oflen extremely 

critical of Tolstoy, his criticism is never aimed at Tolstoy's libertarian 

views, but at what Lawrence perceived to be an authoritarian element in 

Tolstoy's work. hdeed, Lawrencz's criticism of Tolstoy is important to 

consider, not so much for what it tells us about Tolstoy, but for what it 

reveals about Lawrence himself, partiaiMy where his social and political 

views are concemed. According to Lawrence Tolstoy 'hated . . . 

spontaneous passion' (Phoenix 246). and the results of this hatred are clear 

in the type of 'modem tragedy' thst Tolstoy writes, where 'transgression 

against the social code is made to bring destruction, as though the social 

code worked our irrevocable fate' (Phni' 419). The conflict in Tolaoy, 

as it is in Hardy, is between 'the dictates of the community' or 

'conventional morality' and the *forces in the Nature of Man': 'betwixt life 

and public opinion.' And according ta Lawrence, Tolstoy always stands 

with the 'community' in its bndemnation' of the one who 'must act in his 

own particular way to tùlfil his own individual nature' (Phoenix 439). 

'Imagine any great artist,' Lawrence writes, 'making the vulgar social 

condcmnation of Anna and Vronsky figure as divine punishment!' 

(Phoettk 246-247). Tolstoy's way of thinking, we should infer fiom dl of 

this, is f u  closer to Gerald's t h  it is to Birkin's: for Lawrence, at least, 



Tolstoy condemns 'aaked liberty' and sides with 'power.' 

There is more to be said about Lawrence's criticism of Tolstoy and I 

will retum to it shortiy. For the moment, however, 1 must point out that if 

Lawrence simply had an anti-authoritarian 'sensibility,' as 1 have called it, 

a case could not necessari& be made for comecting him to anarchism, 

which, despite some intemai contradictions, is clearly a philosophical 

doctrine with a number of key concepts. 1 have already touched on 

spontaneity as one of these concepts, and as a way of fiaming the chapters 

that follow I want briefly to outline ways in which Lawrence's thinking is 

consistent with some other key anarchist ideas. Perhaps the most well 

known of these ideas is anarchism's cal1 for the abolition of State power. 

'Al 1 anarchists,' according to Peier Marshall, 'reject the legit imacy of t he 

State, and condemn imposed politicai authority, hierarchy and domination' 

(1992: 3). 

Lawrence's own rejection of State power is scattered throughout his 

work, and although it mi@ at times be easy to overlook, it is nevertheless 

unequivocal. In 'A Propos of "Lady Chatterley's Lover," ' for instance, he 

asks, 'Do we want to fdl unda the direct sway of the State, any State?,' 

and he answen: 'For rny part, 1 don?' (Phoenix 2: 502). In his essay 

Democracy' he pronounces that The State is a dead ideal' (Phoenix 702), 

and elsewhere he criticizes 'State eâucatio~~~' for their 'ideals, [and] their 

armaments of aggressioa and defience' ( P . &  429). It is in fact this 



sense of the State as an essentially violent and dangerous institution that 

leads Bukin in The First Vomen in Love' to suggest that 'nine-tenths of 

the civil police' shouid be employai guarding civilians not nom each 

other, but fiom their governments: ' "lt isn't the individual that wants 

watching," ' he tells Gerald, ' "its these great uncouth Bill Sykeses, the 

nations. . . . [VOIX life isn't d e  five minutes, in the hands of your 

nation" ' (23-24). In The Rarnbow, moreover, Lawrence implies that one 

of the clearest indications o f  Amon Skrebensky's deficiency as a human 

being, a sure sign that 'he had no soul' (447). is his willingness to forgo his 

own interests in the service of the State. 'And so, every man must give 

himself to support the State,' Sbebensky says to himself 'One might 

make improvements in the State, perhaps, but dways with a view to 

preserving it intact' (305). It is this kind of thinking that leads Ursula, 

giving voice to Lawrence's own ideas, to say to Skrebensky, ' "It seems to 

me . . . as if you weren't anybody-as if there weren't anybody there, 

where you are" ' (289). Indeed, for Lawrence, individuals who have a 

healthy or sane attitude toward the State do not work for its preservation 

or submit themselves to it in any way. 'Let every man take his own, and 

go his own way, regardless of system and State,' he wites in his 'Study of 

Thomas Hardy.' Which is grrater, the State or myself? Myself, 

unquestionably, since the State is oniy an arrangement for my 

conveaience. If it is not convenient for me, 1 mut  depart h m  itt 



(Phoenix 428). 

The idea that the state is 'only an arrangement for my convenience' and 

that 1 must depart fiom it' when it ceases to be a convenience for me 

might not sound like the strident d l  for the abolition of the state that 

anarchists are customarily expected to make. But as Marshall hints in the 

line I have quoted above, what anarchists reject more than the abstract 

notion of the State is its concrete manifestations of power and control. 

Thus a prevailing idea among anarchists is not that the State should be 

abolished, but that its prirnary function mu4 be reconfigured so that it 

serves to support individuals rather than to dominate them. In this regard, 

Michael Bakunin, arguably the centrai figure in the history of anarchism, 

suggests that 'al1 the political and authoritarian States of today must scale 

down their hnctions to the simple administration of the public services' 

(Lehning ~ 7 4 ) . ~  This idea is repeated by Rudolf Rocker, the anarcho- 

syndicalist, who daims that when state-power 'vanis hes' and gives place 

'to a higher order of things' then 'govenunent over men must yield the field 

to the administration of economic and social &airs' (24). The 

communist-anarchist Alexander Berkman is also clear on the change fio m 

master to servant that must take place in the role of govemment : 'in the 

larger life of society,' Berkman states, 'the people are made to subrnit to 

the orders of those who were onginally meant to serve them-the 

govemment and its agents' (257)? It is within this kind of conceptual 



context that we should understand Lawrence's notion that 'the state is only 

an arrangement for my convenience.' Indeed, Lawrence pushes this idea 

even further into aaarchist terrain in his essay 'Democracy' (Phoenix 699- 

71 8). In the same way that Bakunin sees the proper role of government as 

the 'administration' of 'public services,' so Lawrence proclaims that: 'The 

proper adjustment of materid means of existence: for this the State exists, 

but for nothing tiirther'. And he continues: 

But once more we have mistaken the means for the end: so 

that Presidents, those representatives of the collected 

masses, inaead of being accounted the chief machine- 

section of society, which they are, are revered as ideal 

beings. . . . The need is to take away every scrap of ideal 

drapery fiom nationaiism and from intemationaiism, to 

show it al1 as a materiaî conïrivance for housing and 

feeding and conwying inmcmerabIe people. (Emp hasis 

added.) 

Govemment, according to Lawrence, is a 'collective activity' and people 

must understand that 'their collective activities are only cook-housemaid to 

their sheer individual activities.' Hence, just as Berkman suggests that 

'govemment and its agents' are meant to 'serve' the individual members of 

a society, so Lawrence daims that the 'President' should be thought of 

only as a 'superlative butler.' When people becorne Wieir own decent 



selves again,' Lawrence suggests, the term 'public servant' will be restored 

to its literal meaning: The Prime Minister . . . will be no more than a son 

of steward, the Minister for Commerce wili be the great housekeeper, the 

Minister for Transport the head-coachmen: al1 just chief servants, no 

more: servants.' Only then, according to Lawrence, may we 'actually see 

fiee men in the streets.' 

Another, related, point at which Lawrence's thinking clearly converges 

with anarchism concerns his idea of the size a society must maintain in 

order to keep from becoming authontarian. According to Marshall, 

'Anarchism extolled the virtues of "Smatl is Beautifhi" before it became a 

popular slogan' (1 992: 653). and Woodcock explains w hy, in anarchistic 

ternis, this preference for a small society must be so: 

Instead of attempting to concentrate social fùnctions on the 

largest possible d e s ,  which progressively increases the 

distance berneen the individual and the source of 

responsibility even in modem democracies, we shouid 

begin again from the srnailest practicable unit of social 

organhtion, so that face-to-face contacts can take the 

place of ternote wmmands (1977: 21). 

For Godwin, Woodwck M e r  observes, this 'basic nuclear unit' was the 

'parish,' for Proudhon it was the 'commune' and for the syndicalists it was 

the 'workshop' (1977: 22). But whatever fonn is chosen, this small 'unit of 



organization' becomes, according to John Clark. part of a 'decentraiized 

system, in which federation fiom below increasingly displaces centralized 

authority' (13 1). 

Lawrence's own conviction that small societies are infinitely better than 

large ones is clearly an integrai part of his social vision, and it stands 

behind his idea that that 'in [a] collectivity, what is gained in bulk or 

number is lost in intrinsic being' (Phwnix 637). Indeed, Edward Gamett 

pointed out long ago that Lawrence shared with Tolstoy a 'desire to 

change the world spiritually by founding small communities' (qtd. in 

Englehardt 1 1). W. H. Auden also recognizes Lawrence's cal1 for small 

communities, suggesting that 1). H. Lawrence . . . treat[s] the modem 

State as if it were a tiny parish and politics as if it were an affair of 

persona1 relations' (404). Although Auden is highly critical of this 

approach to politics, his depiaion is precise: as 1 hope to make clear, 

Lawrence, as Godwin did before him, really does conceive of the bea 

society as being about the size of a 'parish,' and like al1 anarchists he 

believes that politics ought to be 'an flair of personal relations.' Indeed, 

Lawrence's plan for 'Rananim,' which Paul Dclany has identified as a 

'miniature anarchist wmmunityt (40). was intended to be 'a little colony' of 

'about twenty souls' (Letters 2: 259). It was to be a 'comrnunity,' 

monover, in which, to adapt Woodcock's terms, the 'remote cornmands' of 

large scaie societies would be removeâ, and where individuals would 



become their own 'source of responsibility.' In this community, Lawrence 

wrote to a friend in 1919, 'Then shall be no laws: every man shall hold up 

his hand in token that he is self-responsible and answerable to his own 

soul' (Letters 3: 3 53). 

It is also important to note here that Lawrence's idea of Rananim, far 

more than being the escapia war-time fantasy that it is often taken to be, is 

only part of the larger, overarching social vision that Lawrence sustained 

long after the war, and that included the concept ofwhat anarchia 

discourse calls a 'decentralid' and 'fedaated' system of communities. 

Lawrence spells out this overall vision in the poem 'Future States' 

(Complete Poems 61 l), a poem which brings together almost al1 the ideas 

that 1 have been outlining so far: 

Once men touch one another, then the modem industriai 

fonn of machine civilization will melt away 

and universalism and cosmopolitanism will cease; 

the great movement of centralizing into oneness will stop 

and there will be a vivid recoil into separateness; 

many vivid small states, like a kdeidoscope, ail colours 

and al1 the differences given expression. 

Despite the fact that anarchists themselves would avoid using the word 

'Stater here, this particular idea of what wciety ought to be lies at the heart 

of the anarchistic vision. Here is Lawrence in the anarchist's role of 



setting himself against 'the modern industrial form of machine civilization' 

and decrying its propensity for 'centdizing into onenessr-its tendency, as 

Woodcock suggests, to 'concentrate social fiinctions on the largest 

possible scales.' And just as Woodcock claims that 'remote commands' 

should be replaced by the immediate experience of 'face to face contacts,' 

so Lawrence sees a society of personai relations based on the unmediated 

experience of touch,' a sociay that he elsewhere tems 'a democracy of 

to~ch. '~ Like the vision of anarchism generaily, Lawrence opposes this 

'great movement of centralking into oneness' with the idea of a 

decentralized system of 'small states,' the 'tiny parish' that Auden points 

to: separate, like the colours of a kaleidoscope, but also Ekderated: 'al1 

colours and dl the differences given expression. " 
Moreover, Lawrence's daim that he wants 'no laws' in this 'linle 

colony,' while true in a limited sense, nevertheless oversimplifies his real 

view of the role that law must play in a non-authontarian society, his real 

view representing yet another way in which his thought is remarkabiy 

consistent with anarchism. 1 am referring here to Lawrence's notion that 

Each man is to himself the Natural Law' (Phoenix 5 12). It might be 

helpful to point out in this regard that neither Lawrence nor anarchisrn 

means to establish a society by abolishing al1 conceivable laws-which 

would undoubtedly create 'anarchy' in the negative sense of the word. 

What they both ultimately aim at, however, is a society founded on what 



they both consider to be the 'higher' laws of human nature, laws which are 

instinctual rather than cultural and which are expressed through individual 

impulses rather t han through social decrees. The S panish anarc hist 

Anselrno Lorenzo, for instance, makes this point clear where anarchism is 

concerned when he suggests that 'Human law is inborn in m m  unlimited 

and absolutely consistent with the natural laws and previous and superior 

to any law, either written or customary' (qtd. in Descallar 2 1 3). This 

distinction between 'natural law' and 'customary' or 'written' law, dong 

with its attendant ranking of superior to inferior, is also a key idea in 

Thoreau, who claimed, in words that Lawrence would have read, that a 

'sane' man will find himself 'often enough "in h a 1  opposition" to what 

are deemed "the most sacred laws of society," through obedience to yet 

more sacred laws . . . through obedience to the laws of his being' (343). 

The need to obey laws is central to Thoreay as it is to Anselrno Lorenzo, 

but the laws they mean to obey are not the lower, extemai laws of society, 

but the higher, intemal laws that constitute the self. l0 

This notion of'natural law' is an idea that, according to Woodcock, 

'anarchists have in general applied to their arguments for a 

nomuthoritarian society' (1%2: 9). It suggests. among other things, that 

while obedience to extemai law is a form of compelled behaviour, and is 

therefore a forrn of slavery, obedience to the 'laws' of our own 'nature' is 

inrpelled behaviour and is therefore the essence of fieedom. Bakunin 



speaks for many anarchists in this regard when he defines Geedom as: 

that fteedom which recognizes oniy those restrictions 

which are laid down for us by the laws of our own nature; 

so, properly speaking, there are no restrictions, since these 

laws are not imposed by some outside legislator situated 

maybe beside us or maybe above us. They are immanent in 

us and inherent in us and constitute the very basis of our 

being, as much material as intellectual and moral. Thus 

instead of trying to find a limit for them, we should 

consider them as the real conditions of and the real reason 

for our Freedorn. (Lehning 196) 

'Yes, we are absolutely the slaves of these laws,' Bakunin says elsewhere. 

But in such slavery there is no humiliation. For slavery supposes an 

extemal master, a legislator outside of him whom he commands, while 

these laws are not outside us; they are inherent in us' (1 893 : 16). 'O Thus 

fieedom, according to Bakunin, is clearly the outcome of necessity, and 

spantaneity is the produa of obedience. Indeai this stress on 'obedience' 

and 'law' is one of the key features of anarchism-given, of course, its 

reapplicstion of the tenns-and it Iends a gnat deal of support to G.D.H. 

Cole's nrnark that The Anarchists . . . were anarchists because they did 

not believe in an anarchical world' (360). 

Lawrence, it aimost goes without saying, cüd wt believe in aa 



anarchical world either, and behind his emphasis on 'spontaneity' is an 

idea of natural law that is clearly consistent with anarchistic doctrine. One 

does not have to look far into Lawrence before finding the idea, for 

instance, that 'a man's self is a law unto itself (Phmix 712), or that 'For 

me there is only one law: 1 am 1' ( F m ~ t a a  25). both of these being 

variations on Birkin's theme that Tach has a single, separate being with 

its own laws' (Women in Love 201). And just as Michael Bakunin claims 

that individuals are fhe only when they are enslaved by the laws that are 

'inherent' in them, the laws that 'constitute the very basis of our being,' so 

Lawrence claims that tnie freedom and true obedience are ultirnately 

indistinguishable: 

Men are fiee when they are obeying some deep, inward 

voice of religious belief. Obeying nom within. . . . We are 

not the marveIous choosers and deciders we think we are. 

IT [the deepest whole self of man] chooses for us, and 

decides for us. Unless, of course, we are just escaped 

slaves, vulgarly cocksure of ow ready-made destiny. But if 

we are living people, in touch with the source, R drives us 

and decides for u s  We are fkee only so long as we obey. 

(Smdies in C h w c  American Literaîure 1 2- 1 3) ' ' 
Lawrence's rhetoric is highly significant hm,  for in refemng to these 

'iaward' laws as the voice of rek@"s belieef. be is not only suggesting, in 



the manner of Anselmo Lorenzo, that the laws ofour being are 'superior' 

to custornary or social laws, but that-in the manner of Thoreau-they are 

'yet more sacrecf than these written laws. Underlying Lawrence's rather 

playful suggestion, made elsewhere, that then should be 'a parliament of 

men and women for the careful and gradua1 unmaking of laws' (Phoenix 

405), therefore, is the very setious notion that the law, being a 'very 

clumsy and mechanical instrument,' serves not to express the 'voice of 

religious belief,' but to stifle it. Indeed, to obey the externally irnposed 

laws of a legislator rather than the 'inward' and sacred laws of the self is 

clearly an act of sacrilege for Lawrence: such obedience entails 

submission to the wrong source of power and amounts to the worship of a 

alse idol. It is for this reason that Lawrence 'insist[s]' that 'no law shall 

have immediate power over me.' 'There is no need to break laws,' 

Lawrence proclaims: 'The only need is  to be a law unto one's self 

(Phoenix 428-429).12 

Or to look at the matter f?om a slightly dürerent perspective, 

Lawrence's attitude toward the law might also be understood as 

confinnation of the idea, essential to anarchism, that if individuais are 

naturally capable of living in a fiee society, then 'those who attempt to 

impose man made laws . . . [becorne] the mil enemies of society' 

(Woodcock 1962: 23). To undetstand Lawrence in this way, moreover, 

should help us to see more clearly into his crïticism of Tolstoy and 



Tolstoy's 'perverse' hatred of 'spontaneous passion.' By portraying 'vulgar 

social condemnation' as 'divine punishrnent,' Tolstoy, Lawrence suggests, 

is more or less overthrowing the organic and sacred laws that govem the 

self and replacing them with the fixed and comparatively profane 'dictates 

of the community': he is forsaking the higher order of a libertarian society 

for its debased, authontarian fonn. In this sense Tolstoy-for Lawrence, 

at least-is writing as one of the 'real enemies of society': he coven 'naked 

liberty' w0th the shroud of 'conventional morality,' confiming and 

reinforcing the misguided idea-Gerald's idea-that society must be 

governed by legislators and the so-called 'rule of law.' In a word, Tolstoy 

is promoting that iderior kind of society in which the unholy trinity of 

'bank-balance and secuity and power' reign supreme: a hellish kind of 

society in which, as Lawrence describes it elsewhere, 'the wonns are our 

angels' (Phoenix 2: 397). 

Lawrence's concept of natural law, his vision of small, decentralized 

societies and his rejection of State power represent but three ways in 

which he clearly demonstrates a sympathy with anarchism, a sympathy, as 

1 have shown, that fin& direct expression ftom at least 19 14, with his 

'Study of Thomas Hardy,' to More Pumes (192801929) and some of his 

last written works. In the chapters that foliow 1 want to explore other 

dimensions of this sympathy, not oniy as they appear in his 'metaphysic,' 



but also, and perhaps more importantly, as they appear in his art, 

particularly his novels. in this regard I will be concemed with anarchism 

in the broadest sense of the tenn, going beyoad its resistance to State 

govemment, as it is sometimes narrowly defined, to deal with what Gerald 

Runkle identifies as its resistance to the other, more subtle forms of 

domination of the individual spint . . . fiom whatever aspect of society 

they derive' (6). uuleed, 1 believe that Lawrence's sensitivit y to these 

'subtle forms of dominationf-and of course his resistance to them-is the 

integrating and defining force for his entire artistic vision, as it provides, I 

hope to show, much of the raw materials for the themes of his books and 

the construction of his characters. 

To this end, the chapters of this study can be divided into two general 

groups, according to whether they emphasize Lawrence's 'philosophy' or 

his art. The chapters thet focus on Lawrence's philosophy-chapters One 

and Five-deal in much greater detail with some of the concepts raised in 

this introduction, primarily Lawrence's emphasis on spontaneous 

individuality as a social force, and the relationship that his libertarian 

views have with his authoritarian pronouncements. The other chapters of 

this study focus on how anarchistic principles find expression in 

Lawrence's fiction. Chapter Two considen the way in which Lawrence 

portrays violent and anti-socid acts in such fictions as Sons md Lowrs 

and 'The Prussian Officer,' U n g  as its point of depunire the anarchistic 



idea that the 'laws which are made to restraui our vices' only serve to 

'imtate and multiply them' (Godwin 763). Chapter Three looks at The 

Rainbow and Women in Love and considers how Lawrence illustrates the 

anarchistic principle that fradom for any single member ofa society is 

dependent upon the fieedom of al1 members. Chapter Four focuses on 

Sons andLovers. The Rainbow and Lady Chattedey's Lover and iooks at 

how Lawrence employs the wbject of marriage to explore what an 

individual's relationship with the State or the 'established order' should be. 

And finally, Chapter Six focuses on Kmgaroo and argues, against the 

grain of most cntical commentary, that this novel conveys an 

unconditional rejection of political authority, and does so, 1 argue, dong 

distinct ly anarchistic lines. 

Before i begin, however, 1 must ernphasize that in al1 these chapters 1 

remain in full agreement with Frank Kennode's caveat that any attempt to 

define Lawrence's 'relationship to the history of ideas in his time' is 'to 

engage in very delicate and also very spedative excavations' (26). I 

think it wili be clear fkom the nart, however, that the method of this study 

is analytical rather than speculative: its focus is direaed not by the 

question of possible influence, but by the principle of analogy. 1 am 

interested, that is to say, not in what materiais Lawrence may have 

bomwed from the anarchists, but in what ground he shares with them. 



End Notes 

Notably, Lawrence is the only novelist connected to anarchism in 

Horowitz's standard account of the history and theory of anarchism (20). 

Herbert Read mentions Lawrence's poetry in the context of anarchisrn in 

Anarchy and Order (59). 

* JO hn Carey uses the word 'thug' (1 34). Many accusations of fascism 

have been aimed at Lawrence, the most celebrated undoubtedly being 

Bertrand Russell's claim that Lawrence's 'philosophy of "blood" . . . led 

straight to Auschwitz' (1968: 24). See also Anthony Burgess: 'He would 

have been a very usefil prophet to the Nazis' (10). 

See Conrad's The Secret Agent: A Simple Tale and James's The 

Princes Casamassima. For the origins of this stereotype see James Joll 

(128). Also see Woodwck: 'rnalign chaos is clearly very f i  tiom the 

intention of men like Tolstoy and Godwin, Thoreau and Kropotkin. . . . 

There is an obvious discrepancy between the stereotype anarchist and the 

anarchist as we see him in reality' (1962: 10). 

4 For more on Frieda's relationship with Ernst Frick see Janet Byme's A 

Genius for Livhg: nie Lijie of Frie& iuwrence (66). 

For a Iist of Lawrence's r d i n g  see Burwell(59-120). For S heIleyrs 

anarchism see Scrivner's Radical Shelley. For Thoreau's relation to 
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anarchism see Woodcock (1962: 24), and Marshall (1 992: L 84- 188); for 

Morris's see Woodoock (1962: 454-459, and Marshail (1992: 171 -1 75). 

See David Saltman: Bakunin is 'the tnie father of modem anarchism' 

(1 70). 

7 Lawrence may have come across a similar idea in his reading of Oscar 

Wilde, In 'The Sou1 of Man Under Socialism' Wilde wr7tes t hat: 'The 

State is to be a voluntary association that will organize Labour, and be the 

manufacturer and distributor of necessary commodities' (269). 

See Future Relationshi ps' (Collected Pwnts 6 1 1). Connie Chatterley 

also uses the phrase in Lodj, Chnedey's Lover (78). 

9 According to Peter Osofsky, 'Anarchists insisted on the 

decentralization oflife and the simplification of social relations' (62). As 

Osofsky also points out, this emphasis on decentraiization is one of the 

key differences between anarchism and maocism, resp,gxtiveiy the 

libertarian and authoritarian branches of socialism. 

'O See also Emma Goldman: 'A natural law is that factor in man which 

asserts itself freely and spontaneously without any extemai force, in 

hannony with the requirements of nature. . . . To obey such laws, if we 

may cd1 it obedience, requues ody spontaneity and fkee oppominityt (58). 

Max Stimer expresses a similar idea when he writes: 'If it is said that 

even God proceeds according to eternai lawq that too fits me, since 1 too 



m o t  get out of my &in, but have my law in my whole nature, Le., in 

myself (1 70). 

" The idea that human beings are dicteci by enormous, underlying 

forces often surfaces in Lawrence's work and is present in some of his 

earliest extant writings. See, for instance, his 1908 essay 'Art and the 

Individual': 'I believe, we are ourselves almost unconscious agents in a 

great inscrutable purpose, and it gives us relief and pleasure to consciously 

recognize that power working out in things beyond and apart from ust 

(Phoenix 2: 223). This sense that individuals are 'agentst of some greater 

power that is both beyond and within them forrns what Miko identifies as 

'the paradox . . . [that] is central to an understanding of his metaphysics: 

the triumph of infinity is somehow also the üiumph of individuationt 

(170). 

l2 The distinction between the 'higher' law of the self and the lower law 

of the outside world clearly demonstrates that 'contras between the 

mechanical and the organic' which Northrop Frye daims is 'deeply rooted 

in Romantic thinking': 'The mechaaical being charactetistic of ordinary 

experience,' Frye observes, 'is found particularly in the world "outside"; 

the superior or organic world is consequently "inside," and although it is 

still called superior or higher, the naturai metaphoncal direction o f  the 

inside world is downward into the profounder depths ofconsciousness' 

(205). 
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In co~ection to this idea see Lawrence's novella The Ladybird,' where 

Count Dionys says to Lady Daphne: ' "If1 were free! If I were outside the 

law. Ah, Lady Daphne, how does one get outside the law?" ' To which 

she answers: ' "By going inside oneself. . . not outside" ' (Cambridge 

176). 



CHAPTER ONE 

The Radical Individualism of D. H. Lawrence and Max Stimer 

I wanted a teal comrnunity, not built out of abstinence or equality, but oui of many 
mlled individualities seeking grcater fulfilmcnt. (btters 2: 266) 

The extent to which Lawrence believed that a 'real community' could be built out 

of fulfilled individuals 'seeking greater fulfilment' has long been a subject of 

discussion for cntics, who generally seem to agree that Lawrence never thought 

the matter through to either a satisfactory or a nsponsible conclusion. Comments 

on this aspect of Lawrence's thought have rang4 tiom Rick Rylance's measured 

observation that Lawrence 'cannot reconcile his opposed ideals of social hannony 

and spontaneous desire' (168). to John R Hamison's impatient claim that 'society 

becomes impossible if the mord code of each individual is to fblfil his own 

spontaneous desùes, and Lawrence should have realized it' (186).' But 

Lawrence's position cannot be so easily dismisseci, and Harrison's remark in 

particular is eaught with an obviousiy unintentional irony. Lawrence, that is to 

say, was clearly convinced that the Society of his own tirne had in fact become 

'impossible,' and he ofien pointed to the carnage of the Great War to prove it. But 

for Lawrence the transformation of society into a nightmare was plainly the result 



of something quite different fiom individuals nilfilling their own spontaneous 

desires: 'Tt is not the wiil of the overwaning individual we have to fear today,' 

Lawrence wrote at the height ofthe war, 'but the consenting together of a vast 

host of nul1 ones' (Phoenix 685). Whatever Lawrence 'should have realized,' his 

reasoning here is hard to refbte: the slaughter in France was clearly not the 

sustained expression of spontaneous individuality but, as with al1 modem wars, 

the orchestrated movement of a controlled population. 

But what is the connedon that Lawrence makes between the spontaneous 

desires of individuals and the creation of a ' r d  community'? And what would be . 

the best way to go about understanding this connection? I suggest that an 

important first step toward answering both of these questions was taken almost 

thirty years ago when Baruch Hochman identified Lawrence as a 'radical 

individualid and attempted to outiine what Lawrence's particular kind of 

individualism actually entails2 And yet, although Hochman does well to point out 

that 'human community' for Lawrence lis a direct outgrowth of the body's life and 

needs,' that 'there is no necessary contradiction between the impulsive, passionate 

life of the body and the life of the human community' (2-3), his sympathetic study 

of 'The Radical Individualist' is nevertheless limited and, indeed, somewhat 

undermined by two ceaval deficiencies. The first of these is Hochman's belief 

that at some point in his wrîting career 'Lawrence moves âom a radical 

individualism . . . to a radical (if qiialified) wmmunalism' (xi). Hochman, rather 

surpcisingly, gives very little support for this claim, and so the exact nature of 

Lawrence's so-ded 'changkg view' remaias somewhat obscure. More 



important, however, is that by making a distinction between 'radical 

individualism' and 'radical communalism,' Hochman is essentially assuming, just 

as Rylance and Harrison do, that 'fulfilled iadividuality' and 'real comrnunity' are 

in fact ultimately irreconcilable goals and that Lawrence could not possibly have 

both. Thus for Hochman Lawrence is not really a radical individualist after dl: 

radical individualism is only a stage that Lawrence goes through, and rejects, on 

his way to a supposedly more enlightened consideration of how people can best 

live together. 

The second underlying deficiency of Hochman's study, related to the first, 

involves his rather superticial use of the tenn 'radical individualist.' Indeed, 

'radical individualist' &en seems to be Iittle more than a label that Hochman 

hangs on Lawrence, leaving the exact nature of Lawrence's individualism 

inadequately defined. At no point does Hochman recognize radical individualism 

as an intellecaial tradition that exists beyond D. H. Lawrence, and he makes no 

attempt, as a result, to understand Lawrence within the context that this tradition 

provides. Questions that would lead to a more coherent and comprehensive 

understanding of Lawrence's individualism therefore remain to be answered. 

How, for instance, are Lawrence's ideas consistent with those of other thinkers 

within the radical individualist tradition? Whu is Lawrence's place within the 

conceptual field tbat radical individualism repnsents? And perhaps most 

importantly, what ideas does radical individualism uphold that might help to 

accwnt for Lawrence's belief that a ' r d  community' must be built out of 'fiifilled 

individualities seeking greater fiiffilment'? 



Although little widence exïsts to suggest that Lawrence had any direct 

knowledge of the ideas of Max Stimer, 1 believe that reading Lawrence and 

Stirner together will go far to build upon and to expand, even to correct, 

Hochman's research.' Stimer stands at the absolute centre of radical 

individualism, epitomizing the tradition, and his vehement, ofien ferocious 

defence of the 'exclusive' (134) and 'unique' (146) self is presented in the form of 

a dense but highly systematic argument, translated into English in 1907 and 

published under the title The Ego andlts Own. Lawrence's equally ardent defence 

of the 'distinct' and 'unique' self (Phoenix 709), on the other hand, is presented in 

an almost flagrantly nonsystematic way, existing in a state that is more or less 

scattered throughout his many essays, novels, stories, poems and letters. And so 

fiom the outset critics are faced with tactical differences in the way that they have 

to approach these two writers: Sther demands an intensive reading; Lawrence, 

more than anything else, requires an extensive one. But as 1 hope to make clear, 

w b t  both these authors share in their defence of the individual self-a defence 

which is largely composed of an attack on everything that wwld curtail the 

fieedom of the self-is an essential concern to mate a better kind of society. The 

anarchist Emma Goldman observes in this regard that 'Stimer's individualism 

contains the greatest social possibilities' (44); Bertrand Russell notes with 

approval that for Lawrenm 'politics could not be divorced fiom individual 

psychology' (1968: 20): Undemaading this partidarly stfong connedon 

between the individual and the sociai, the psychological and the politicai, is 



crucial to understanding the very nature of radical individualism, and is crucial, I 

argue, to understanding Lawnnce. 

Perhaps the best way to begin looking at the conceptual similarities that bring 

Lawrence and Stimer together is to look at the one element of their work that 

would seem at fist glance to drive them apart. That is, Lawrence and Stirner 

appear to take directly opposite attitudes toward two particular t e n s  that they 

both employ to a considerable extent: namely, the 'egoist' and the 'ego.' Stimer's 

argument is in fact a protracted defence of the 'ego,' which he sees as the source of 

'spontaneity' and 'self-determination' (65) and as the essence of what makes one 

'unique' (13 1). According to Stimer, only the purely individual human being is a 

fully authentic human being, and 'the individual,' Stinier proclaims, 'is always an 

egoist' (90). He enjoins his readers, therefore, to 'become egoists,' and to 'become 

each of you an almigltiy ego' (149). 

For Lawrence, however, the 'egoist' is not a self-detemined and spontaneous 

individual but is rather 'he who has no more spontaneous feelings' and who 

therefore 'derives al1 his life henceforth at second hand' (Phwnix 200). The 'ego' 

is not the locus ofauthenticity but of inauthenticity: it is not a 'self but 'a sort of 

second self (Phoenix 710). Thus, fiir fkom king the natural source of an 

individual's 'uniqueness,' it is an intelleaual construct that is more or less 

culturally shared: 'the ego,' Lawrence writes, 'is merely the sum total of what we 

conceive ourselves to be' (Fanastu of the Unconscims 227). 

Che easy way to understand the ciifferences that exist beh~een Lawrence and 

Stinier where the 'ego' is concemed is simply to recognUe that Stirner uses this 



tenn in a way that most pst-Freudian readers (which includes Lawrence) will 

find unusual, but that he nevertheles means by it precisely what Lawrence means 

by the term 'self or 'soui' or, in the language of bis psychology books, the 'prima1 

consciousness.' There is, however, at least one instance in which Lawrence 

assigns a positive and distinctly Stirnerian meankg to the tem 'ego,' an instance 

which serves as a kind of bridge between these two writers. It appears in the 

farnous letter to Edward Gamet-, written in April 19 14, in w hich he sets out what 

he was trying to accomplish in the penultimate version of 7he Rainbow. The 

passage to which 1 refer is often quoted by Lawrence's critics, but the context 1 

want to create for it suggests the need for yet another look. Thus Lawrence 

writes: 

You mustn't look in rny novel for the old stable ego of the 

character. There is mother ego, according to whose action the 

individual is uxuecognisable, and passes through, as it were, 

allotropie states which it needs a deeper sense than any we've been 

used to exercise. to discover are states of the same single radically- 

unchanged element. (Lefters 2: 183; emphasis added) 

More than describing his attempt to establish a special mode of characterization 

here, Lawrence is ultimately trying to convey something that he sees in the very 

structure of the self-not just the fictional but the actual self The 'stable ego' he 

refers to is clearly that 'sewndary self which he usually identifies as the 'ego,' and 

which he always seems to condemn. But that other, 'wuecognisable,' element of 

the selfis identified as an 'ego' as well at least in the context of this letter, and it 



is clearly not to be condemned, nor is it to be considered 'old' or 'stable' or even, it 

seems, knowable. And it is here, with this brief account of 'another ego,' that the 

psychological (and ontological) interests of Lawrence and Sther  cm be seen to 

combine. Just as Lawrence's 'other' ego is 'unrecognisable,' and, elsewhere, 

'indescribable' (Phwnix 608), so Stirner's ego is 'unutterab le' (275). Lawrence's 

ego is unstable in the sense that it 'passes' through different 'allotropic states' 

(though rernainiiig 'radical1 y-unchanged'); S timer's ego is 'transitory ' ( 163) in the 

sense that it is, as 1 discuss in detail below, at 'every moment just positing or 

creating' itself (150). Lawrence suggests that this other ego exists in a realm 

beyond 'what we conceiw ourselves to be'; Stimer similarly claims that 'I am not 

an idea, but more than idea' (3 14), and that 'no concep expresses me, nothing that 

is designated as my essence exhausts me' (324; emphasis added). In short, what 

Stimer points to with 'ego' and Lawrence points to with 'another ego' is the very 

essence of individual being, what Lawrence calls 'my integrity. my individuality, 

my me' (Phoenix 537). To overcome the surface distraction presented by 

Lawrence's customarily negative use of the tem 'ego,' therefore, is to understand 

that what both Lawrence and Stirner mean to convey, above al1 else, is the idea 

that the source of our individuality is to be found tir ôeyond whoever or whatever 

it is that we !hinR we are. Nietzsche, who can be seen as a kind of intennediary 

between these two Wfifers, clearly opeaks for both of them in this regard when he 

claims that 'Your tnie nature lies . . . above thst which you usually take yourself to 

be' (qtd. in Femihough 1995: xxii). 



The distinction that Lawrence and Stimer draw between the self and self- 

concept is worth explonng fbrther, not only because it is central to their thinking 

about human psychology but because it stands, as 1 hope to show, at the threshold 

of their social critique. Indeed the distinction between a 'stable' and an 

'unrecognisable' ego, as many of Lawrence's other pronouncements on the nature 

of the self begin to make clear, is really a distinction between the self as a finished 

and knowable product and the self as an ongoing and ungraspable process. Thus 

the 'unrecognisable' ego is unrecognisable because it is essentially a 'power' 

(Phwnix 2: 440) and a 'contiltu21m' (Phoenix 76 1) rather t han a spatial object or a 

static thing. Lawrence variously descnbes this self as a 'flow' (Phoenix 192), and 

a 'life-energy' (Phoenix 2: 428), which is why he so often conveys the sense of 

this self through highly speciaiized kinds of metaphors-through rivers, for 

instance, and through fountains and fiames: phenornena that are found in nature 

and grounded in tirne; figures that suggest continuous motion and a perpetuai 

expense of energy.' 

The 'stable' ego, on the other band, is the mental bi-product of this underlying 

and essentially physical process. The 'stable ego' is a concept of the self. 

necessarily connecteci to the 'unrecognisable' eg-the primal, spontaneous self' 

(Phcmk 708)-but 'secondary' to it. Iust as the 'unrecognisable' ego is associated 

with the body, so the 'stable ego' is associated with the mind. It is fixed rather 

than fluid, as the word 'stable' suggests, and fu more closely aligned with space 

than with time, as static objects always are. In a worcl, it is a bloodless 

reproduction of the r d  se& which it foilows, or ought to follow, like a shadow. 



Understanding what distinguishes these two egos-what distinguishes the 

'pnmal' from the 'mental' consciousness, to employ Lawrence's more customary 

temiinology-is an important first step toward understanding the kind of 

psychological model that Lawrence constructs (though Lawrence himself would 

probably reject both 'model' and 'conma' as descriptive ternis for what he is 

doing). The next step is to understand the relationship that these two forms of 

consciousness bear to one another. To do this, we have to dispense with at leaa 

two ideas about Lawrence which for decades have received wide (but by no 

means unanimous) acceptance among his critics. The first of these is that 

Lawrence considered the rnind to be 'dangerous' (Aldington 1976: xv) and that he 

therefore 'disclaimed thought' (Carey 122). There are, of course, many instances 

in Lawrence's d t i n g  where he appears to be highly suspicious of the mind, and 

obviously one does not want to ignore the place that this critique has within the 

general framework of his ideas. But it is also important to notice that Lawrence 

often expressed a profound sense of the mind's importance in human affairs, 

claiming, as he does, for instance, in the essay 'Introduction to These Paintings?' 

that the 'real works' of science and art are made only when 'instinct, intuition, 

mind, intellect [are] al1 fùsed into one complete consciousness' ( P h k  574). 

For Lawrence this 'complete' or 'wuhole consciousness' (Phuetifk 573) is greater 

than mental consciousmss, but only because it Uicludes mental consciousness. 

And recognizing this inclusion is aucial to under standing Lawrence's attitude 

toward the ~ i n d . ~  Indeed, to take a closer look at Lawrence's critique of the mind 

is to find, 1 believe, that what Lawrence ultimrtely opposes is not the mkd in 



itself, but some of the ways in which it is used. It might be helpfiil in this regard 

to tum to Lawrence's poem Thought,' where he makes a very careful and 

important distinction between two types of thought, one that he clearly approves 

of and one that he clearly does not. 1 quote the poem in full: 

Thought, 1 love thought. 

But not the jiggling and twisting of already existent ideas 

1 despise that self-important game. 

Thought is the welling up of unknown life into consciousness, 

Thought is the testing of statements on the touchstone of the 

conscience, 

Thought is gazing on to the face of life, and reading what can be 

rad, 

Thought is pondering over expenence, and coming to a conclusion. 

Thought is not a trick, or an exercise, or a set of dodges, 

Thought is a man in his wholeness wholly attending. 

(Complette Poems 673) 

We should infer fiom this that the dflerence between the kind of thought that 

Lawrence 'despises' and the End that he 'loves' is the difference between thought 

as a product of (largely formai) learning and thought as a process of intuition. The 

former kind is characterized by synthesis, the latter by insight. The one merely 

manipulates 'already existent idem,' which, the poem suggests, an individual will 

more or l e s  passively receive tiom the outside world; the other is a much more 

engaging and creative process, the individual's raw materials, so to speak, 



originating not from outside the self, but 'welling up' fiom within it. Tme 

thought, as the final line of the poem clearly suggests, is therefore not something 

that an individual does, but something that an individual actually is: it is not an 

exercise of the mind, but an experience of 'wholeness': an experience where 

instinct and mind, intellect and intuition, have al1 become "fused into one 

complete consciousness.' 

What Lawrence tmly considered 'dangerous' is not 'ideas' in themseives, 

therefore, but 'already existent' or what he more often refers to as 'fixed' ideas. 

Understanding this distinction is cmcial to understanding Lawrence's 

psychological interests furthemore, because what proceeds from it is, among 

other things, his conviction that the problem with the individual in the modem 

world is not that he (or she) has an ideci of hirnself. but that he insists on 

'penisting in somefixed idea of himself (Kmgarroo 263; emphasis added). Such 

persistence is part of what Lawrence criticizes as our habituai 'insistence on the 

known, [on] that which lies static and extemai' (Phoenix 673), and its worst 

consequence is to bring living human beings down to the ontological level of 

blocks and Stones: 

i f 1  say of myself. 1 am this, 1 am thatl-then, if I stick to it, I tum 

into a stupid fixed thhg like a iamp-post. 1 shall never know 

wherein lies my integrity. my individuality, my me. 1 c m  never 

know it. It is useless to îaik about my ego. That only means that 1 

hava made up an idecl of myselÇ and that 1 am trying to nit myself 

out to a pattern. Which is no g d .  ( P h &  537) 



A carefiil look at this passage will begin to reveaf how complex and paradoxicai 

Lawrence can be when writing about the self. If1 insist on what 1 know about 

myself, he suggests, 1 will never know who 1 actually am, because my 

'individuality' and 'my me' lie elsewhere. Thus if1 focus on what 1 know about 

myself-my 'already existent idea' of myself-1 forgo any possibility of luiowing 

myself at ail. Knowledge of the self is gained not through cognition (and 

therefore not through re-cognition), but through imrnediate experience: 'We 

cannot analyse it,' Lawrence says of the self, 'We can only know it is there' 

(Phoenix 708). 

It is essential to point out, moreover, that although this passage may at tirst 

glance appear to be disclaiming the rnind and ideas, it is actually championing 

their cause. The object of Lawrence's attack here is not thoughts but 

thoughtlessness-not the rnind, but mindlessness-for to 'stick to' an ide. he 

suggests, is to become 'stupid,' 'Which is no good.' Lawrence's central implication 

in al1 of this is  that too much abstraction makes a thinker dl-too-concrete, 'like a 

lamp-post,' because at its extreme iimit mental consciousness N n i s  into a non- 

thinking and wholly material kind of substance. 'Al1 ideals,' Lawrence daims in 

this regad, 'work d o m  to the sheer materialism which is their intrinsic reality, at 

l ad  (Phoenk 717). Stirner, who defines a 'fixed idea' as 'An idea that has 

subjected the man to itself ' (43). makes essentially the same point: 'should mind, 

or the conception, the idea, be allowed to determine us, to becorne fixed and 

invioIabIe or "sacred"? ' he asks. And he answers: 'Then it wodd end in the 

dssohraan of rnX the dissolution of al1 thougbts of al1 conceptions' (59): 



nie  second widely accepted notion we must dispense with when approaching 

Lawrence's psychology is that, as one critic puts it, 'Lawrence's vision had always 

been dualistic, based on a perception of balanced contraries in al1 creation' (Nixon 

3). Lawrence does much to encourage this kind of approach to his work, of 

course, but this dualistic model, where Each opposite [is] kept in stable 

equilibnum by the opposition of the other' ( P h m i r  2: 366). is singulariy 

unhelpfil as a guide to understanding his psychological concern~.~ That is, the 

relationship of the mind and body in Lawrence's psychological model is neither 

equal nor balanced nor stable: it is clearly hierarchical and fundamentally 

dynamic. Lawrence's 'unrecognisable' ego is 'primal' to the 'secondary ' self that 

the 'stable ego' represents; just as the 'unrecognisable' ego is the 'highest reality' 

(Phwnix 637)-'highest' in tenns of its value; we must be careful not to take the 

spatial metaphor literally here-so the 'stable ego' is clearly its lower, subordinate 

form. And the only way to maintain the correct order of rank within this 

hierarchy is for the energies of body to engage in a constant process of dissolving 

or breaking those images of the self that are contained in the mind. 'The great 

lesson,' Lawrence writes, 'is to l e m  to break al1 the fixed ideais, to allow the 

soul's own deep desires to corne direct, spontaneous into consciousness' (Phoenix 

71 3). The narrator of Kmgarm expresses exactly the same idea in a slightly 

different way: 

Yet, k ing  an animal saddled with a mental consciousness, which 

means ideas, a man nnrst have some idea of himself He just must, 

and those that deny it have got a more fixed idea thaa anybody. . . . 



But the idea is perishable. Say what you like, every idea is 

perishable. (263) 

The continual process of going beyond and breaking the fixed image one has of 

one's self-the 'ideal' of the self-is absolutely necessary to maintaining 'my 

individuality, my integrity, my me.' It is a dynamic process which ensures that 

the 'unrecognisable' self remains 'unshakable and indomitable' (Phoenix 2: 236) 

and that the individual does not become a 'fixed, stupid thing.' Stimer has 

precisely the same idea in mind when he claims that an individual 'exists only in 

not remaining what he is; otherwise he would be done, dead' (163). Indeed, just 

as Lawrence claims that 'One has oneself a fixed conscious entity, a self, which 

one has to smash' and that 'We are al1 like tortoises who have to smash their shells 

and creep forth tender and ovewulnerable, but dive' (Letters 2: 426), so Stimer 

claims that 1, therefore, am the kemel that is to be delivered fiom al1 wrappings 

and-bd from al1 cramping shells. What is left when 1 have been freed from 

everything that is not I? Only 1, and nothing but 1' (148). 

In fact, the parallels between Lawrence and Stirner begin to proliferate and 

intensiS, where the mind-body hierarchy is concemed. Just as Lawrence 

describes the self as a 'flow' (e.g. Phoenix 192,380) and claims that 'Al1 the time 1 

must be dissolved fiom my old being' (Phoenk 679), so Stimer also repeatedly 

refers to the self as 'flow' and claims that I must not be 'hindered in my flow and 

dissolution' (1 75). Just as Lawrence sees the bnrecognisable' ego as a greater 

reaiîty than the 'stable ego,' which it bas continuously to destroy, so Stimer sees 

the self undergohg a dyaamic and continuous process of cfeation, destruction and 



recreation, where the 'creator'-Lawrence's 'unrecognisable' ego-must maintain 

strict ~periority over what it creates: 

Over each minute of your existence a fiesh minute of the fùture 

beckons to you, and, dweloping yourself. you get away 'from 

yourself, that is, from the self that was at that moment. As you are 

at each instant, you are your own creature, and in this very 

'creature' you do not wish to lose yourself, the creator. You are 

yourself a higher being than you are, and surpass yourself . . . 

[Ylou are the one who is higher than you, that is, that you are not 

only creature, but lücewise your creator-just this. (38) 

Where Stimer warns of losing yourself 'to your own creature,' Lawrence wams of 

arriving 'at the static finaiity of a thing created' (Phoenix 695). And for both of 

these wrîters the central feature of a created 'thing' is that it has no animating 

source of spontaneity and therefore no powers of self-determination: it is 

completely at the mercy of extemai circumstances. Thus for both Lawrence and 

Stirner the great danger of inverting the n a d  order of body over mind, of 

failing to 'dissolvet and 'get away from' the 'old being' or 'old stable ego,' is the 

inevitable metamorphosis of the self nom a creative +forcet into a 'thhg createcf- 

the transformation fiom a highl y individualized and self4etehning creator to a 

distinctly de-individualized and extemaily determineci creature. Such a 

transfonned individual no longer liws as a creator lives, 'direct fiom the 

spontaneous, vital centre ofoneself (Phoenix 604), but lives instead like Rodefick 

Usher, who has 10a his selc his living saur accordhg to Lawrence, and who has 



become, as a result, 'a sensitized instrument of the extemal forces' (Shrd'ies in 

CIassic Americm Literahrre 83). He is no longer a subject, but an object. 

Indeed, this difference between intemal and extemal forces is central to the 

individualism of both Lawrence and StUiier, and it marks the point at which their 

psychological theories take a distinctly social tum. For both Lawrence and 

Stimer the image or idea that an individual has of himself may become 'extemal' 

when he 'sticks' to it, but this is not the only reason why ideas are considered to be 

'extemal.' As Lawrence makes clear, the idea one has of oneself is often not a 

self-construction at dl, but, at an even fiirther remove from the self, a social 

construction, which the mind embraces ready-made. This idea serves to underpin 

his review of Tngant Burrow's The Social Bars of Consciarsness (Phoenix 377- 

382), where the problem that Lawrence identifies does not simply belong to the 

psychological domain, where 'the moment man becarne aware of himself he made 

a picture of himself, and began to live Born the picture,' but belongs to the social 

domain as well: 

Al1 our education is but an elaborating of the picture. 'A good little 

girl-'a brave boy1-'a noble woman-'a strong mant-'a 

productive society'-'a progressive humanity8-it is al1 the picture. 

It is al1 living fiom the outside to the inside. It is al1 the death of 

spontaneity. It is al1 saictly automatic. 

Society's collective ideals, which Stima calls our 'object[s] of longing' (289) and 

our 'essences' (34), serve to control individuais fiom the 'outside' when individuals 

shouid be living 'fiom within outwards': they serve, Lawrence suggests, to 



automate individuals rather than to animate them. Even worse than the mere 

existence of these social forms, however, is the fact that society actively promotes 

them: according to Lawrence, 'Al1 our education' is an ongoing campaign to 

convince individuals, starting with children, that static extemal forms represent a 

higher reality than 'the organic necessity of the human being,' an idea that 

Lawrence elsewhere suggests has its origins in Plato, and which he daims in this 

particular review 'is tnily the reversal of life.'9 Indeed our 'education' for 

Lawrence is little more than a collective process of self-alienation because it 

attempts to substitute a mode1 of what we ought to be for what we actually are: 

'we are not the picture,' he insists, 'and the picture is not what we are.' %an we put 

up with this,' Stimer asks in the sarne vein, 'that "Our Essence" is brought into 

opposition to us, that we are split into an essential and un-essential self! Do we 

not with that go back into the dreary misery of seeing ourselves banished out of 

ourselves?' (33-34). 'To be a man,' Stimer wrîtes, 'is not to nalize the ideal of 

man, but to present oneself, the individual' (163). So Lawrence, rejecting al1 the 

sociaily contrived essences and the de-individualizing ideals of what we ought to 

be, claims that: 'No man can be anything more than jua himself (Fantasia of the 

Unconscious 47). 

With these abstraa notions of 'man' and 'humanity' before them, Lawrence and 

Stimer launch into a remarkably similar aîtack on the very essence of what they 

both saw as the prevailing ideology oftheir day: namely, liberal humanism. For 

Stirner the centrai humankt concepts of 'Man' and 'Humaoity' are tenns of 

oppression rather than of libemtioa: they may have replaceci Cod' as the highest 



category in the modem world, he suggests, but they serve to dominate and control 

individuals as much as the God-concept ever did. Thus according to Stirner, 

'liberalisrn is a religion because it separates my essence fkom me and sets it above 

me, because it exalts "man" to the same extent that any other religion does its God 

or idol' (1 58). The concept of 'man,' Stirner claims, is an 'unreal thing' and a 

'spook' (1 56). and al1 the more oppressive to the individual for being so. At a tirne 

in Western history when we should stnve to %ring1 ourselves 'to revelationl-'turn 

io yourselves rather than to your gods or idols' (146)-we instead 'slay our own 

selves as sacrifices for "the human essence", the "idea of mankind", " humanity", 

and whatever the idols or gods are called besides' (285). Who is this God?' 

Stimer asks of the 'humane liberal.' And he answen: 'Man with a great M! What 

is the divine? The human!' (55). In a community so governed by the wonhip of 

this idol, the individual is lost: 'the single one has nothing at dl, humanity 

everything. . . . Man or humanity is the individual's end, for which he labours, 

thinks, lives, and for whose glorification he must become "man" ' (123). 

Lawrence also sees humanism as a kind of idol-worshipping cult that serves an 

essentiall y (and literall y) selfhfeating purpose, and his terms For describing this 

situation are almost identical to S h e f s .  In his review of Burrow's book he 

claims that the pidure of 'Mankind' which 'every man [ha] to conforrn to' is 'the 

geat image or id01 which dominates our civilization and which we worship with 

mad blindness' (Phoenix 379). This 'picnire of humanity,' Lawrence claims, 'is 

just a huge idol' and 'is wt ceai,' even though it acts as 'a horrible compulsion set 

over us' (Phoenix 380). And just as Stimer dues before him, Lawrence traces this 



'mad worship' directly back to Chnstianity: 'And this is the Christian tnith,' 

Lawrence writes in Twilight in Italy,' 'God is that which is Not-Me. In realizing 

the Not-Me 1 am consumrnated, 1 become infinite.' This 'Christian tmth' still 

forms the essence of the modem humanist world, according to Lawrence, for 

however much the modem world may have changed the name of what it 

worships, the individud, as Stimer suggeaed, still counts for nothing at ail: 

a man is [now] consummated in his knowledge of that which is not 

himself. the abstract Man. . . . Everything that is, is consciousness. 

And in every man's consciousness, Man is great and illimitable, 

whiln the individual is small and fragmentary. Therefore the 

individual must sink himself into the great whole of Mankind. (39- 

40) 

Examples of word-play are relatively infiequent in Lawrence, but his pun on the 

word 'whole' in the last line of this passage is as signifiant as it is hard to 

overlook. The individual, Lawrence suggests, anks himself into the 'whole of 

Mankind' just as he sinks himself into the 'hole' of Mankind. He lowers himself 

into a great cultural vacancy-the concept of Man'-just as a dead body would be 

lowered into a grave, which is the last triurnph of a tradition that demands the 

sacrifice of Self for its existencdO This 'abysmal insanity' (Phoenix 38 1) 

therefore amounts to nothing short of a collective worship of death, for the 

concept of 'Man,' as this passage suggests, is as much of a 'spook' for Lawrence 

as t is for Stimer. Indecd just as Stirner daims that liberalisrn 'exalts "mann ' as 

other religions exait Ood, so Lawrence daim that We have exaltai Man fm 



above the man who is in each one of us.' hst as Stirner claims that 'the intention 

to realize humanity dtogether in oneself . . . is ofsuch minous kind,' so 

Lawrence claims that our 'aim' to create a 'perfect humanity' can only be obtained 

through 'the subjection, reduction, analysis and destruction of the Self ('Twilight 

in Itaiy' 45). Both of these writers are thus profoundly and equally convinced that 

liberal humanism is  founded on a centrai and radiating absurdity, as it upholds the 

abyss as its highest reality. It is forever overlooking the crucial fact that, as 

Stirner clairns, 'humanity too is as mch only a thought. . . ; the individuals are its 

reality' (221). For Lawrence hurnanisrn represents an 'old system of valuation' 

that one can reject simply by recognizing that 'One is one, and as such, always 

more than an aggregation' (Phoenix 637). Tt is believed that one cannot be more 

than man,' Stinier similarly suggests. 'Rather, one cannot be less!' (1 20).l ' 
As a systematic attack on individuality, humanism, according to both 

Lawrence and Stirner, also undermines the possibility of a moral society, despite 

al1 its apparent intentions to the contrary. Stimer is particularly clear in this 

regard, claiming that although the concept of 'man' contains al1 the 'intentions to 

become go04 noble, loving, and so forth' (69), these high moral aspirations an 

completely meaningless if 'persons [are] left out of account' (72): 'Intercourse 

r d n g  on essence is an intercourse with a spook, not with anything real,' he 

wams. 'mf 1 hold intercourse with the essence of man L am not holding 

intercourse with men' (257). Hence the 'humane liberal': 

sees in yoy notyoy but the species; not Hans or Thomas, but man; 

not the reai or unique one, but your essence or your concept; not 



the bodily man, but the @rit. . . . N e  loves in you not Hans, of 

whom he knows nothing and wants to know nothing, but man. 

(155) 

The love of man or hurnanity, therefore, is quite litedly the love of no one at dl. 

Stimer takes this thought even fhther to compare what he ironically calls 'pure 

warm-heartedness' with genuine 'kindliness,' and he suggests that a 'theoretical' 

love for general humanity leads not simply to an indifference toward individuals, 

but to an active hatred of hem: 

To have a liking for the corporeal man with hide and hair, why, 

that would no longer be a 'spiritual' warm-heartedness, it would be 

treason against 'puret wm-heartedness, the 'theoretical regard'. 

For pure warm heartedness is by no means to be conceived as Iike 

that kindliness that gives everybody a fnendly handshake; on the 

contrary, pure warm-heartedness is warmhearted toward nobody, it 

is only a theoretical interest, concem for man as man, not as a 

person. The person is repulsive to it because of being 'egoistic', 

because of not being that abstraction, man. But it is only for the 

abstraction that one can have a theoretical regard. To pure wann- 

heartedness or pure theory men exist only to be criticized, scoffed 

at, and thoroughly despiseû. (28) 

This connection between the theoretical regard for Man and the lack of regard for 

men, central to Stirner's mr'tique of humanism, fonns a significant part of 

Lawrence's critique as weI1. Indeed, Stimds pejorative terms 'theoretical' and 



'pure warm-heartednesst immediately cal1 to mind Lawrence's remark on the 

character of Clifford Chatteriey, whose pnmary deficiency. according to 

Lawrence, is that 'He is kind by mie, but he does not know what wann symptihy 

means' (Phmnix 2: 5 13; emphasis added). Given his belief that 'The individual 

hardly matters' (bdy C'tterley's Lover 191), Clifford would necessarily seem to 

be incapable of understanding 'what warm sympathy means,' for such an attitude 

would confine whatever kindness he has to the realm of rules and 'theoretical 

regard.' This is certainly the case in his maniage, where he considers Connie to 

be 'the great 1-am' (1 15) as long as she submits to the rules of wedlock-her 

'duties and responsibilities,' as he calls them (307)-and wishes her 'wiped off the 

face of the earth' (3 10) when she breaks through those rules and shows herself to 

be a self-determining, independent and, in Stimer's terms. a 'corporeal' individual. 

While Clifford Chattedey is perhaps not quite what Stirner would cal1 a 

'hurnane liberal,' Ben Cooley in the novel Kmgaruo very clearly is, and through 

this character Lawrence graphically illustrates the nature of what it is to have a 

high regard for 'mant and a low regard for 'men.' Cooley (Kangaroo) devotes his 

life to a 'theoretical regard' for man, promoting what he calls 'The fait f i l ,  fearless 

love of man for man' (325), but he clearty leaves individuals 'out of account.' 

Thus Richard Somers, Lawrence's spokesman in the novel, observes that 

Kangaroo's kind of love might be 'massive and gen~ine~' but he also feels that it 

'missed his own particular self completely' (208): ' "He doesn't love me," he 

thought to himself. "He just tums a great general emotion on me, like a tap" ' 

(208). 



The similarity between Lawrence and S h e r  in this regard extends still fùrther 

into Kmgwoo, for just as Stimer daims that the inevitable outcome of the love 

for 'man' i s  an attitude of scoffing and despising toward the 'person,' so Kangaroo 

becomes 'arrogant, insolent [and] righteous' (210) toward Somers when Somers 

shows himself in an argument to be not an abstract 'man,' but an independent and 

indiv iduai being. Thus, when the argument cornes to an end, Kangaroo's 'love' for 

the abstract man quickly reveals itself to be an utter intolerance of the individual 

man, the 'corporeal man with hide and hair,' that Richard Somers actually is: 

For a moment Somers was afiaid of him, as of some great ugly id01 

that might strike. He felt the intense hatred of the man coming at 

him in cold waves. He stwd up in a kind of horror, in Front of the 

great, close-eyed, horrible thing that was now Kangaroo. Yes, a 

thing, not a wble man. A great Thing, a horror. (2 10-2 1 1) 

A deep substratum of 'hatred' emerges as the benevolent face of humanism. the 

'love of man for man,' confronts the individual man. Indeed, Kangaroo's 

murderous approach to Somers at the end of their argument goes far to redl  

Stimer's claim that it was only because they 'served mm' that the leaders of the 

French Revolution were able to %ut off the heads of men' (74). words that are 

relevant to other situations in the novel as well. Jack, for instance, who is a hi@ 

ranking member of Kangaroo's revolutionary Party, aushes the skull of a politicai 

opponent with an iron bar, leading Somen to reflect on the ghastly irony that 

'Jack was a killer in the name of Love' (328). 'Insist on Ioving humanity,' 



Lawrence wrote near the end of his life, 'and sure as fate youtll corne to hate 

everybody' (Phwnix 206). l2 

The fact that the text describes Kangaroo in his 'righteous' and hstrated rage 

as 'A great Thing-a thing, not a whole mad-suggests another key criticism of 

humanisrn and humanists that both Lawrence and Stimer share: namely, that 

humanists do not merely attempt to de-individualize the persons around them but 

that they also attempt to de-individualize themselves, something at which they 

invariably succeed. Humanism, that is to Say, represents a moral system, and 

moral systems belong for both Lawrence and Stimer to the redm of ideals. And 

ideals, as Lawrence repeatedly claims, tum men and women 'into abstractecl, 

finctioning, mechanicd units' (Phoenix 705). Thus subrnitting to a moral system, 

according to Lawrence, transfonns people into 'things,' 'mechanical units,' because 

by submitting to a system they sumender their powers of self-determination: theu 

actions will no longer be governed by genuine, intemal desire, but by an extemal 

set of abstract pnnciples. To be 'mord,' Stimer suggests in this regard, is to 

engage in the fundarnentally self-alienating process of looking 'only for the tight 

"how", the right way to be sot (68). For Lawrence, even 'love and benevolence' 

constitute a 'barren, sanctified compulsion' (Fmtmia of the Unconscims 80-8 1) if 

they are looked to as niles to be obeyed rather than understood as spontaneous 

impulses to be lived tbrough and experienced. In fact, according to Lawrence, to 

look outward for moral guidance is to embrace the morality of a 'slave' (Phoenix 

540). beçause a search outside the self for guidance signals a wilIingness io 

abandon al1 powers of selGdetetmination: as with al1 forms of  idealism, 



conventionai morality encourages individuals to 'cut' themselves 'out to a pattern' 

and mm themselves into 'a stupid, fixed thing-in this case, a moral 'thing,' like 

Kangaroo. Not a 'whole man,' but a 'honor.' 

The attack that Lawrence and Stimer d e  on the humanist moral system, and 

on moral systems generally, is a logical progression fkom their certainty that in al1 

rnatters the individual is mon significant than the collective, and that the intemal 

sources of the self are superior to any extemal and institutional structures of 

society. It is also essential to recognize that in making their case against moral 

systems, which Lawrence calls the 'roofed-in erection of right and wrong' 

(Comp&ete Poem 289), neither Lawrence nor Stirner is arguing against morality 

as such; what they are looking for is a more human, a more humane and indeed a 

more sociable basis for morality than any external system of principles and niles 

is likely to provide. And what they both attempt to convey, typical of the 

Romantic tradition that they are both part of, is that the path to a superior rnorality 

is not upward and outward into social convention and legal restraint, but 

downward and inward to the naturai spnngs of instinct and desire." 

It is important to point out here that we make very little progress in 

understandkg this crucial aspect of radical individualist thought if we accept 

Hochman's idea that as a radical individualist Lawrence 'identified' the 'green 

world of nature . . . with the naturai, presocial, nonmoral man' (4). As a radical 

individualist Lawrence saw no such tension between the 'natural man' and the 

'social' and 'moral' domains of human behaviour. in fact, for Lawrence the 

'naturai man' is not 'presacial' and 'nonmoral' but fjir more social and fi more 



moral than his kivilized' counterpait could ever hope to be, and not despite his 

naturalness, but because of it. Thus Lawrence claims that the 'pure spontaneous 

morality' (Phoeriix 156) of the purely instinctual or 'natural' individual is a Viner' 

kind of morality (Phoenix 525); it ailows for the expression of a self which is 'at 

the very root moral' (Fantasia of the Unconsciios 227). This self, according to 

Lawrence, is our 'untrespassing self (Ine PIumed Serpent 195) and our fnily 

'decent' self (Phwnix 7 18). It both contains and constitutes Our 'sense of essential 

truth, essential honour, essential justice' (Kungaroo 2 12). It also contains that 

'deep instinct of kinship' which 'joins men togethet (Phwnix 5 56). I ndeed, 

Lawrence's certainty that the human being is 'a moral animal' (Smdies in CIWc 

American Literuiure 22), and therefore a social animal as well, stands at the core 

of his radically individualistic conviction that The real way of living is to answer 

to one's wants' (Letkm 1: 504), for what the individual instinctively and 

impulsively 'wants' is nothing less than 'honour' and 'kinship.'14 'The deep 

instincts,' Lawrence writes in this regard, ivhen lefi alone, are quite morai,/and 

clear intuition is more than moral,/it really makes us men' (Complete Poems 529). 

S thefs  notion that 'there is no right outside me,' but that 'If it is rÎght for me, 

it is right' (1 70), derives Eom the same kind of fiiith in human instincts and 

impulses that Lawrence upholds. According to Stimer, we are customarily 

'temfied at ourseives in our nakedness and naturalness,' considenng ourselves to 

be 'An abyss of lawless and wvegulated impulses, desires, wishes, passions, a 

chaos without light or guiding star!' Each one of us is led to believe nom an early 

age that M y  passion would advise me to do the most senseless thing possible,' 



and that only 'God's commandments or. . . the duties which morality prescribes' 

prevent us fiom becoming as depnived as 'beasts' (146-147). As a corrective to 

what he sees as this profoundly mistaken view of human nature, however. Stimer 

suggests t h :  

if, so far as [a man] is unconcemed about religion, he only deemed 

himself a beast, he would easily find that the beast, which does 

follow only its impulse (as it were, its advice), does not advise and 

impel itself to do the 'most senselessi things, but takes very correct 

steps. (146-147) 

By compacing 'impulse' to 'advice' and by making the impulsive 'beast' the general 

standard for the 'correct' approach to living* Stirner is suggesting something very 

similar to what Lawrence means by calling the human being a findamentally 

'moral animal.' The idea that borh these writers are attempting to convey is that 

the self has a moral structure of its own, so that controlled, well-regulated 

behavior will inevitably result when any extemal limitations on the individual are 

removed: spontaneity, they both suggest, is the comerstone of self-control. Thus 

just as Stimer suggests that impulses will lead the individual to take 'very correct 

steps,' so Lawrence claims that the impulsive and spontaneous self, which he 

sometimes calls our Moly Ghost,' dinas us 'not to push our cravings tw fàr' 

(Snrdes in Clizmic American Literaîwe 79). It will be unnecessary to consciasiy 

impose abstinence in a r d  commuaity, Lawrence suggests, because the tme self 

will aiways naturally know when to abstain, when not to go 'too Eu'. 



It is also important to note here that however 'extreme and peculiar' their 

means might seem to be, the moral ends that both Lawrence and Stirner seek to 

achieve are of a distinctly 'normative' kind, as the ternis 'correct' and 'not ta ,  far' 

begin to suggest. lS Both Stirner and Lawrence agree, for instance, that greed is an 

unfortunate human quality, but they also suggest that greed does not remlt from 

too much self-centredness but fiom a tack of it--or in words that Lawrence in 

particulas might prefer, from a lack of 'self-centrality.' An 'avaricious man,' 

Stirner claims, is detemined not by the 'flow' of his instincts but by his fixation 

on lucre: he is therefore 'not a self-owned' man, but a 'servant' (266). Lawrence 

similarly suggests that an 'individualist' cannot be a 'selfish or greedy person' 

because 'A selfish person . . . wants that which is not himself' 'And what can any 

man want for,' Lawrence asks rhetorically, 'except that which is his own, if he be 

himself?' (Phwnix 438,432-3). 

Indeed to desire something outside the self, to 'insia on that which lies static 

and extemai,' is to be controlled by something outside the self, and appetites, 

when taken to extremes, have the same automating and de-individualizing affects 

on the self as any ideais or fixed ideas. Thus according to Stirner the individual 

who is 'carrieci away' with a passion has 'let his passion grow up into a despot 

against whom he abandons al1 power of dissolution: he has given himself up, 

because he cannot dissoIve himself, and consequently cannot absolve himself 

fiom the passion: he is possessed' (258). S h e r  is particularly clear on this point 

with regard to sensuality: 



Am I in my own senses when 1 am given up to sensuality? Do 1 

follow myself, my own detemination, when I follow that? 1 am 

my own only when 1 am master of myself, instead of being 

mastered either by sensuality or by anything else (God, man, 

authority, law, state, church). (1 53) 

Lawrence also condemns individuals who have given themselves up to 

'senmality,' and he sirnilarly sees in such individuals not an overabundance of 

impulse and desire but an absence of it. As the narrative of Wornen in Love 

clearl y suggests, for instance, Gerald's promiscuity is far more a result of his fear 

of the 'void' (337-338) than it is of following any real desire? As we sirnilarly 

leam in The Rainbow, Skrebensky was 'not man enough to satisfi one wornan' so, 

'he hung around others' (462). which is the same observation Lawrence makes 

when commenting on the frenzied sexual activity of Don Juan: 

Don Juan was only Don h a n  because he had no real desire. . . . 

[He] desired no woman so he ran after every one of them. . . . Il's 

al1 Don Juanery, sex in the head, no reai desùe, which lads to 

profligacy and squaiid promiscuity. (Phoenix 2: 45 5 )  

Don Juan, as Stimer would Say, is 'possessed' rather than 'self-possessed': being 

'carried away' with sexud passion, his actions, like those of Skrebensky and 

Gerald, are not determiad by desire, but by the object of desire. Thus Don Juan, 

like anyone who goes 'too fat in his or her cravings, exists in that condition, es 

Lawrence desaibes it, of 'living ftom the outside to the inside,' a condition which 

signifies 'the death of spontaneity.' 



The subject ofsensuality is particularly relevant to D. H. Lawrence, whose 

reputation as the poet [ot] sexual f?eedom' (Mensch 1) and as the 'Priest of Love' 

(Moore) tends to obscure how abstemious Lawrence believed the true self 

actually is with regard to sex and sensuality. Indeed, Stimer's daim that a tmly 

individualized self will not 'give himself up' to sensuality provides a good basis 

for understanding Lawrence's notion, expressed in nie P h e d  Serpent, that to the 

true self 'nakedness is neither shame nor excitement' (1 95). Lawrence illustrates 

the point by having the narrator of the novel observe that the native men, who 

clearly represent 'naturd man' for Lawrence, take 'absolutely no notice' of the 

bathing native women: 'They didn't even look the other way. It was the women 

bathing, that was dl. As if it were, like the charaIes swimming, just a natural part 

of the lake life' ( 16 1-1 62). A similar situation occun in the aory The Woman 

Who Rode Away,' where the elder Indians are remarkably unmoved by the naked 

Woman before them: 'The elder men were al1 dark and tense with sorne other 

deep, gloomy, incomprehensible emotion' (55). 

Indeed a great many, if not dl, of Lawrence's fiaional characters who achieve 

some higher degree of individuation and selfbood, those who live 'from within 

outwards,' show a peculiar kind of restraint toward sex, and otten a distinct kind 

of rewlsion toward sensuality. In Sons aruf Lovers, for instance, Paul More1 may 

be convinced of the Iink between sexuality and adulthood, but he still becomes 

imtated by Clara's 'unresaained passion' and wants to put strict limits on 'the 

kissing sort of love' (399). A similar sort of attitude «ia be found in 'St. Mawr,' 

where Lou Camtngton, the protagoaisi of the story, believes that 'Sex was a mere 



adjunct,' and does 'not reaily care about sensualities' (128): 'Sex, mere sex, is 

repellant to me,' she tells her mother (138). Birkin in Women in Love embraces 

precisely the same kind of attitude: as the nanative discloses, 'he hated se%' and 

considered it 'such a limitation.'" 'He wanted sex to revert to the level of the 

other appetites, to be regarded as a fiindonal process, not as a filfilment' (199), 

which is an idea that does much to confirm Lawrence's waming that 'Sm as an 

end in itself is a disaster: a vice' (Fmta'a of the Unconscious 1 87). Sex simpl y 

cannot be 'an end in itself' for people who maintain their integity and 

individuality, for only those who have lost the ability to take correct steps,' who 

have lost the impulse not to go 'too far,' find themselves wandering in the soulless 

regions of 'disaster' and 'vice.' 

It is  primarily because they conceive of the self as having its own moral core 

that both Lawrence and Stimer see individual liberty as the basis for a tnily mord 

s o ~ i e t ~ . ' ~  This faith in an essentiaily moral self also stands behind their shared 

but rather paradoxical conviction that the key to creating a truly cohesive society 

is not the high ideal of oneness and equality, but the fiindamental reality of 

othemess and opposition. in this way Sther  daims that individuals 'hold 

together so much the more firmly' when they 'exclude each other whoiIy' (162), a 

notion that he explains in some detail: 

The last and most decided opposition, that of unique against 

unique, is at bottom beyond what is called opposition, but without 

having sunk back into iinity' and unison. As unique you have 

nothing in comon with the other any longer, and therefore 



nothing divisive or hostile either. . . . The opposition vanishes in 

complete-severance or singleness. (1 86) 

What Stimer envisions as the highest form of society is a union of individuals 

who 'prefer to follow their real interests rather than the commands of morality' 

(74). The operative tenn here, of course, is Ireal' interests, because individuals 

who follow those interests will find no social need for following 'moral 

commands.' Hence, Stirner suggests, such a union will contain far greater social 

possibilities than any social structure which requires that those interests be 

sacrificed: 

And yet only individuals can enter into union with one another, 

and al1 alliances and leagues ofpeoples are and remain mechanical 

compoundings, because those who corne together, at least so fêr as 

the 'peoples' are regardeci as the ones who have come together, are 

destittrte of will. Only with the last separation does separation 

itself end and change into unification. (205) 

The idea of finding 'unification' through 'separaiion' plays a key part in 

Lawrence's social vision as well. In K'ungurm, for instance, Richard Somers 

gives his full approval to the idea that individuals who are held 'separate' will be 

'sustained in accord' (199), which is why he suggests to the dl-embracing 

Kangaroo that instead of 'loving' each other they should try to be 'hard, separate 

men' (209). Similady, the narrator in Amon's R d  considers that the 'first' step 

toward any 'future unisons' must be %lean and pure division': 'perfect singleness. 

That is the only way to f i a l  living unison: tlnough sheer finished singleness' 



(123). uideed, just as Stimer wams of 'alliances and leagues of peoples,' so 

Lawrence openly declares that '1 am afiaid of concourses and clans and societies 

and cliques' (Letfers 2: 300), a fear that translates directly into his recoil Eom any 

political vision that sees society as a 'mas homogeneity' instead of a 'fathomless 

multiplicity' (Phoenk 634). l9 And just as Sther emphasizes the necessity of 

separating oneself h m  'mechanical cornpoundings,' so that one 'will have 

nothing in common with the other,' so Lawrence insists that individuals 'must 

work themselves tiee and pure fiom the compound,' so that 'the individual 

[becomes] so thorough that he should have nothing in cornrnon with any other 

individual' (Phoenix 43 1). This process of individuation is not only 'one of the 

conditions of life,' for Lawrence, it is also one of the conditions of social life: 

Now one craves that this life should be more individual, that 1 and 

you and rny neighbour should be distinct in clarity from each other, 

perfectly distinct fiom the general mas. Then it would be a 

melody if 1 walked d o m  the road; if 1 stood with my neighbour it 

would be a pure hannony. (Phoenix 432) 

The idea that social hmony is the product of differentiation, that melody rises 

from having 'nothing in commont with anyone else, begins to explain what Connie 

Chatterley means when she suggests that 'ody people who are capable of mal 

togethemess have that look of being alone in the universe' (Lndy Chattedey's 

Lover 284). 

By breaking down the conventional oppositions of togethemess and aloneness, 

of separation and unification, both Stûner end Lawrence aim to establish nothing 



more and nothing less than a society that allows for the full flourishing of 

common decency and mutual respect, for they both find such decency and respect 

to be missing &om the prevailing politicai ideologies of their day. Thus Lawrence 

claims that 'the finer, more distinct the individual, the more finely and distinctly 

he is aware of al1 other individuality' (Phoenix 433), a quality he finds, for 

example, in Hardy's character Tess. it is oniy because Tess 'is herself utterly,' 

Lawrence claims, that she 'respects utterly the other's right to be' (Phwnix 483). 

Stirner conveys the same idea when he claims: 

Our weakness consists not in this, that we are in opposition to 

others, but in this, that we are not completely so; that we are not 

entirely severed fiom them or that we seek a 'communion', a 

'bond', that in communion we have an ideal. One faith, one God, 

one idea, one hat for dl! If al1 were brought under one hat, 

certainly no one would any longer need to take off his hat before 

another. (186) 

What Stimer is suggesting in this rather playful manner is that the push toward an 

ever expanding and abstract sense of oneness-one faith, one God, one idea, one 

hat for dl!'-undemines the respect (taking 'off his hat') that individuals will 

extend toward one another, for if we are al1 'one' we cease to be aware of anyone 

else." Lawrence dso has a playhl way of putting this idea: it is 'owing to the 

oneness of mankind,' he writes, 'that we are always falling fou1 of one another, 

and chewing each other's fur' (Fantuma of the Uiionrcious 25). But Lawrence 

expresses the idea in a f4r more serious way as well, seeing the ideal of 'oneness' 



as the basis for the worst kinds of social pathologies. Lndeed, the idea that, as 

Birkin claims, people are not dangerous Except in herds' (Wonren in Love 66) 

resonates throughout Lawrence's work, nom the notion that 'Oneness makes war, 

and the obsession of oneness' (Cornpleie P m s  612). to the observation in 

Aaron's Rod that 'It's only when the ghastly rnob-sleep, the dream helplessness of 

the mass-psyche overcomes [the individual], that he becomes completely base 

and obscene' (145). For Lawrence this peculiar kind of hatred and violence is 

inseparable from the ideal of 'oneness,' which is one ofthe main quarrels he has 

with the customary conception of democracy. The kind of democracy that 

Lawrence opposes is the democracy that aims for the ideal of 'One Identity' and 

which achieves this goal through 'Merging! And Death!-death being, according 

to Lawrence, 'the final rnerge.' Hence for Lawrence, 'American Democracy was a 

form of self-murder, always. Or of murdering somebody else' (Siudies in C/asic 

Amencan Literature 1 78, 59)." 

In place of this destructive (and ~el~destructive) conception of democracy, 

both Lawrence and Stimer propose an outline of what they believe wiil be a more 

moral type of society, a society where the interests of the self are not opposed to 

the interests of the wrnmunity, but are identical with them? Stimer proposes a 

community of 'egoists,' which he cdls a Union of Egoists,' and to which, he 

aiggests, '1 sacrifice nothing' (1 6 1). Lawrence proposes a aimmunity of 'fiiltilled 

individualities,' which he sometimes calls a 'new Democracy' (Phoenik 709). and 

in which selEsadce is considered to be 'perhaps the vilest deed a man can do' 

(Complee Pwnrs 679). The organizing principle for Stirner's community is the 



idea that 'nothing is more to me than myself (7); for Lawrence's it is to 'realize at 

last that the highest reality for every living creature is in its purity of singleness 

. . . and that everything else should be but a means to t his end' (Phoenix 63 7). For 

Stimer, the necessity for each individuai to 'realize' his or her own 'unutterable' 

self also necessitates the recognition of the Other, for exclusion is the basis of 

appreciation and respect. For Lawnnce, similarl y, self-hl fillment necessitetes 

the recognition of the 'inscrutablet and 'untranslatablet Other, which, he claims is 

'the fact upon which any great scheme of social life mua be based' (Phoenix 7 14). 

And it is here, with these words, that we find ourselves at the heart of Lawrence's 

radical individuaiism, because for Lawrence what exists at the end of that 

downward and inward path to the 'bottom' of oneself-the path to self- 

&Ifilment-is not the termination of social life but the very seed of its existence. 

Tnie community, for Lawrence, is the outcome of contacts between individuals 

whose own hilfillment has made them so 'finely' and 'distinctly' themselves that 

they are at last 'finely' and 'distinctly' aware of each other. And so he declares: 

The stark, loveless, wordless unison of two men who have corne to 

the bottom of thernselves. This is the new nucleus of a new 

society, the clue to a new world-epoch. (Studies in Classic 

Amerîçan Lirerature 60) 



End Notes 

For other comrnents along this line see, for example, Michael Bentley: 'Seen 

fiom the point of view of 'sheer single being' al1 this may be desirable; but the 

question arises, is it possible or desirable when placed in a social context? What 

happens when plasm tums to plasma? (77); see also Peter Scheckner: The 

societal instinct battled Lawrence's heroic illusion-the desire to be his own man, 

free from society-in al1 of his major works' (19). Terry Eagleton sirnilady 

claims that 'What Lawrence's work dramatizes, in fact, is a contradiction within 

the Romantic humanist tradition itself, between its corporate and individualist 

components' (1 58). See also Paul Eggart, who claims that Lawrence had 

'conflicting impulses for isolation and social involvement' (140). 

' David J. Gordon made a brief comment on this aspect of Lawrence's work a 

few years before Hochrnan: 'Lawrence does seem to be the last Romantic, the last 

ofthose radical individualists who set themselves against an entire culture and 

still stood for something meaningful' (1 5 1). 

3 1 agree with Anne Femihough's observation that 'Lawrence cannot be fully 

understood apart nom the specificaily Gennan philosophical tradition in which he 

was already immersed before meeting Fneda; contact with the von Richthofen 

cûcle served to fimiliarize Lawrence with some of its most recent developments' 

(1993: 10). Femihough, moreover, makes a stmng co~ection between Lawrence 

and S h e r  in her introduction to the mon recent Penguin edition of 7 k  Rainbow, 

claiming that this novel owes a 'debt' to 'the philosophy of Stimer,' and observing 



that as a young man Lawrence was a 'keen reader' of The New Age, a journal in 

which Stimer 'figured prominently' (1 995: xix). The only other critic to make a 

direct comection between Lawrence and Stirner that 1 am aware of is David 

Holbrook, who remarks that Rawdon Lilly's view of the self and society in 

Aaronk R d  is 'that which Max Stirner pronounced' (28 1). 

4 Stimer's more perceptive cntics al1 agree with Goldman to one degree or 

another. See, for instance, John Carroll's analysis of Stirner in Break-outfrom the 

Crystal Palace, particuiarly pages 15-87. For an opposite view of Stirner, 

however, see R W. K. Patterson's The NihiIisîic Egoist. See also Holbrook who 

refers to Stirner as a 'sinister figure' and a 'nihilist' (244). 

5 For an account of how Lawrence embodies this self in language see Michael 

Bell's book D. H. Lawrence: Lunguage anù Being. 

6 For other examples of Lawrence's confhnation of the importance of the mind 

see, for instance, 'Emotions themselves become just a nuisance. The mind by 

itself becomes just a sterile thing, making everything sterile. So what's to be 

done? You've got to marry the pair of them' (Phoenix 2: 625). And: 'We don't 

find fault with the mental consciousnes~ the day-light consciousness of mankind. 

Not at dl. We only find fault with the One-and-Allness which is attributed to it' 

(Phoentx 636). See al=: 'bringing life into human consciousness is . . . a 

necessary condition of the progress of life itself (Phoenix 43 1). For an andysis 

of the importance of consciousness in Lawrence's work, see, for instance, Homer 

O. Brown's article 'The Passionate Stntggle into Conscious Being.' 



7 For a writer who was Ulfamiliar with Stirner's book, Lawrence's way of 

expressing an idea can sometimes bear an uncamy similarity to Stirner's. 

nowhere more so than in his description of the relationship that the body has to 

the mind. Compare, for instance the following passages: 

Lawrence: 'men rnust . . . listen only to the living life that is a rising tide in 

their own being, and Men, listen, listen for the injunctions' (Kmgwrw 154). 

Stirner: lit is only when a man hears his flesh dong with the rest of him that he 

hears himself wholly, and it is only when he wholly hears himselfthat he is a 

hearing or rational being' (60). 

1 want to emphasize that I am confining my rejection of the 'balanced 

contrm*es' paradigm to a discussion of the mind-body relationship. In other areas 

ofLawrencets thought this paradigm does have some relevance. H. M. Daleski, 

for instance, makes a reasonably good case that 'the duality of Male and Female is 

central to Lawrence's dualism' (24). 

9 For Lawrence on Plato see Phoenk 2: 5 1 1 : 'Now we have to re-establish the 

great relationships which the grand idealists, with their underlying pessimism, 

their belief that life is nothing but fbtile confiict, to be avoided even unto death, 

destroyed for us. Buddha, Plato, Jesus, they were al1 three utter pessimists as 

regards life, teaching that the only happiness lay in abstracting oneself from life.' 

'O Skrebensky's belief in this tradition is yet mother indication of his lack of 

being: W hat did a man matter personally?' he asks. 'He was just a brick in the 

whole great social fabric, the nation, the modem humaa@. . . . The Whole 



mattered-but the unit, the person, had no importance, except as he represented 

the Whole' ( Ine Rainbow 3 04). 

'' This is an idea that Birkin also expresses: 'Humanity is less, far l a s  than the 

individual' ( Women in Love 1 26). 

'* For a similar expression, see Lawrence's 'Retort to Jesus': 'And whoever 

forces himself to love anybody begets a murderer in his own body' (Complete 

Poems 653) 

l3 In this regard their thinking is completely consistent with the main idea 

behind William Blake's declaration that 'Jesus was al1 virtuel because he 'acted 

from impulse, not fkom rules' (121). For the relation of this idea to Romantic 

thought generally, see note 1 1 of my Introduction. 

l4 The Italian anarchist Enico Malatesta makes precisely the same point in his 

book Anwchy: We proclaim the maxim: DO HMAT YOU WANT. This almost sums 

up our programme because . . . we maintain that in a harmonious society, a 

society without govemment and private property, everybody wil1 WANTTO DO 

WHAT HE MUST DO' (1988: 28). 

'' The terms 'extreme and peculiar' and 'normative' come from Kingsley 

Widmer: 'A recent survey of scholariy cnticism of Lawrence notes a division into 

those who consider him and his views 'normative' and those fewer who do not, 

who instead consider him extreme and peculiar. Obviously 1 belong with the 

latter' (1992: 3). 1 think the tmth about Lawrence is somewhere in between the 

'extreme' and the 'normative.' A critic like F. R Leavis, who is clearly in the 

'normative' camp, shows very little sensitivity, 1 believe, to how radical- 



- - - -  - 

'extremet-Lawrence's politics tmly are. On the other hand, however, 1 see very 

little that is 'extreme and peculiar' about a &ter whose highest values, as 1 will 

argue, are decency and respect. 

l6 Lawrence dramatizes this point by having Gerald go to Gudnin in the crisis 

he experiences after his father's de&: 'Whatever he thought of. . . it dl  showed 

him only the same bottomless void, in which his heart swung perishing. . . . A 

dangerous resolve formed in his heart, like a fixed idea. There was Gudnin.-She 

would be safe in her home' (337-339). 

17 See a h  Richard Somers's declaration in the cancelled conclusion to the MS 

version of Kmgaroo: '1 don't like sext (qtd. in Ellis 47). 

'* This is a standard idea in anarchism. See, for instance, Michael Bakunin: 

'liberty . . . is the sine qira non of genuine morality' (Lehning 83). 

19 Lawrence's hatred of associating with groups surfaces regularly in his fiction. 

In Aaron's Rod, for instance, Rawdon Lilly claims 'Damn al1 leagues. Damn al1 

masses and groups anyhow' (92). In The Pimed Serprnt Don Ramon says, 

'Leagues and Covenants and International Programmes. Ah! Cipriano! it's like an 

international pestilencet (248). In Kmgwm it is a sign of Somers's superiority as 

a man that he 'tiresomely belonged to no groupt (236). Birkin's distaste for what 

he calls 'trouping off in a gang' (97) is also ~ 0 ~ e c W - i  with this idea. 

20 See Bakunin for a similar idea: 'Al1 human morality, every collective and 

individual morality, rests basically on human respectt (Maximov 147). See also 

Thoreau: 'The progress fiom an absolute to a limited monarchy, kom a limited 



monarchy to a democracy, is a progress toward a hue respect for the individual' 

(1 03). 

21 For both Lawrence and Stirner one of the key instruments for creating 

'oneness' in a democratic system is the concept of equality, which they both reject 

for similar reasons. According to Sther, 'We are equal on& in thoughs, only 

when "we" are thought, not as we really and bodily are. . . . I am man, and you 

are man: but man is only a thought, a generality; neither you nor i are speakable, 

we are unutterable, because only thoughts are speakable and consist in speaking' 

(34). According to Lawrence, 'Where each thing is unique in itself, there can be 

no cornparison made. . . . When 1 stand with another man, who is himself, and 

when 1 am truly myself. then 1 am only aware of a Presence, and of the strange 

reality of Otherness. . . . Cornparison only enters when one of us departs from his 

own integral being, and enten the material-mechanical world' (Phoenix 7 15-7 16). 

22 ~alatesta observes that 'egoisrn' is the 'exclusive consideration of one's own 

interests' and that it therefore 'pushes man and society in the direction of 

solidarity.' Hence, 'egoism and altniism (concern for the interests of others) &se 

together in one single sentiment just as the interests ofthe individual and of 

society coincide' (1988:24). See also Proudhon: 'when individual and collective 

interests are identical . . . it is evident that we will be in a state of total liberty or 

anarchy. Society's laws will operate by themselves through universal spontaneity, 

and they will not have to be ordered or wntroiied' (92). 



CHAPTER TWO 

The Presence of Compulsion 

'It is always so with compulsion The m i l  kiils the advance.' 
(The Escapeb Cock') 

If Lawrence t d y  believed that the self is 'at the very root moral,' how are 

we to interpret the numerous acts of violence that appear in his novels? 

And if, as Lawrence suggests, the individual has a 'deep instinct for 

kinship,' how do we account for his fictional chmcters who act in 

obviousl y ant i-social ways, characters w hose seemingl y impulsive 

behaviour clearly serves to prevent rather than to advance the likelihood of 

kinship? To accept the idea, for instance, that Walter More1 in Sons and 

Lovers is 'a totally instinctud being' (Black 1986: 176) is ultimately to 

conclude that instincts are to blame for the more aberrant fonns of his 

domestic behaviour-for sviking his children, for instance, and for 

beating his wife. And to arrive at such a conclusion is inevitably to cal1 

into question much ofwhat Lawrence wrote about the essentially moral 



and social nature of the instincts. Indeed, to suggest that unrestrained 

impulses are to answer for Walter's violent behaviour is to imply that 

Lawrence's fiction, faf fiom dramatizing Birkin's libertarian idea that 

acting on one's impulses is 'the only gentlemanly thing to do,' instead more 

or less reinforces Gerald's authoritarian waming that individual 

spontaneity will quickly lead to social chaos-for in Sons and Love& at 

least, impulse often seems to lead More1 to threaten the safety of everyone 

around him. 

While one line of critical inquiry might at this point embark on a 

detailed analysis of this apparent contradiction between what Lawrence 

declares about the impulses and what his art actually illustrates (or might 

illustrate), 1 believe that a different approach to Lawrence is required. 

Given the enormous extent to which Lawrence's critique of exiaing 

society and his vision of a better one are both inforneci by his certainty in 

the moral integrity of the self, the appropriate question to ask here, 1 

suggest, is not: Does Lawrence ultimately, and perhaps despite himself, 

share the authontarian's suspicion of human impulses? It is rather: How 

can violence in Lawrence's fiction be understood within the scope of his 

clearly libertarian views? 1 M e  the problem in this particular manner 

not so much to avoid the question of Lawrence's possible inconsistency 

but to get more directly at what 1 think is the role that violence has in 

Lawrence's work. To explore the sources and the significance of anti- 



social behaviour in Lawrence's fiction is to find that Lawrence employs 

violence not as a means of demonstrating the need for extemal authority, 

but as a means ofjustifjhg its complete elimination. 

As a way to begin this exploration 1 want for a moment to consider 

more of the implications behind that brief exchange between Birkin and 

Gerald early in Women in Love. That Gerald should impl y here îhat strict 

extemal conaraints are necessary for preventing individuals 60 m 

arbitrarily attacking one another is both fitting for his character and, given 

the context of the novel as a whole, profoundly ironic. It is fitting because 

Gerald himself is subjected to many extemal and institutional forms of 

constraint. He is always looking, for instance, for 'the right conventional 

attitude' because, as the narrative relates, 'he believed in the conventions' 

(337). Similady, Gerald insists that 'education through subjection and 

tonnent' is 'necessary' because ' "It brought me into line a bit" ': ' "you 

can't live",' he daims, ' "unless you do corne into line somewhere," ' an 

idea that clearly conveys his need to codorm to extemal codes and 

conventional patterns of behaviour. The 'always-civil Birkin' (Phoenix 2: 

94), however, characteristically disagrees: ' "1 begin to think that you can't 

live unless you keep entirely out of the line," ' he tells Gerald. And he 

adds: ' "Instead of chopping yourself dom to fit the wodd, chop the 

world down to fit yourself" ' (205). 



The irony, moreover, of having Gerald argue for and subject himself to 

such ostensibly civilking forms ofconstraint is that Geraid is in fact one 

of the most violent and uncivilized characters that Lawrence ever created. 

Gerald's fwst significant act in life, for instance, was to kill his brother- 

and his last act is to loi11 himself. In the intervening time we are told of his 

youthful desire to shoot at striking miners, we are exposed to his brutal 

treatment of an Arab mare, we witness his attempt on Loerke's life, and we 

see the hl1 extent of his murderoui rages against Gudrun. Even Gerald's 

amiable suggestion that he and Birkin make their respective weddings 'a 

double-barrelled &air' (350) contains a telling reference to gun-fire-in 

the dead language of a cliché-and it suggests? among other things, that 

violence is as much a part of Gerald's life as submitting himself to those 

constraints that are intended to contain and to civilire anti-social impulses 

in the first place. Birkin may well ask ' "Who for the second shot?" ' but 

Lawrence's readers, 1 suggest, should be entertaining another question: 

namely, could the extemal constraints that Gerald imposes upon his own 

naturai impulses be responsible for making Gerald the brutal character that 

he is? Or to put the question more broadly, could Lawrence's point in al1 

of this be that the constraints which are instituted to make individuals 

moral and civilized and orderly actually wmpel them to act in ways that 

are immoral and uncivilized and disorderly? 



If it is, one has to proceed with caution in understanding this idea 

within the p u ~ e w  of Lawrence's libertarian thought, for the notion that 

repressed instinct leads to anti-social behaviour is obviousl y not exclusive 

to the anti-authontanoan sensibility alone. In Lawrence's day, of course, 

the moa conspicuous proponent of this idea was none other than Freud, 

and Freud, at least in social and political matters, was a deeply 

conservative thinker. Nevertheless, Paul Poplawski makes an important 

link between Lawrence and Freud's idea of repression when he notes that 

'For Lawrence, as for Freud . . . the energy of repressed desire is diverted 

toward the maintenance of the repressive social oider itself, and acts as 

fuel for reactions of hate and anger toward others and self whenever the 

mask of convention slips' (1 1). Thus as Poplawski suggests, whatever 

other fùnctions it may have, repression, according to both Lawrence and 

Freud, generates at least some of the attitudes and some of the behaviour 

that repression itself is meant to contain. 

What Poplawski does not touch on, however, is the tiindamental 

difference that exists between Freud and Lawrence with regard to their 

conceptions of hurnan nature, a difference that translates into profoundly 

diffierent views about the role of repressive authority in a fùnctioning and 

cohesive society. Freud, that is to say, may have thought that repression 

fuels reactions of 'hate and anger,' but he also held that such repression 

senes to prevent even geater social illq for the unrestrained individual, 



Freud claims in CMlization and Its Discontents, is 'a savage beast to 

whom consideration towards his own kind is something alien' (59). 

Indeed, if a reader of Women in Love wanted to know more about the kind 

of misgivings that underpin Gerald's fear of acting 'spontaneously on one's 

impulses,' Freud would be the authority to consult: 

The elernent of tnrth . . . is that men are not gentle creatures 

who want to be loved, and who at the most can defend 

themselves if they are attacked; they are, on the contrary, 

creatures among whose instinctual endowments is to be 

reckoned a powerfùl share of aggressiveness. As a result, 

their neighbour is for them not only a potential helper or 

sexual object, but also someone who tempts them to satisfy 

their aggressiveness on him, to exploit his capacity for 

work without compensation, to use him sexually without 

his consent, to seize his possessions, to humiliate him, to 

cause hirn pain, to torture and to kill him. (58) 

It is his certainty in the naturai inclination of individuals to 'humiliate' and 

to 'torture' and to 'kW each other that lads Freud to daim that 'human 

community' is possible only through 'a renunciation of instinctual 

satisfactions' (74). And this 'instinctual renunciation,' according to Freud, 

is possible oniy when individuais live in 'fear of ag~ression by [an] 

extemai authority' (75). a fear which in 'advanceâ' societies is 'intedized' 



and takes the form of a repressive sense of 'guilt' (74-75). ' Thus muc h li ke 

Hobbes before him, Freud assumes that the greatest threat to civilized life 

is individual liberty. Human beings will not act in a social or a moral 

manner unless they are compelled to do so, either extemally or intemally, 

either by force or by the fear of force. 

Lawrence, on the other hand, takes an opposite view of the relation 

between individual liberty and social cohesion and, as a result, he also 

takes an opposite view of the social consequences of living in fear of a 

repressive authority. Whereas Freud stresses that the individual's basic 

'urge for freedom' is necessady 'directed . . . against civilization' (43), 

Lawrence daims that 'Men are not bad when they are tiee' because it is 

'Prison,' among other things, 'that makes men bad' (Complere Poems 488). 

Indeed, in his essay 'A State of Funk' Lawrence clearly States his 

expectation that individuals will experience a discemible improvement in 

their moral and social conduct once they are liberated fiom the feus and 

the forces-that is, from the 'Prison-of extemal coercion: 

1 am convinced that the majority of people today have 

good, generous feelings which they can never know, never 

experîence, because of some fear, some repression. 1 do 

not believe that people would be Mllains, thieves, 

murderers and semai m*minals if they were t h d  from 

legal restraint. On the contrary, 1 think the vast majority 



would be more generous, good-hearted and decent if they 

felt they dared be. (Phoenix 2: 567) 

Written a year before the publication of Civilzution and Ils Discontents 

(1930), this passage nevertheless rads like a direct and conscious rebuttal 

of it. Whereas Freud explicitly aates that individuals are naturally 

disposed toward sexud crimes, thievery and murder, Lawrence just as 

explicitly denies it, claiming that human nature is 'good' rather than 

murderous and 'generous' rat her than e~~loitative.~ For Freud, any 

dernonaration of moral and social qualities in the behaviour of individuals 

is assumed to be the result of 'fear' and 'repression,' whereas for Lawrence 

' fear' and 'repression' clearl y obstruct such qualities: 'the vast majont y' of 

individuals, he claims, would not only be 'generous, gwd-hearted and 

decent' in the absence of such restraints, they would be more generous, 

more gwd-hearted and more decent if these restraints were removed. 

According to Freud, moreover, a wercive authority (intemal or extemal) 

serves to make society secure; for Lawrence, as his attitude toward the 

demands of 'legal restraint' plainly suggests, the presence of a compulsory 

authority threatens to undermine society ahogether. Indeed, Lawrence 

clearly implies here that far fkom preventing the existence of 'villains, 

thieves, murderers and sexual criminals,' institutional forms of compulsion 

are largely responsible for producing hem, an idea which goes far to 

reinforce his notion that the 'recoii' of compulsion 'kills the advance.' 



It is also worth obsming at this point that just as Freud's support for a 

strong social authority to repress human instincts clearly finds a context 

with Hobbes and the tradition of political authoritarianism, so Lawrence's 

ideas about the dmgers of a repressive authon@ and the decency of 

human instincts find an equally clear context within anarchism and the 

tradition of libertarian thought. Indeed the idea that immorality is due not 

to liberty but to extemal restriction-the idea that 'Prison makes men 

bad-is a basic idea, for instance, in Balninin, who claimed that 'morality 

has no other source, no other object, no other stimulant than freedom,' and 

that as a consequence 'ail resvi*ctions of liberty in order to protect morality 

have always been to the detriment of the latter' (Dolgoff 80). 

This principled criticism of extemal authonty, the idea that restriction 

is 'always' a 'detriment' to morality, is a fundamental part of anarchistic 

doctrine and is expressed in one way or another by many libertarian 

writers, from the earliest to the most recent: fiom Lao Tm's observation 

that The more d e s  and regulationd'ïhe more thieves and robbers' (57). to 

Noam Chomsky's warning that 'strucnires of authority and control limit 

and distort intnnsic human capacities and needs' (17). Also included in 

this tradition is Thoreau's celebrated observation that a 'respect' for the Iaw 

will ofien make 'even the well-disposed' the 'agents of injustice' (86), a 

remark which does much, in its own way, to anticipate to Emma 

Goldman's assertion thPt 'Crime is naught but misdirected energy' (59)? 



Indeed, Goldman's expression nicely brings out what al1 these libertarians 

(and al1 others) more or less imply: narnely, that anti-social behaviour is 

not the product ofnaturd energies, but of culturai baniers that are 

imposed upon those energies4 Lawrence's idea that 'Prison makes men 

bad' represents one way in which he articulates the same notion, but he 

conveys the idea in a fat more imperative way as well, suggesting that 

individuals will ultimately reach 'a pitch of dehumanized reckleuness' 

when they are put 'under the presence of compuIsim' (Kangaroo 262).' 

For Lawrence, as for al1 anarchistic thinkers, anti-social behaviour is not 

the 'instinctual endoment' of individuals, but the outcome of some 

authontarian force, either physical or conceptual, in their surrounding 

environment. 

This idea plays a key role in much of Lawrence's fiction, where the 

behaviour of characters who act violently is invariably depicted as 

compelled behaviour, and where, as a result, the blame for such violence 

is consistently assigned not to the violent individuai, but to the structures 

of authority which are meant io contain and control that individual. The 

violent behaviour of Walter Morel, already touched on, offen a clear 

illustration of this point. While no reader of Sons and Lovers can fail to 

notice that Morel is 'altemately brutal and tender toward his famil y' 

(Sheckner 3 1 ), what has not been so clearly understood about this 

chaniaer, 1 suggest, is that his tendemess and brutaiity are shaped by two 



very different sources. On the one hand, the source of Morel's tendemess, 

indeed of al1 his tmly sociable qualities (and he has many of them), is 

clearly his unrestrained and instinctual self. Tendemess and wannth are in 

fact the central characteristics of Morel as a fiee and natural man, a man 

whose 'flame of life,' as Gertrude first notices, was not 'b@ed and 

grijpd into incandescence,' but 'j70wed from off his flesh like the Bame 

from a candle' (18, emphasis added). This is the Walter Morel who, as a 

'sensuoust young man, is 'so ready and so pleasant with everybody' ( 1  7), 

and who as an older man is 'jolly' (88) and 'lavish of endearments' (89) 

toward his children. bdeed, white the brutal and anti-social Morel is 

always an 'outsider' to his own family, the tender Morel is clearly an 

integral part of it: 

The only times when he entered again into the life of his 

own people was when he worked, and was happy at work. 

Sometimes, in the evening, he cobbled the boots or mended 

the kettle or his pit-bonle. Then he always wanted several 

attendants, and the children enjoyed it. They united with 

him in the work, in the amal doing of something, when he 

was his r d  self again. (88) 

Instances in the novel where Morel is actudy iinited' with his family are 

extremely rare, and he often nmains alienated fiom 'his own people' even 

when he is gentle with them. Nevertheless, thos explicitly causal 



co~ection between Morel's 'real self and a state of domestic harmony 

clearly suggests that Motel's ' r d  self is a kndamentally social self: the 

scene illustrates and confirms Lawrence's (later) formulation that an 

essential quality of the impulsive (or 'real') self is its 'deep instinct for 

kinship.' The scene also goes far to confimi Lawrence's even more 

encornpassing idea that unrestrained instincts are the source for ail higher 

modes and more civilized forms of human behaviour, the idea that acting 

on one's impulses, as he clairns through Birkin, 'is the only gentlemanly 

thing to do.' When he is allowed to a a  impulsively, Morel is a mode1 of 

civility-'pleasant' with othen, and 'always very gentle if someone were 

ill' (9 1). 

On the other hand, to attend closely to the scenes in which Morel acts 

brutally is to find that violence is purely a response to some fonn of 

compulsion that has been imposed upon him: his 'fiame of life' does 

indeed become incandescent, but only when it has been 'bafled' and 

'gripped' by some extemal force. A significant clue to understanding this 

aspect of Morel's behaviour occurs eady in the narrative, in the context of 

his relationship with his supervisors at the pit. By pointing out that 

'Authority was hateful to him, therefore he couid only abuse the pit- 

managers' (25). the namtor is suggesting something that more or less 

encapsulates the trouble he experiences at home, and it serves to suggest a 

great deal about the origins ofthe reckiess and abusive behaviour he 



shows toward his family, pdculariy his wife. Morel's naturally km' 

nature does not simply change under the presence of the pit manager's 

authority, that is to Say, but becomes distorted. Authority has the effect of 

twiaing his social nature into hatred, which in turn finds expression in 

some fomi of 'abuse.' Of course, one has to be carefbl about reading too 

much into such a line, and 1 do not mean to give even the word 'hatred' 

more weight than it deserves here. But it should be noticed that just as the 

pit-managers assume authonty over Morel at work, so his wife assumes 

authority over Morel at home, where his abusiveness intensifies and 

becomes not only verbal, as it is with the pit-managers, but physical as 

well. An early episode in the mamied life of the Morels serves to illustrate 

both Mrs Morel's authoritarian approach to her husband, and her husband's 

violent response to it : 

She fought to make him undertake his own responsibilities, 

to malce him fulfil his obligations. But he was too different 

âom her. His nature was purely sensuous, and she strove 

to make hirn moral, religious. She tried to force him to face 

things. He could not endure it-it drove hirn out of his 

mind. 

While the baby was still tiny, the father's temper had 

become so irritable that it was not to be trusted. The child 

had only to give a iittie trouble, when the man began to 



bully. A little more, and the hatd hands of the collier hit 

the baby. (22-23) 

Far fkom demonstrating the id= that, as one critic suggests, Morel 

'threatens' his children because of his 'lack' of 'containment' (Camp bel1 

27), this passage clearly shows how thoroughiy contained Morel actually 

is: the threat that he poses to his chilken is a response to his wife's 

fighting and striving and forcing him to confionn to her own narrow 

expectations of what he should be. Indeed the passage carries a 

relentlessly logical progression fiom its first clause to its last-from the 

slightly ironic: 'She fought to make him undertake his responsibilities,' ?O 

the bmtaily factuai: 'the hard hands of the collier hit the babyr-and it 

suggests, among other things, that by restricting Morel's liberty in order to 

'protect morality' (in Bakunin's phrase) Gertrude has cornpelled Morel to 

abandon morality altogether (as Bakunin might have predicted). Morel 

unites with his family only when he is his 'real self,' and he attacks his 

family only when he is 'out of bis min-alienated fiom his free, 

instinctive self, and removed, as a consequence, from moral agency. 

If the conflict between Walter and Gertrude dramatizes Bakunin's idea 

that restriction is always a 'detriment' to morality, it also goes far to 

illustrate Godwin's rather similar claim that the 'laws which are made to 

restrain Our vices' only serve to 'irritate and multiply them' (763), for 

although a great deai ofMorel's domestic violence is related to his 



dmnkemess, his dninkenness is oAen presented as a response to the 

authontarian behaviour of his wife. As the narrative discloses, it is only 

&et Gertrude begins 'destroying her husband's authonty' that Morel 

deliberately sets out to make her life dificult, and he uses drunkenness as 

a means to this end: 'And by giving her as little money as possible, &y 

drinking mucah and going out with men who brutalireci him and his idea of 

women, he paid her back (49; emphasis added). 

That Morel is seeking revenge through drunke~ess is also key to the 

events that lead up to the celebrated scene in which he throws a table 

drawer at his wife, a fact that is far more evident in the original, uncut 

version of Som andLovers than it is in the shortened, censored and far 

more widely read version. Indead, it is because he is reading from the 

shortened version of the novei that Philip Hobsbaum, for instance, is 

inevitably led to rernark that this particular conflict begins when Morel, 

who has been 'discouraged fiom the society of his wife,' stops off 'at a 

local public house on his way home f?om the pit, and eventually arrives 

home tipsy and hungry' (47). In the restored version of the novel, 

however, added details dlow for a signi ficantl y di fferent understanding of 

the origins of this contlict. I quote fkom the point where Morel has just 

been shouting at the children for opening the dmr while he was washing 

in the scullery: 



'Goodness me, man,' said Mrs Morel at last. 'There 

isn't a bit of peace while you're in the house.' 

'No, 1 know that. 1 know you're niver right till I'm out O' 

your sight.' 

'True,' she said calmly to herseIf 

'Oh I know-1 know what yer chunterin' 's about. 

You're niver satisfied till Pm down pit, none on yer. They 

ought ter keep me theer, like one O' th' 'osses.' 

'True,' said Mrs Morel again, under her breath, as she 

tumed with a tight-shut mouth. 

He hurried to escape from the house, thnisting his head 

forward in a detecmined rage. 

T'Il pay the b out!' he said to himself. meaning his 

wife. (52) 

As the restored text makes clear, far more than simply being 'discouraged' 

fiom his wife's 'society,' More1 leaves the house because he finds the 

atmosphere in it so intensely oppressive; it has become a prison £tom 

which he has to 'escape.' Moreover, it is crucial to note that Morel does 

not go to the public house on his way home tiom the pit, as the shortened 

version (and Hobsbaum) suggests. Rather, he goes to the public house 

directiyfrom his home and immediately Mer this argument-in a 

'determined rage,' and with the acplicit intention to ' "pay the b- out! ". ' 



And it is only within the context of Morel's 'rage' and determination to get 

revenge on his wife that can we fully appreciate the signiticance of the 

line, which appears in both versions of the novel, describing Morel's return 

home: 'Ha, taking his revenge, was nearly dm& (Cambridge 52; 

Penguin 52). Thus as Lawrence had clearly intended to convey, Morel's 

dninkenness is to be understood as a response to his extemal 

circumstances, however much drinking rnight be his routine: it is  at least 

as much the consequence as the cause of his wife's attempt to 'make him 

moral. ' 

In fact, the conflict that ensues between Morel and his wife once he 

arrives home provides a fine illustration of affect that restriction has on his 

behaviour, and is useful for understanding Lawrence's general ideas about 

the effects of compulsion. At the moment that Morel throws the drawer at 

his wife, that is to Say, he is under intense restrictions. Not only must he 

endure continued scom and raistance fiom his wife, but even the 

household fùrniture seems to conspire together to put limits on his 

movement: the dresser blocks his way to the coat hook so that 'he lurched 

against i&' and the consequent 'ratîiing' of pots and tins announces the 

dninkenness that he is oo obviously trying to hide. The table drawer, 

moreover, refùses his efforts to pull it out-and then, once out, resists his 

efforts to push it back in, biting into his kg when it fdls toward the floor. 

The combination of al1 these elements tums Monl's home into something 



of a torture chamber, at least for Morel, and it is under these intensely 

restrictive conditions that he blindly and dninkenly strikes out: 

He was trying to fit in the drawer. At her last speech, he 

tumeci round. His face was crimson, his eyes bloodshot. 

He stared at her one silent second, in threat. 

'P-h!' she went quickly, in comempt. 

He jerked at the drawer in his excitement. It fell, cut 

sharply on his shin, and on the reflex, he flung it at her. 

One of the corners caught her brow as the shallow 

drawer crashed into the fireplace. She swayed, almost fell 

s t u ~ e d  from her chair. (53) 

Immediately after this act of recklessness the barriers around Morel 

temporarily seem to drop: his wife, though still remote, has at least 

'softened' ( 5 9 ,  and the table drawer finally slides 'back into its cavity.' 

Now, beyond the constraints that led to his rage, Morel is contrite and 

concemed and even interested in helping to repair the damage that he has 

caused, retuming to the drawer to find a bandage this time instead of; 

significantly, a knife: 'Again he rurnmaged and fumbled in the drawer, 

retwning presently with a red, narrow d. . . . "Let me tie it for thee," 

he said humbly.' This is  Morel's ' r d '  self '-'gentle if someone were ill' 

and showing an 'instinct for kinship'-clearly emerging now that the 

rnorally distorting pressures of extemal remaint have been removed. 



The idea that violence is a product ofthe restrictions imposed upon 

human instincts-and not a manifestation the instincts themselves- 

provides a key theme for a number of Lawrence's other works. In 'The 

Prussian Officer,' for instance, the young soldier's brutal murder of an 

officer is very clearly an act of 'dehumanized recklessness,' but it is just as 

clearly cornmitted 'under the presence of compulsion.' In fact, one of the 

great ironies of the story, of which there are several, is that just as the 

young soldier's most wnspicuous act is to commit murder, so his most 

salient characteristic is his thoroughly instinctual nature. in much the 

same way that Walter Morel is described as a 'purely sensuoust man who 

'oAen did the right thing, by instinct' (18), so the soldier, Schoner, is 

depicted as a man who 'received life direct through his senses' (3), and 

who demonstrates 'the blind, instinctive sureness of movement of an 

unhampered young animal' (3). Iust as Morel, when young, had 'a certain 

subtle exultation like glamour in his movement' (18), so Schoner shows a 

'fiee movement [in his] handsome limbs, which no military discipline 

could make stiff (5). And just as the young Morel was 'warm' and 'full of 

colour and animation' and 'pleasant with everybody'-as opposed to 

Gertrude's father, who 'drew near in sympathy only to one man, the 

Apostle Paul' (1 8)-so Schoner is also 'warmt (2) and is 'by nature . . . 

active, and had many fkiends' (5). Thus in both of these charaders, 

instinct, ûeedom of movement and sociability are inextricably combineci. 



Also like Morel, however, Sch6ner becomes distinctly anti-social when 

his instinctive nature is restrained. Indeed, as the narrative tracks the 

events that lead to Schdner's act of murder, it focuses on the increasingly 

narrow and restrictive world within which Schoner is forced to live. His 

early feeling of 'constniint in the captain's presence' (3) becomes 

progressively more intense and oppressive as the demands the officer 

makes upon hirn become increasingly more dificuit for hirn to filfil1 and 

as the beatings the oficer administers to hirn becorne more vicious and 

more frequent. Burdened with the feeling of having been 'damned' (2) by 

the oficer, Schoner is, in a very real sense, clanrned up by the oficer, who 

acts as a barrier to the soldier by quite literally preventing him from 'going 

out4: 

'Are you in a hurry?' 

'Yes, Su,' came the answer, that sent a flash through the 

listener. 

'For what?' 

1 was going out, Su.' 

'1 want you this evening.' 

There was a moment's hesitation, The officer had a 

curious stiffiiess ofcountenance. 

'Yes, Sir,' replied the servant, in his throat. 



'1 want you tomorrow evening also-in fact you may 

consider your evenings occupied, unless 1 give you leave.' 

(6) 

More than representing a simple restriction of his time, this occupation of 

the soldier's 'evenings' also represents a restriction of his space, a 

restriction which not only imposes social isolation on the soldier ('without 

knowing it, he was alone' (5) ), but which also serves to suggest a 

prohibition on the +fie movement' (4) that more than anything else 

epitornizes his instinctuai self. 

tndeed the fact that the soldier must live within an ever narrowing 

enclosure is symbolized throughout the story by his almost continual sense 

of suffocating ('he panted' (9), 'he breathed with dificulty' (13), There 

seemed no air when he breathed (1) ), and even more so by the increasing 

difficulty he has walking. As his physical movements become more 

limited and more painful he becomeq as he feared he would become, 'like 

a wild thing caught' (4). Thus although Schoner may display the 

'instinctive sureness' of an 'unhampered animal' when he is out side the 

officer's restrictive sphere, within that sphere, the narrative observes, he 

starts to walk 'heavily' (8), he moves 'slowly and clumsily' (9). he 'crawled 

about disfigureci' (9), and finaily, as if his instincts are no longer 

serviceable, he has to 'force every one of his rnovements h m  behind, 

with his will' (9- 10). in faet, on th2 eve of his crime Schoner has become 



so hobbled by the mistreatment he receives fiom the officer that he 

undergoes a kind of metamorphosis, changing Erom a 'fiee' and 'wild' 

animal to a pemeâ-in and broken kind of domestic beast: 

The orderly bad gone about in a stupor al1 the evening. . . . 

He was much too done even to want to cry. His mouth 

hung slightly open, like an idiot's. He felt vacant and 

wasted. So he wandered at his work, painfùlly, and very 

slowly and clumsily, fumbling blindly with the brushes, 

and finding it dificult, when he sat down, to summon the 

energy to move again. His limbs his jaw, were slack and 

nerveless. (9) 

Limbs that were earlier described as 'strong' are now 'slack,' and actions 

that once came 'araight from instinct' are now painfui and slow and 

'fumbiing' and 'difficult.' 

As the narrative closes in on the moment of his crime, however, 

Schoner appears not so much as a heavy beast but, at an even fùnher 

remove from his instinctive self. as a remote~ntrolled machine: his 

voice becomes 'crackling' and 'unrecognizable,' his throat at one point 

giving off a discernible 'Click!' (8); his head begins to 'revolve slowly, 

rhythmically' (1 1); he begins to 'twist his feahires unknowingly' (13). The 

energy he found difficult to 'summon' in the officer's apartment, moreover, 

now retums in the form ofa 'aui*ous mass' (13)-'compact and 



concentrateci-so that at the moment when he sptings upon the officer his 

earlier 'sureness of movement' is little more than a series of convulsive 

'jerks': 

He jumped, feeling as if he were rent in two by a strong 

flame. . . . And in a second the orderly, with serious, 

earnest young face, and underlip between his teeth, had got 

his knee in the oficer's chest and was pressing the chin 

backward over the farther edge of the tree-stump, pressing, 

with al1 his hart behind in a passion of relief, the tension 

of his wrists exquisite with relief. And with the base of his 

paims he shoved at the chin, with ail his might. . . . He did 

not relax one hair's breadth, but, al1 the force of al1 his 

blood exulting in his thmst, he shoved back the head of the 

other man, till there was a little 'cluck' and a crunching 

sensation. (1 4-1 5) 

The process of Schoner's physical disfigurement has also been the process 

of his instinctuai disfigurement, for the sense of hatred which drives this 

act is clearly unnatural to him. Thus the narrator observes that 'Al1 his 

instinct was to avoid personal contact, even definite hate,' and it is 

therefore 'in spite of hirnself that 'the hate gd-that is, grew 

unnaturally, not as an expression of his  fieedom, but only as a response 'to 

the officer's passion' (9.6 Like Morel, therefore, Schoner's tlame of life 



becomes a purely destructive incandescence, a 'strong fiame,' only when it 

has been 'baffle# and 'gripped' by an external force. By assuming the role 

of such a force, the officer compels Schoner to behave in the way that he 

ultimately does: through the restrictions that he imposes, the officer 

creates the conditions of his own death. 

But if Schoner's violence is a direct response to the officer's bnitality, 

what causes the officer to be brutal toward Schoner in the first place-to 

strap his face with the end of a belt (6) and to kick him dom a staircase 

(7)? While moa critical commentary seems to recognize that the conflict 

between the officer and the orderly stems from a deeper and pnor confiia 

within the oficer himself, the general tendency of critics to see suppressed 

homosexuality as the cause of his violent behaviour seems to me to 

overlook the real significance of the story. That is, the basis of the confiict 

seems to be far more general, its social implications far broader, than the 

somewhat narrow question of sexual desire could possibly admit.' 1 want 

to suggest, in this regard, that the cordia within the officer is much better 

understood as a contest between his self as an organic matrix of impulse 

and instinct, and his self as a social construction-or to use the tems of 

the text, the wnflict is between his 'innate self and his cultural conception 

of what it is to be an 'oflficer' and a 'gentleman'8 Thus by looking outward 

at the almost purely instinctual soldier, the officer is actually looking 

inward at that vital aspect of himseifwhich as a 'gentleman' he must 



struggle to restrain. This is surely the controliing idea behind the 

following passage, and others like it, where the officer becomes aware of 

both his 'innate self' and the 'being' of the young soldier at the same time: 

But the influence of the young soldier's being had 

penetrated through the officer's stiffened discipline, and 

pemvbed the man in him. He, however, was a gentleman, 

with long fine hands and cultivated movements, and was 

not going to allow such a thing as the stimng of his innate 

self He was a man of passionate temper, who had always 

kept himself suppressed. Occasionally there had been a 

duel. an outburst before the soldiers. He knew himself to 

be always on the point of breaking out. But he kept himself 

hard to the idea of Service. (4) 

As the otticer's perception of the difference between intemal and extemal 

reality is briefly suspended, the states of BteEtking out' and being 

'penetrated' share the same sort of meaning, as they both suggea a worid 

without (instead of within) that conceptual armor which he deploys when 

he 'fights with life' (2). Schoner, even though a soldier, represents to him 

what he is without such armor: the visible fact of Schoner's instincnial 

freedom suggests to the officer that he is not keeping himself 'hard' 

enough 'to the idea of SeMce.' 



At its most abstract level, then, the officer's central struggle is to 

maintain a rigid distinction between the 'outer' and 'inner' levels of his own 

experience, for it is only through this distinction that he can separate the 

'cultivated' from the 'wild,' the 'refined' fiom the 'primitive,' the 

'disciplined' fiom the 'free.' In a word, only by means of this separation 

can he distinguish the cultured military gentleman that he wants to be from 

the instinctual man that he fundarnentally is-and which, in the presence 

of the soldier, he more or less perceives himself to be. His suppression of 

Schoner is thus part of his ongoing effort to maintain a clear boundary 

between his natural and his refined self. which he rnakes in cornpliance 

with the codes that define what it is to be a military officer and an 

aristocratie gentleman. 

A very curious fatwe of the officer's character, however, is that he 

seems to protect and to support his identity as a 'gentleman' only through 

the most severe expressions of bmtality, that his refinement is maintained 

primanly by his viciousness. One way that the narrative makes sense of 

this peculiar link between cultivation and brutality is to suggest that by 

attempting to suppress bis instincts-presumably in the name of a moral 

and particularly a civilized lifethe officer is essentially obstnicting the 

very source from which al1 moral and social Iife proceeds.g It is for this 

reason that the officer's acts of brutality aiways seem to be followed by a 

struggie with his own decent impulses, where, for instance, afker one of his 



fust attacks on the soldier, his initial 'thdl of deep pleasure' is 

overwhelmed by a more fundamental sense of 'shame' (5). This struggle 

with himself takes place again when he is left alone after kicking the 

soldier d o m  the staircase: 

The officer, lefl done, held himself rigid, to prevent 

himself from thinking. His instinct warned him that he 

must not think. Deep inside him was the intense 

gratification of his passion, still working powemilly. Then 

there was a counteraction, a horrible breaking down of 

something inside him, a whole agony of reaction. He stood 

there for an hour motionless, a chaos of sensations, but 

rigid with a will to keep blank his consciousness, to prevent 

his mind grasping. And he held himself so until the worst 

of the stress had passed, when he began to drink, drank 

himself to intoxication, till he slept obliterated. When he 

woke in the moming he was shaken to the base of his 

nature. But he had fought off the realization of what he had 

done. He had preventeâ his mind nom taking it in, had 

suppressed it dong with his instincts, and the conscious 

man had nothing to do with it. (8) 

Iust as a sense of 'sbame' for the previous beating had followed an initial 

'thrill,' so the officer's 'gratification' is now undemineci by a 'counter 



action,' an instinctual moral and social sense asserting itself fiom the 'base 

of his nature,' his 'innate self' Thus morality, as the passage suggeas, is 

aligned with human instinct, with the 'primitive' and the 'wild' and the 

'free,' for only when he stops suppressing his instinct does the oficer 

admit, with remorse, what he has done to the soldier. Conversely, and 

within the larger scope of the story, it is only when he suppresses these 

impulses, when he submits to the extemal restrictions of 'military 

discipline' (which make him 'tense' and 'rigid' and 'fixed' (3) ) that the 

officer loses control of himself. in every sense of the term. Only when he 

surrenders himself to the constraints of a moral and social ideal is he 

compelled to act in the debased way that his unrestrained impulses would 

naturally forbid. 

As 1 hope this anaiysis of 'The Prussian Onicer' has begun to suggest, 

compulsion makes its presence felt in Lawrence's work in not jus one but 

in two distinct ways. The most flagrant of these ways is an immediate 

type of compulsion; it is expressed though brute force and is administered 

by an authontarian human presence. The soldier in 'The Prussian Officer' 

is subjected to compulsion of this type, and his violent and rnurderous 

outburst is a direct result of it. Another example of this kind of 

compulsion can be found in 'St. Mawr,' where it is clear that St. Mawr- 

Zawrence's symbol of the passions' (Widmer 1962: 66 jbecomes a 



public menace only when he is forced to act in ways that go against his 

instincts. In a particularly gruesome scene, for instance, he takes âight 

fiom a dead snake and in a 'spasmatic convulsion' kicks a young man in 

the face. But as Lou observes, the true villain in this episode is ultimately 

not St Mawr at al1 but Rico. his rider, who insists on restraining the horse 

even after he has fallen: 

she heard the crash of the falling horse. Then she saw a 

pale gold belly, and hoofs that worked and Bashed in the 

air, and St. Mawr writhing, straining his head temfically 

upwards, his great eyes starting from the naked lines of his 

nose. With a great neck arching cruelly from the ground, 

he was pulling fkanticdly at the reins, which Rico still held 

tight.-Yes, Rico, Iying strangely sideways, his eyes also 

starting fiom his yellow-white face, among the heather, still 

clutched the reins. (95) 

Mrs Witt also reinforces the idea that St Mawr's violent behaviour is the 

result of too much rather than too little restraint. In response to Dean 

Vyner's suggestion that 'the author of the mischief is St Mawr himself,' she 

absolves the horse fkom al1 responsibility, claiming that 'My son-in-law 

pulled that horse over backwards and pinned him down with the reinst 

(1 13). Io 
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The second type of compulsion to be found in Lawrence's work is a far 

more remote and insidious form îhan the first, for the control that it exerts 

cornes from abstract ideas rather than from a physical authority, and 

actions under its influence have al1 the appearance of being voluntary 

deeds-which they are not. If, in the tems of popular political jargon, the 

first type oPcompuision cm be classified as 'the big stick,' this second type 

can be classified as 'the big lie,' for it depends not upon force but upon 

indochnation-upon an individual's willing conformity to a given 

paradigm of social behaviour, a submission to an extemal syaem of rules, 

values or beliefs. And for Lawrence this second type of compulsion is at 

least as effective as the first in usurping the moral impulses and creating 

violent and anti-social individuals out of naturally social beings. The 

brutality of the officer in The Prussian Oficer,' for instance-as 1 hope 1 

have shown-is clearly depicted as the outcome of his adherence to 

established military and social codes. If we turn back to Sons andlovers, 

moreover, we find that Walter Morel, iike the soldier in 'The Prussian 

Oficer,' is subjected to compulsion by force, at least insofar as he is under 

the harsh authority of his wife. But what we also find is that Mrs Morel, 

much like the Prussian oficer himself, is also subjected to a fom of 

compulsion, for she clearly submits to the restraints of social and religious 

codes-codes which ovemide her mord impulses and answer for that 

distinctly mti-social side to ber chamter. Thus* imposed upon that 
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'passion' which once allowed her to get 'reai joy and satisfaction' from 

Morel, and which 'bound' her to him (at least according to her son Paul 

(361) ), is that 'moral senset-a systern of values that she 'inherited from 

generations of Puritans'-which compels her to 'torture' her husband and 

to wield 'the lash unmercifully' when he did not act 'nobler than he was' 

(25). The language of the text his highly figurative here, of course, but its 

underlying message is unmistalcable: when led by her impulses Gertrude 

formed a kinship with Morel; when compelled by the restrictions of her 

moral code, 'she destmyed him' (25). 

In a similar way, when Will Brangwen in Women in Love physically 

attacks his own daughter for her decision to marry immediately and at the 

registrar's office instead of in the church, he is not acting as an inainctual 

man, but as that 'roomful ofold echoes' (257) which Birkin takes him to 

be. At the moment when he approaches Ursula with his 'strange, tense 

movements, and a clenched fist, and the face of a murderer' (366), he is 

demonstrating his ability, however ùonically, to Phi& and do according to 

the religion 1 was brought up in' (257). In a word, he is being compelled 

by his religion rather than being guided by his impulses, and his 

behaviour, as a result, becomes dehumanized-'strange,' 'tense,' 

'clenched-and reckless: 'his hand had caught her smack at the side of the 

face and she was sent up against the door' (365). 
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Nowhere in Lawrence's work, however, is the dehumanizing and 

fundamentally anti-social nature of compulsion by a code, by submitting 

oneself to the authority of an extemal system of rules or ideas, more 

explicitly illustrateci than in The Rmnbow. where Ursula must 'subjugate' 

herself to the 'will' of the school system (357) in order to become a 

competem 'Standard Five' teacher. Indeed, as Ursula herself begins to 

realize, her progress as a teacher is entirely dependent on her ability to 

forgo her own 'feelings' and 'generosity,' so that she can function within a 

system where 'neither generosity nor emotion were wanted' (347). Thus. 

as long as she holds on to her natud desire to be 'personal,' and to use 'no 

compulsion' against het students, her teaching is 'in a very deep mess' 

(3 56). Once she resolves to 'exclude' herself from her own work, 

however, this tension between her naturally social self and the essentially 

anti-social demands of her profession is extinguished, her profession 

having clearly won out: 

She must, during the next week, watch over her books, and 

punish any fault. Her sou1 decided it coldly. Her personal 

desire was dead for that day at least. She must have 

nothing more of herself in school. She was to be Standard 

Five teacher only. That was her duty. ui school, she was 

nothing but Standard Five teacher. Ursula Bmgwen mua 

be excluded- 
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So that, pale, shut, at last distant and impersonal, she 

saw no longer the child, how his eyes danced, or how he 

had a queer linle sou1 that could not be bothered with 

shaping handwriting so long as he dashed down what he 

thought She saw no children, only the task that was to be 

done. And keeping her eyes there, on the task, and not on 

the child, she was impersonal enough to punish where she 

could otherwise only have sympathized, understood and 

condoned. (365) 

Sympathy, understanding and forgiveness, al1 aspects of her 'personal 

desire,' must be contained or 'shut in prison' (357), as her original desire to 

'make the little, ugly children love her' (341) dissolves into the homd 

'duty' of impersonai tasks and relentles punishments. And as she feels 

'the invincible iron' of the school system 'closhg upon her' (356), the 

'open' and ' w m '  'young girl' is transfonned into a 'hard, insentient thing 

that worked mechanically according to a system imposed' (367). At this 

point in her career UrsuIa has, in Birkin's terms, 'chopped [herselfl dom 

to fit the world,' 

It is under these conditions, in which an 'undean system of authority' 

(353) has become 'a dark weight, controlling her movement' (357), that 

Ursula mercilessly bats a chi14 one of her students. Having 'excluded' 

herself Eom her teaching, having divested herself of aii 'feeling,' her 
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aggression toward the boy is at the fanhest possible remove Rom an 

instinctual act, for as a tacher she has now put herself 'in the hands of 

some bigger, stronger, coarser will' (473): 

Corne in @ont,' she repeated, definite now. 

'1 shan't,' he cried, snarling, rat-like, grinning. 

Sornething went click in Ursula's soul. Her face and eyes 

set, she went through the class straight. The boy cowered 

before her glowering, fixed eyes. But she advanced on 

him, seized him by the am, and dragged him from his seat. 

. . . So she snatched her cane from the desk, and brought it 

down on hirn. He was writhing and kicking. She saw his 

face beneath her, white, with eyes like the eyes of a fish, 

stony, yet &Il of hate and horrible fear. And she loathed 

him, the hideous writhing thing that was nearly too much 

for her. In honor lest he should overcome her, and yet at 

the heart quite calm, she brought the m e  down again and 

again, whilst he struggled. . . . (370) 

Al1 of Lawrence's customary signais for dehumani-zed behaviour are 

present in this act of nckiessness: the mechanical 'click' that Schoner also 

gives off; the inability to see the other as anything but a 'thing'; 

movements that are 'set' aad 'fixed,' a repetitive motion ('again and again') 

conduaed with an odd sense of abstractiction, as if the acting body were not 
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her own-which, in a way, it is not, for she has now become, like her 

colleagues, a mere 'instrument' for the 'application of a system of lawst 

(3 56). 

M e r  the beating, however, Ursula seems to have been shocked into an 

awareness of what she has done, which she admits in a way that few of 

Lawrence's compelled characten ever do-those characters, at least, who 

are compelled by a system of ideas: 

She was afiaid, and strange. It was to her quite strange 

and ugly, like some dream where she was degraded. She 

would have died rather than admit it to anybody. She could 

not look at her swollen hand. Something had broken in her; 

she had passed a crisis. Williams was beaten, but at a cost. 

(3 72) 

As the 'tighter hand' she was advised to use over her class (352) becomes 

the 'swollen hand' of her authontarian viaory, Ursula realizes that the 

'cost' of her triumph as a teacher is the utter defeat of her humanity. Thus, 

when she was living outside of the restrictive conventions that govem 

what it is to be a good teacher, her dream was to 'give and give and give' 

to her students (341). When she is acting within these conventions, 

however, she brings the cane d o m  'again and again' in a kind of 

'degradeâ' version of this dream, clearly demonstrating that a 'respect for 

the law,' as Thoreau claimed, will make 'even the well-disposed' the 
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'agents of injustice.' 'She did not want to do it' the narrative observes, 'Yet 

she had to' (377). 

tndeed, these few final words regarding Ursula's beating of a child- 

that she had to do it, but that she did not wunt to-encapsulate jua about 

everything that Lawrence has to say about the presence of compulsion. 

They bnng together his faith in the natural decency of individuals with his 

certainty that obedience to anything but that decency is a decisive step 

toward disaster. They suggest, fùrthermore, that aggression is not a 

manifestation of human instinct but a product of extemal necessity, and 

that individual liberty, as a result, can be the only possible basis for a real 

community. True human community, that is to say, is the direct 

expression of tme human desire, and ail restrictions of that desire, al1 

'structures of authonty and control,' are doomed in advance to self-defeat. 



End Notes 

Freud outlines the 'formation of conscience' in the following way: 

First cornes renunciation of instinct owing to fear of 

aggression by the extema1 authority. . . . Mer that cornes 

the erection of an intemal authority, and renunciation of 

instinct owing to fear of it-owing to fear of conscience. 

In this second situation bad intentions are equated with bad 

actions, and hence corne a sense of guilt and a need for 

punishment. The aggressiveness of conscience keeps up 

the aggressiveness of the authority. (75) 

Conscience. according to Freud, is therefore a 'continuation of the severity 

of the extemai authority, to which it hm succeeded and which it has in 

part replaced' (74). One can presume that it is because this replacement by 

conscience is not yet complete ('in prt replaced'), that the presence of 

extemal authonties-police, judges, soldien, social workers etc.-is still 

required. 

' Lawrence made the same daim about human nature a year before, in 

1928, in the essay 'The "Jeune Fille" Wants to Kaow': 'Every man has to 

mggle for himself, me. But most people are wiiiing to give a bit of help 

where they caa The world may really be a bogey. But that isn't because 

individuds are wîcked villains. At least nlnety-nine per cent of 



individuals in this country, and in any other country as far as we have ever 

seen, are perfectly decent people who have a certain arnount of stmggle to 

get along, but who don't want to do anybody any harm, if they can help it' 

(Phoenix 2: 521). He malces a similar c lah  about the natural goodness of 

human beings in January, 1915, when outiining his plan for Rananim to 

his fiend Willie Hopkin: I t  is to be a colony built up on the real decency 

which is in each member of the community. A community which is 

established upon the assumption of goodness in the members, instead of 

the assumption of badness' (Letters 2: 259). 

' See also Herbert Read: 'Crime is a symptom of social illness-of 

poverty, inequality, and restriction' (50). 

' See Peter Marshall: 'A tiindamental assumption of anarchism is that 

nature flourkhes best if left to itself . . . . It is only when they try to work 

against the grain, to block the natural flow of energy, that trouble emerges 

in society. . . . Al1 anarchists thus believe that . . . without the coercion of 

imposed authority, a harmony of interests amongst individuals emerges in 

society (1 992: 14- 16). 

' Alexander Berkman surnmarizes anarchism's general view of 

compulsion in this way: 

In the fewest words, Anarchism teaches that we can live 

in a society where there is no compulsion of any kind. 



A life without compulsion naturally means liberty; it 

means &dom from being forced or coerced, a chance to 

lead the life that suits you best. 

You c m o t  lead such a life unless you do away with the 

institutions that curtail your liberty and interfere with your 

life, the condition that compels you to act differently from 

the way you would like to. (qtd. in B e m  30) 

TWO short Sentences fiom The Crownt serve as a useful gloss on the 

misdirected nature of Schoner's energies: 'The chicken does not break the 

shell out of animosity against the shell. It bursts out in its blind desire to 

move under a greater heavens' (Phoenix 2: 4 15). Schoner's act is clearly 

based on an animosity toward the shell. 

' I agree here with Michael Black's remark that 'To present the case as 

merely one of jealousy, or even to 'psychologize' the situation and present 

it as suppressed homosexuality, is to simplify' (1986: 21 5).  

* This difference between the instinctud self and the self as a social 

construction plays an essential role in Lawrence's metaphysic generally, 

but his essay 'John Galsworthy' is particulariy clear on the matter. Here 

Lawrence distinguishes the 'social being' from the 'human being': the 

human being has 'a pure nuclear spark' and is 'still fieet; social beings, 

however, have 'lost caste as human beuigs' and they have taken 'the place 

in our civilization of the slave in the old civilïzations.' The social being is 
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a slave, Lawrence suggests, because he is a servant to social conventions: 

But to keep up a convention needs only the monotonous persistency of a 

parasite, the endless endurance of the craven, those who fear life because 

they are not dive, and who c a ~ o t  die because they cannot Iive-the 

social beings' (Phoenik 540-4 1, 544). 

Lawrence always saw conventional morality as an attempt to remove 

oneself fiom one's own instincts. See, for instance, his remarks in the 

essay 'Introduction to these Paintings': 

That is the real pivot of al1 bourgeois consciousness in al1 

countries: fear and hate of the instinctive, intuitional, 

procreative body in man or woman. But of course this fear 

and hate had to take on a righteous appearance, so it 

became moral, said that the instincts, intuitions and al1 the 

aaivities of the procreative body were evil, and promised a 

reward for their suppression. . . . The very pivot of 

[modem civilization], let us never forget, being fear and 

hate, the most intimate fear and hate, fear and hate of one's 

own instinctive, intuitive body, and fear and hate of every 

other man's and every other woman's warm, procreative 

body and imagination. (Phoenix 559) 

The officer may be an aristocrat, but his mordit., as Lawrence defines it, 

is distinctly bourgeois. 



'O The proto-anarchist Chuang Tm rnakes an analogy between the 

horse and the human being where the nature of restraint is concened, one 

that is entirely appropriate to a discussion of Rico's treatment of St. Mawr: 

Horses live on d q  land, eat gras and dnnk water. 

When pleased, they tub their necks together. When angry, 

they tum round and kick up their heels at each other. Thus 

far only do their natural dispositions carry them. But 

bndled and bitted, with a plate of metal on their foreheads, 

they learn to cast vicious Iooks, to tum the head to bite, to 

resist, to get the bit out of the mouth or the bridle into it. 

And thus their natures become deprived. (qtd. in Manhall 

1992: 58) 



CHAPTER 

The Constituents of Freedom 

In the great business of love, or fnendship, or living human intercourse onc m e t s  and 
communes with another üee individual; there is no service. (Education of  the People') 

Understanding how Lawrence illustrates social and polit ical ideas in his fiction 

involves the reader in an almost constant process of contextualizing the actions of 

his characters within a broad framework of ideologicai principles. This rnay at 

first sound like a particularly incongrnent approach tu take to the work of an 

author who never tired of expressing his deep distrust of abstractions, and who 

always placed an enormous importance on the immediacy of human experience. 

It may also seem to be conceptually out ofjoint with a writer who at one point 

near the end of his life attempted to disclaim any comection between his novels 

and his political concems: 'The great social change interests me and troubles me,' 

Lawrence wrote in 1929, 'but it is not my field.' 'As a novelist,' he claimed, '1 feeI 

it is the change inside the individual which is my r d  concem' (Phoenix 2: 567). 

But any novelist who also declared, as Lawrence did, that 'each individual is a 

term of the Mnite' ( P h m i r  635) is clearly inviting his readers to find far 

reaching implications in the actions of his fictionai chcters .  hdeed, given 



Lawrence's bold c l ah  that 'what holds tnie cosmologically holds much more true 

psychological ly' (Phoenir 63 S), the process of identieing his ideas about the 

nature of the individual with his concems about the plight of society would appear 

to be a rather modest step. It was Lawrence, after dl. who declared that the 

'sickness in the body politic . . . lies in the hem ofman, not in the conditions' 

(Phoenix 405-406). a notion which clearly suggests his sense, as Russell noted 

(1968: 20), of an immediate relationship between individual psychology and 

social circumstances. As a general rule for reading Lawrence's fiction, therefore, 

one can rather safely suggest that the 'change inside the individual' is not a 

separate issue from social change, but is inextricably linked to it. For Lawrence, 

what holds true for the individual holds just as tnie for society. 

I make these remarks-the relevance of which will become evident shortly- 

as a kind of preface to examining how Lawrence's ideas about the nature of 

freedom are consistent with another main cunent of anarchistic thought: the idea 

that, in Marshall's words, 'the liberty of one must involve the liberty of dl' (1992: 

292). I have already touched directly on the subject of individual fieedom, of 

course, o b s e ~ n g  in my introductory chapter that for Lawrence, as for anarchism 

in general, h d o m  is essentially deriveci fiom obedience to natural laws-laws 

which, according to Bakunin, 'consthte the very basis of our being,' and which, 

according to Lawrence, fom the core ofour 'inward voice of religious belief' It 

is important to point out now, however, that while Lawrence sees such obedience 

as an absolutely necessary condition for individual fieedom, he does not-as 

anarchistsdo not-see it as a completely sufncient condition. Thet is, for 



Lawrence, as for anarchists generally, individual liberty, which includes the 

freedom to submit to nanird laws in the first place, is clearly contingent upon the 

extent to which other individuals in a community are also free. This is the idea 

expressed, for instance, by the Italian anarchist Emco Malatesta, who argued for 

'freedom for everybody and in everything, with the only limit of the equal 

freedom of others' (1965: 53). It is also an informing idea of the early Amencan 

anarchist Josiah Warren, who claimed that 'society can have no peace until every 

member is really free' (qtd. in Rexroth 236). As is so often the case with 

anarchism, however, it is Bakunin who gives the idea its clearest and most 

substantial definition: 

Liberty then is not a fact springing kom isolation but from 

reciprocal action, a fact not of exclusion, but on the contrary, of 

social interaction. . . . 1 am fiee only when al1 human beings 

surrounding me-men and women alike-are equally free. The 

freedom of others, fiir fiom limiting or negating my liberty, is on 

the contrary its necessary condit ion and confirmation. I become 

fiee in the true sense only by virtue of the liberty of others. . . . 

(Maximov 266-267) 

It would be difficult, if not impossible, to find a thinker outside of the anarchistic 

tradition who agrees with Bakunin's idea that fieedorn is a 'reciprocal action,' and 

that 'the Eeedom ofothers' is therefore the 'necessary condition' of 'my liberty.' l 

Freud and Hobbes, of course, woukl unerly deny it. But even adherents to certain 

foms of iiberalism, those who embrsce an ideology that is probably closer to 



anarchism than any other, contend that the liberty of others tends to threaten 

rather than to c o n f i  one's own fieedom-an idea which leads them to suggest 

that some restrictions of fieedom in the fom of political authority are necessary 

to protect the supposedly more important freedoms of the collective.' Thus 

according to the liberal thinker L. T. Hobhouse (a contemporary of Lawrence's), 

'The function of state coercion is to ovemde individual coercion,' and only in this 

way can the State maintain 'liberty of expression, security of penon and propeq, 

genuine freedom of contract [and] the rights of public meeting and association' 

(78). For Bakunin, however, sacrificing individual for the sake of collective 

freedoms is a patent absurdity, since 'the greater number of fiee people 

surrounding me and the deeper and greater and more extensive theû liberty, the 

deeper and larger becomes my liberty.' For this reason, Bakunin claims. it is not 

the fieedorn but 'the slavery of men'-the limitations on their fkeedom-which 

'sets up a barrier to my liberty' (Maximov 267). 

Lawrence's own Mew of the essentially social and interactive nature of 

individual fieedorn bears a remarkable simi larity to Bakunin's. Indeed Bakunint s 

suggestion that the 'slavery' of others is a 'bamer' to his own freedom is clearly 

reflected in Lawrence's daim that 'A servant moving about me, or even anybody 

moving about me, doing things for me, is a hombfe drag on my thedom.' It is for 

this reason, therefore, that Lawrence declares: 'No man is the who depends on 

servants' (Phoenix 64-49). Moreover, just as Bakunin stresses the 'reci procal' 

nature of liberty, the idea that fieedom springs not nom isolation but from 'social 

interaction,' so Lawrence claims in bis essay 'We Nad One Another' that We 



have our very individuality in relationship,' and that 'Apart fiom our connexions 

with other people . . . we amount, ail of us, to next to nothing.' Thus, much like 

Bakunin, Lawrence suggests that Our &dom is confirmed by our interaction 

with other fiee individuals: 'It is the relationship to woman, and to my fellow- 

men,' Lawrence writes in this regard, 'which makes me myself a river of life' 

(Phoenix 190, 192). 

In fm, Bakunin's idea that the 'Eieedom of others' is the 'necessary condition 

and confirmation' of 'my liberty' is completely consistent with what Rupert Birkin 

in Women in Love conceives of as the underlying principle of al1 uue 

relationships. Whereas 'The old way of love,' according to Birkin, is merely a 

'process of subservience' (153) and 'a dreadful bondage' (199). a tme relationship 

between a man and a woman, he daims, mua involve 'balancing each other' in 

such a way that 'each [is] constitdng the fieedom of the other' (199). And this 

kind of relationship, Birkin believeq is not to be confined to the sexual 

relationship alone. As he tries rather unsuccessfÙlly to explain to Ursula, it serves 

as the basis for al1 relationships within a community: 

To be fiee,' he said. To be free, in a free place, with a few 

other people!' 

'Yes,' she said wistfiilly. Those 'few other people' depressed 

her, 

'It isnY really a locality, though,' he said. 'It's a perfected 

relation between you and me, and others-the perfection 

relation-so that we are free together.' (3 16) 



1 should point out that what Birkin means by 'constituting' each othets 

freedom is not always clear in the text of Women in Love, partly because his 

thoughts on the matter are scattered throughout the narrative as portions of 

dialogue, and parily because his attempts at explmation only succeed in stimng 

up hostility and ridicule in other characten, particularly in Ursula (see, for 

example, I45-154). But the idea of being 'free together' is one that Lawrence 

himself elaborates upon elsewhere, and for a more comprehensive understanding 

of what he means by it 1 suggea we tum to the poem 'Manifesta' (Cornph 

Pwms 265-268), where the kind of ptinciples that underlie Lawrence's critique of 

the 'old way of lovet-as well as his vision of a new and better way-are set out 

in some detail. The section of the poem that 1 quote from begins with the failure 

of the 'old way': 

She touches me as if I were herself. her own. 

She has not realised yet, that feartiil thing, that 1 am the other, 

she thinks we are al1 of one piece. 

It is painfully untrue. 

1 want her to touch me at last, ah, on the root and quick of my 

darkness 

and pensh on me, as 1 have perished on her. 

Then, we shall be two and distinct, we shall have each our separate 

being. 

And that will be pure existence, reai liberty. 



when she passes away as 1 have passed away, 

being pressed up against the other, 

then I shall be glad, I shall not be confùsed with her, 

1 shall be cleared, distinct, single, as if bumished in silver, 

having no adherence, no adhesioa anywhere, 

one clear, bumished, isolated being, unique, 

and she also, pure, isolated. cornpiete, 

two of US, unutterably distinguished, and in unutterable 

conjuncîion. 

Then we shall be free, freer than the angels. ah, perfect . 

(W 

Notice that the 'P of the poem-clearly Lawrence himself-cannot achieve 'real 

liberty' until the 'she' of the poem is also the, which she canot be until she 

escapes fiom the imprisoning notion that 'we are all of one piece,' an attitude 

toward the other that constitutes what Birkin calls the 'old way of love,' and which 

is based, once again, on the idea of bondage. Freedom, the poem suggests, is 

necessarily derived from an awareness of the 'other,' and such awareness is 

possible only &er both individuals have broken away nom that 'adherence' and 

'adhesion' to each ot her which, however paradoxicall y, prevents the possibility of 

any true interaction. The desired state of being 'separate' and 'isolated' which 

Lawrence describes here, therefore, is not that vacant and unerly solitary type of 

isolation which Bakunin sees as the negation of fieedom. It is rather a highly 

rarefied isolation that senm as the foundation for living 'in unutterable 



conjunction' with the other. Thus in much the same way that Bakunin suggests 

that the &dom of othen is the 'necessary condition and confirmation of my 

liberty,' so Lawrence suggests that the 'real liberty' of one individual acquires 

definition and substance only through interaction with another free individual: 

each individual is truly free only by vimie of the other's freedom. 

It is equally important to observe in this poem, however, that aithough the act 

of being touched 'on the mot and quick ofrny darkness' has an obviously sexual, 

as well as an intensely individual quality about it, this relationship of mutually 

dependent or 'reciprocal' fieedom is not confineci to the lovers alone. In the lines 

t hat immediately follow his declaration of an achieved state of 'perfect' freedom, 

Lawrence's focus shifis fkom the freedom of the couple to a vision of an entire 

society established on the same basic and interrelated principles of 'separation,' 

'conjunction' and 'real liberty.' Imrnediately 'Mer' the lovers have constituted 

each other's fieedom, therefore, Lawrence suggests that: 

. . . there will only remain that ail men detach themselves 

and become unique, 

that we are al1 detached, moving in fieedom more than the angels, 

conditioned only by our own pure single being, 

having no laws but the laws of our own being. 

Every humau being will then be iike a flower, untrammelled. 

Every movement will be direct. 

O 



The phrase 'will on1 y remain' in the first line of this passage is nch with 

implications about the state of being, as Birkin says, 'free in a place, with a few 

other people.' It conveys the idea, for instance, that the freedom to be derived 

fi-om the sexual relationship, however 'perfkct,' is not quite sufticient for the 

freedom of either individual: to be a fully flowing 'river of life' the poet must go 

beyond his relationship with the woman (and she beyond her relationship with 

him) to include his 'fellow-men.' Thus in much the same way that Bakunin clairns 

that his own freedom will become 'deeper and large? in direct proportion to the 

tieedom will truly become 'perfect' only when 'Every human being' is 

'untrarnmelled,' when 'we are alf detached' and 'moving in fieedom.' 

The phrase 'will only remain' also conveys the idea that once the 10 

'number of free people surrounding me,' so Lawrence suggests here that his 

wers ha 

achieved their own fieedom, the subsequent goal of attaining 'a surpassing 

singleness of mankind' will be a comparatively simple task: the t d y  dificult and 

important work of establishing fieedorn for al1 of society, the poem suggests, is in 

appreciating 'othemess' in a given (male-female) relationship. This, 1 believe, is 

what Lawrence essentially means when he writes that 'othemess-to retum to a 

line 1 have quoted elsewhere-is 'the fact upon which any great scheme of social 

life must be based. ' If Lawrence ofien appears to privilege the sexual relationship 

over the broader range of relationships in society as a whole, he does so oniy 

because the semal relationship serves as a End oftemplate for those further, 

social relationships. Thus, as 1 will discuss in some detail below, when the sexual 

relationship hctions to prevent reciprocal fradotn, it serves as a microcosm for 



acfual society ; w hen the sema1 relationshi p hnctions to pmmote reciprocal 

freedom, however, it serves as a microcosm for true society. A sexual 

relationship in which both partners are equall y tiee therefore acts as a kind of 

foundation for a tme community, which is why Birkin, afier learning that Gerald 

has gone to 'that length' with Gudrun (an expression that they each understand in a 

very different way), remarks that ' "There remains to put [your relationship] on a 

broad social basis, and to achieve a high moral purpose" ' (350). 

The idea that an individual cannot mily be free until the individuals 

surrounding him (or her) are equally free is extensively illustrated in Lawrence's 

fiction, particularly through his portraits of male-female re~ationships.~ Indeed, 

Lawrence's typical method of conveying this idea is to bring two characters 

together who are not quite equally ftee ÿust as the '1' and the 'she' in 'Manifesta' 

are not initially equal in their freedom), and then to demonstrate how the 

limitations on the fieedom of one character affects the fieedom of the other. This 

is certainly the pattern he employs in the relationship between Anna and Will 

Brangwen in The Rainbow, for instance, where Anna cornes to her marriage 

ontologically 'less hampered' (140) than her husband, and soon finds that his 

relative 'slavery,' to use Bakunin's ternis, is a barrier to her own liberty. This 

feature of their relationship is apparent fiom the very beginning of their mamed 

life, where oniy a few days after their wedding Anna shows a readiness to 'return 

to the outside world,' making Will 'fkightend and Mous and miserable' (140) at 

the idea of being alone: 



He ground his sou1 in uneasiness and feu. But she rose to a 

real outburst of house-work, tuming him away as she shoved the 

Nmiture aside to her broom. He stood hanging rniserably near. 

He wanted her back. Dread and desire for her to aay with him and 

shame at his own dependence on her drove him to anger. He 

began to lose his head. The wonder was going to pas  away again. 

. . . Dnven by fear of her depamire into a state of helplessness, 

almost imbecility, he wandered about the house. 

And she, with her skirts kilted up, flew round at her work, 

absorbed. 

'Shake the mg then, if you must hang round,' she said. 

And fietting with resentment, he went to shake the mg. She 

was blithely unconscious of him. He came back. hanging near to 

her. (140-141) 

The central purpose of this scene is not simply to emphasize the fact that Anna is 

'less hampered' than her husband, that she flies when he can only 'hang,' that she 

enjoys an 'outburst' of work while he suffers Dread' and 'fear,' that she is 

'absorbed' by what she is doing and 'unconscious of him,' whereas he is absorbed 

only by her. The scene also suggests, or begins to suggest, what a hindrance Will 

is to h a ' s  fk movement. Indeed, A m  sooa discovers that she simply cannot 

maintain her fieedom in the face of Will's 'dependence,' and his habit of 'hovering 

neat her, wanting her to be with hirn,' soon intensifies from a source of mild 

annoyance to a 'black' and 'violent' form of oppression. His dependence, that is to 



Say, becomes a form of compulsion, and Anna cannot for long push Will aside 

like the fùrniture that obstructs her broom: he very soon appears to her as 'a dark, 

almost evil thing pursuing her, hanging on to her, burdening her' (14 1). Indeed, 

as this early stage of their marriage progresses, Will's relative lack of freedom 

takes a discemible toll on Anna's fixe flight, and she 'Gradually' realizes that 'her 

life, her needom, was sinking under the silent grip of his physical will' (1 72). 

Hence, just as Bakunin claimed that the 'slavery of men' is a barrier to 'my liberty,' 

so Anna sees that: 'For her there was no final release, since [Will] could not be 

liberated fiom himsel f (169). 

It is important at this point to ask why Will should be so dependent upon Anna 

in the first place, why he is so obviously hampered in his freedom, and the 

answer, 1 suggest, lads us  back to both the poern 'Manifeao' and to Rupert 

Birkin's remarks on the 'old way of love.' Recall that in 'Manifesto' the only 

obstruction to the couple's ' m l  liberty' was the insistence of one of the Iovers on 

the idea that 'we are al1 of one piece.' For Lawrence this is a 'painfully untrue' 

idea about love, primarily because it mistakenly look upon 'separate being' as a 

sterile and absoiute form of isolation, and not as the means to true 'conjunction.' 

Individuals as individuals, according to this '018 view, are inadequate and 

incomplete beings who can be made whole only when the existential breach 

between seIf and other is closed-when self and other 'adhere' to one anotherS4 

This is precisely why Birkin calls the 'old way of love' a 'process of subservience,' 

and a 'dreadfbl bondage,' for individuals who confonn to the 'old way' are 

expected to serve what is assumed to be the natural inadequacy of each o t k  



they serve each other to make each other whole and complete. They must become 

locked together, in other words, if they are to become 'al1 of one piece'-' flesh of 

my flesh,' as the saying goes-fonning that 'hot narrow intimacy' which Birkin 

finds so 'abhorrent' (199). Thus 'bondage,' it should be noted, is not for Lawrence 

the opposite of conjunction but a lower and debased fonn of it: it is not 

conneaion between individuais that Lawrence opposes but a particular kind of 

connection. 

That Will Brangwen embraces this 'old way of love,' that he believes that he 

and Anna are 'dl of one piece,' is clear from his continuous effort to make Anna 

'part of himself (1 57), and to bave her fixed to him' (175). And as the narrative 

makes almost painfully explicit, this need to be bonded to Anna, to have her 

'corne to him, to complete him' (166), is a direct result of his sense that as a 

separate and individual being he is a 'fiagmentt and 'defective' (1 74): 

Did he not give her everyihmg, was she not everything to him? 

And the shame was a bitter fre in him, that she was everything to 

him, that he had nothing but her. And then that she should taunt 

him with it, that he could not escape! The fire went black in his 

veins. For try as he might, he could not escape. She was 

everything to him, she was his Iife and his derivation. He 

depended on her. If she were taken away, he would collapse as a 

house firom which the pillar is removed. 

And she hated him, because he depended on her so utterly. He 

was horribIe to her. . . . How he tortureci himselc to be able to get 



away from her. But he could not. She was the rock on which he 

stood, with deep, heaving water ali round, and he was unable to 

swirn. He must take his stand on her, he must depend on her. 

(1 72-173) 

Will sees separate being not as 'pure existence'-1 am using terms From 

'Mani feao' here-but as thc negation of existence. isolation is not 'real liberty' 

but complete chaos, and the only way he sees fit to avoid wch a primordial 

confiision is to be 'confùsed' (again, fiom 'Manifesta') with the other, to 'depend' 

upon her and to see her as 'his life.' 

Indeed this image of  Will taking 'his stand' on Anna conveys in a very precise 

and forcefùl way how indistinguishable the state of dependence is in Lawrence's 

view from the act of oppression. Or to put the matter in a slightly different way, 

the image suggests how tyrannical the dependent individual can be toward those 

he or she depends upon, for this image of Will standing upon Anna in the midst of 

chaos is not only symbolic of his dependence upon her (his need for her support), 

but of his victory over her-as he is, rather distinctly, placing his feet upon the 

vanquished. His dependence on Anna, in other words, has destroyed her &dom: 

by making himself a slave to her ('she was everything to him'), he has, in tum, 

made her a slave to him. 

Looking at this image of Will standing upon Anna, therefore, one can see a 

graphic illustration of BWnts idea that the 'slavery' of one individual (in this 

case, Will's) can serve as a 'barrier' to the fkeeâom of another individual. The 

image aiso captures some of the broader implications of Lawrence's similar notion 



that the subse~ence of others is 'a homble drag on my fieedom.' For Lawrence, 

subse~ence i s  clearly a fom of domination, which explains why Will, even 

though a profoundly dependent man, is so oAen depicted as a predatory animal 

who wants to 'drag' Anna 'down' (172). In a scene shortiy d e r  he finds her 

dancing before the fire 'in exultation beyond him,' for instance, Will is depicted as 

a 'leopard' and as a 'tiger,' hunting Anna as prey: 

The dark, seething potency of him, the power of a creature that lies 

hidden and exerts its will to the destruction of the free-ninning 

creature, as the tiger lying in the darkness of the leaves steadily 

enforces the fa11 and the death of the light creatures that dnnk by 

the waterside in the moniing, gradually began to take effect on her. 

Though he lay there in his darkness and did not move, yet she 

knew he lay waiting for her. She felt his will fastening on her and 

pulling her down, even whilst he was silent and obscure. 

She found that, in ail her outgoings and her incomings, he 

prevented her. Gradually she realized that she was being borne 

down by him, borne down by the clinging, heavy weight ofhim, 

that he was pulling her down as a leopard clings to a wiid cow and 

exhausts her and pulls her down. (1 7 1 - 1 72) 

It is important to recognize here that although Willls desire to 'have' Anna and 

'devour her at leisure' (172) may appear to be completely opposed to his earlier 

desire to 'pour out his hem's blood to ber' and to 'offer himself to her, utterly' 

(144), it is in fact the same desire. W i i  the logic of this narrative, the desire to 



give blood and the desire to take blood, the need to sacrifice the Self and the need 

to kill the Other, have exactly the same son of meaning: they are essentially the 

same need. 

This point becomes much easier to see when we understand that what 

Lawrence is actually descnbing through this depiction of a leopard 'fastening' 

onto a 'free-ninning creature' and 'pulling her domf is the very essence of the 'oid 

way of love,' the highly figurative rhetoric here being employed to ernphasize the 

undercunent of violence that infonns the idea of love as a 'process of 

subservience.' By acting like a leopard that 'clings' to its victim Will is acting as a 

lover who seeks 'adherence' and 'adhesion' with the other. By figuratively 

'fastening' on to Anna's ne& he is establishing the kind of 'bandage' that 

Lawrence (and Birkin) considers to be the central feature of the 'old way of love,' 

where two individuals form 'one piece' only through a process of bloody 

mutilation, and where the &dom of both, or even the possibility of their 

freedom, i s  'borne dom' and utîeriy negated. 

Will eventually does become fiee, however, but only afier Anna finally 

succeeds in 'pushing him off from her, pushing him away, breaking his fingers 

fkom their hold on her' (174). And only now that her husband has a 'separate 

identity' with a 'new, deeper fieedom,' does she also become 6ee: 'He would insist 

no more, he would force her no more. He would force himself upon her no more. 

He would let go, relax, lapse, and what would be, should be.' Anna has her 'final 

release' now that Will6as fba1ly developed a 'fiee, separate, independent' self 

She is fkee now that she is 'fiee of him' (177). 



The idea that fieedom in a sexual relationship is reciprocal, that the freedom of 

one individual both determines and is detennined by the fieedom of the other 

individual, is also an important theme in Wonten in Love. But whereas in The 

Rdnbow both the negative and the positive sides to this idea ofreciprocity-that 

one a n  either constitute the fieedom of the other with one's own fieedom, or 

deny the othefs fieedom with one's own slavery-is illustrated ttirough the one 

relationship of Will and Anna, in Women in Love the negative and positive 

aspects of reciprocity are split, respeçtively, between Birkin's relationship with 

Hermione and his relationship with Ursula. Birkin cannot be free in his 

relations hi p with Hermione. for instance, because Hermione herse1 f is  never fiee: 

as the narrative discloses in some of the very first words used to describe her, she 

has a 'strange mass of thoughts' from which 'she was never allowed to escape' 

(1 5). And as we are soon to learn, the thoughts which imprison Hermione are 

precisely the same ideas about 'old way of love' that SQ enslaved Will Brangwen 

in The Rainbow. Just as Will saw his separate and isoiated self as 'defective' and 

hgmentary, and just as he thought Anna would 'wmplete him' by becoming 'part 

of him,' so Hermione sees her own separate self as 'deficient,' and thinks that 

Birkin will make her 'whole.' This fiindamental kind of dependence upon Birkin 

is perhaps the most salient featun of Hermione's character and it is clearly 

conveyed through the description ofthe terrible anxiety she experiences while 

waiting for Birkin to appear (ironically enough) at a wedding: 

She always felt vulnerable, vulnerable, there was always a secret 

chi& in her armour. She did not know herself what it was. It was 



a lack ofrobust self, she had no natural sufficiency, there was a 

terrible void, a lack, a deficiency of being within her. 

And she wanted someone to close up this deficiency, to close it 

up for ever. She craved for Rupert Birkin. When he was there, she 

felt complete, she was sufficient, whole. For the rest of the time 

she was established on the sand, built over a chasm. . . . 

If only Birkin would form a close and abiding connexion wit h 

her, she would be safe during this fietfùl voyage of life. He could 

make her sound and triumphant, triumphant over the very angels of 

heaven. [fonly he would do it! But she was tortured with fear, 

with rnisgivings. (1 6- 1 7) 

This desperate need for Birkin goes far to explain Hermione's 'mange desire' to 

'subsewe hirn' and to 'be h is  slave' (294). But also registered in this expression of 

profound dependence is an unrnistakable design to dominate Birkin and to make 

him understand that 'she was, for him, the highest' (17), for Hermione is, as Birkin 

suggests, the 'Mater DoIorosa' who By her very suffenng and humility . . . bound 

her son with chains . . . [and] held him her everlasting prisoner' (200): Thus, 

Henni*one's idea of becoming 'complete' not only requires a 'co~exion' with 

Birkin, but it also requins that Birkin assume a subordinate and thoroughly 

subsemient role in her life. She sees Birkin serving as a kind of plug for the 

'chink in her amour,' as something to 'close up' her intemal 'void,' and to 'stop up' 

her 'terrible gap,' images that are obviously intended to convey an element of 

fnistreted sexual desire on Hermione's part, but they go much m e r .  They 



suggest how much Hermione's dependence on Birkin threatens his fkdorn, for 

the image of Birkin fitted within Hermione's void is the image of Birkin 

cornpletely enclosed and contained by Hermione, encompassed by her in much 

the same way as a bung is enclosed by its cask, contained while it serves to 

contain Hermione's desùe to become 'whole' and 'cornpiete,' therefore, is 

ultimately a desire to negate any possibility of her own fieedom, a task that she 

can accomplish only when Birkin is burîed within her grave 'deficiency,' when he 

too is contained by the 'void,' as if he were no longer living. 

The deadening effect that Hermione's dependence has on Birkin's freedom is 

encapsulated in another crucial imagea kind of tableau-that appears at the end 

of the wedding. Having spent the entire service standing 'subjected' and wanting 

to 'touch' Birkin, Hermione's 'flare of recognition' is finally received, with the 

result that they leave the wedding together in the following manner: 

Birkin came with Hermione. She had a rapt, triump hant look, 

like the fdlen angels restored, yet still subtly dernoniacal, now she 

held Birkin by the arm. And he was expressionless, neutralised, 

possessed by her as if it were his fate, without question. (22) 

Notice that the text does not simply daim that Hermione 'held Birkin's am,' but 

that she 'held Birkin by the atm,' which is a Eu more restricting and inextricable 

form of holding, a holding of Birkin's entire self rather than jus a part of his 

body. Indeed the image of Hermione holding on to Birkin here bas much the 

same signifi~cance as the image of Will standing upon Anna in The Rainbow, not 

ody because Hermione, like Will, is overcome with a feeling of'drowning,' but 



dso, and more importantly, because the image captures the point at which 

dependence and dominance intersect, each becoming entirely indistinguishable 

tiom the other. Hermione, that is to Say, seeks Bukin's protection at the moment 

that she vanquishes or 'neutralizes' him, holding him by the atm in an act of 

adherence that both grasps at safety and comrnands possession, a 'dernoniacal' act 

because her 'niumph' is a violation of the sanctity of otherness, her own as well as 

his. 

if this image of Hermione holding on to a neutraiized Bùkin bears cornparison 

to Will standing upon a vanquished Anna, the highiy charged image of Will as a 

beast of prey 'pulling d o m  the free-running creature' surely finds a parallel in 

Women in Love in the scene where Hermione attempts to kill Birkin with a heavy 

jewel Stone. While the act which uncovers the underlying bnitality of the 'oid 

way of love' receives a purely figurative rendering in 7he Rainbow, in Women in 

Love the act, while still conveyed in a highly rhetorical way, is nevertheless 

dramatized in completely human terms. The scene is often cited by Lawrence's 

critics, but it demands to be quoted again, and at length: 

Tem%le shocks ran over her body, like shocks of electricity, as 

if many volts of electricity suddenly struck her down. She was 

aware of him sitting silently there, an unthinkable evil obstruction. 

Only this blotted out her mind, pressed out her very breathing, his 

silent, stooping back, the back of his head. 

A terrible voluptuous thdl  ran down ber arms-she was going 

to know her voluptuous coasummation. Her anns quivered and 



were strong, immeasurably and irresistibly strong. What delight, 

what delight in strength, what delirium of pleasure! She was going 

to have her consummation of voluptuous ecstacy at last. It was 

coming! in utmost terror and agony, she knew it was upon her 

now, in extremity of bliss. Her hand closed on a blue, beautifiil bal1 

of lapis lanili that stood on her desk for a paper-weight. She rolled 

it round in her hand as she rose silently. Her heart was a pure 

flame in her breast, she was purely unconscious in ecstasy. She 

moved towards him and stood behind him for a moment in ecstasy. 

He, closed within the spell [of reading], remained motionless and 

unconscious. 

Then swiftly, in a flame that drenched down her body Iike fluid 

lightning and gave her a perfect, unutterable consummation, 

unutterable satisfaction, she brought down the bal1 of jewel stone 

with al1 her force, crash on his head. But her fingers were in the 

way, and deadened the blow. Nevertheless, d o m  went his head on 

the table on which his book lay, the stone slid aside and over his 

ear, it was one convulsion of pure bliss for her, lit up by the 

cmshed pain of her fingers. (1 OS) 

This description of Hermione's attempted murder combines the rhetoncal style of 

crucial scenes in both The Pnissian Onicer' and Lady Chatterley's Lover-for 

Hennione here is at once both Schoner, Iunging to Ml his officer in an attempt to 

tind reiease, and Connie Chatteriey, in the ecstatic throes of orgasm. Moreover, 



this identification of sex and murder is entirely appropriate to the central concems 

of the narrative because it conveys Birkin's (and Lawrence's) conviction that 'the 

old way of love' is a form of death. Thus by smashing the stone down upon 

Birkin's skull 'with ail her force,' Hermione is finally and quite literally making a 

'connexion' with Birkin, a connection that is intended to put an absolute end to his 

freedom, as any idea must that considers love as a form of 'bandage.' 

It is also entirely appropriate to this particular theme that Hermione cnishes 

her own fingers during her attack. As a novelist, of course, Lawrence had to find 

some way to avoid the early death of his story's hero, and making Hermione's own 

hand deaden the 'blow' of the stone obviously has a certain tactical importance for 

the narrative as a whole. And yet the fact that Hermione crushes her own fingers 

in the act of clouting BUkin has a mbstantial symbolic value in the novel as well, 

for the injury that Hermione simultaneously causes to both herself and Birkin 

graphically illustrates Birkin's own idea that the old way of love depends on a 

'horrible merging,' a violation of that state where 'The man has his pure freedorn, 

the woman hers' (20 1). In the same way, having Hennione and Birkin merged b y 

injury serves to underscore Lawrence's notion that a man and a woman can 

become 'al1 of one piecet-as he writes in 'Manifestot-only though a process of 

mutilation, which is ciearly one ofthe reasons why he identifies the notion not 

sirnply as 'untrue' but as 'painfully untrue.' 

Indeed having both Hennione and Bukin injured in this violent connection not 

only serves to suggest, once again, that the desmiction of the other is inseparable 

from the destruction of the sel£ but dso that Hermione's lack of liberty is 



ultimately inseparable from the lack of liberty of those around her, that her own 

enslavement enslaves others. As Ursula will note much later in the narrative, 

Hermione has a 'homble desire to prostrate herself before a man,' but only before 

a man who 'wonhipped her . . . and admitteci her as the supreme thing' (295). 

This is clearly the 'process of subservience' that Hermione tries to achieve by 

attacking Birkin in her boudoir, the munial negation of their fieedom being 

embodied by the mutual injury that she causes. Not surprisingly, the final resuit 

of this violent connection is not the productive kind of separation and isolation 

that would lead hem to a 'mystic conjunction' (1 52). but a wholly negative 

separation that inevitably lads them to 'a complete estrangement' (109). 

To ask, moreover, why Birkin succeeds in being free with Ursula but faiis 

with Hermione is to draw close to the point at which Lawrence's social and sema1 

politics explicitly meet. On the surtace of the story there appears to be little 

reason why Birkin and Ursula should succced together, since for much of the 

namitive Ursula seems to uphold precisely the same ideas about love that 

Hermione does, believing that Birkin 'mua be quaffed to the dregs by her' and 

that 'she in retum wodd be his humble slav~whether he wanted it or not' (265). 

A geat deal of the interaction betweem Birkin and Ursula, for at Ieast the first half 

of the narrative. is taken up with arguing over this very idea, with Birkin, of 

course, *ng to disabuse her of it. 

In fact, verbal confîict-81:gumentation-p Iays a crucial role in Women N1 

Low, particularly where Birkin's relationships with women are concemed, and a 

very briefdigression on the matter, I thiak. will help to shed some more light on 



Lawrence's ideas about the reciprocal nature of freedom. One of the key 

indications that Birkin is at any time âeer with Ursula than he is with Hennione is 

the different way in which he behaves in bis respective conflids with these 

women. In his arguments with Hermione, Birkin is ofien beside himself with 

anger, the terms 'brutal,' 'cruel,' 'vindictivet and 'violent' being consistent 1 y 

employed to describe his way of reacting to her. His response to Hermione's idea 

of going to Florence, for instance, is typical of the 'harsh' and 'insistent' ( 104) 

pattern of behaviour he seems to fdl into when he is in her presence: 

'What takes you to Florence? 

'1 dont know,' said Hermione slowly. Then she looked at him 

with her slow, heavy gaze. 'Bmes is starting his school of 

aesthetics, and Olandese is going to have a set of discourses on the 

Italian national policy-' 

Both rubbish,' he said. 

No, 1 don't think so,' said Hermione.' 

'Which do you admire then?' 

1 admire both. Barnes is a pioneer. -And then 1 am interested 

in Italy, in her coming to national consciousness.' 

1 wish she'd corne to something different from national 

consciousness, then,' said Birkin. 1 hate Italy and her national rant. 

-And 1 think Barnes is an amateur.' (298) 

What is important here is not so much wbat Birkin says (though his contempt for 

social refomers and social reform is completely consistent with Lawrence's own), 



but the manner in which he says it. Birkin is clearly being unreasonable, and 

Ursula's perception of him during this altercation-'Birkin was white. his eye 

giowed as if he were in a fever, he was Far too overwrought' (299)-stresses the 

lack of control he has over himself while he is in this kind of a rage. Indeed, as 

long as Birkin aays in this Nite of hostility he is, in a way, connected to 

Hermione and under her control. Thus, diredy after Birkin's outburst over 

Hermione's intended trip to Italy the narrative observes that: 

Hermione was silent for some moments, in a state of hostility. But 

yet, she had got Birkin back again into her world! How subtle her 

influence was, she seerned to start his imtable attention into her 

direction exclusively, in one minute. He was her creature. (298) 

Here is Hermione, taking 'possession' of and holding Birkin once again. S he is 

united with him in a mutual state of hostility, adhering to him through a state of 

'irritable attention.' i3 y arguing with Hermione, therefore, Birkin does not simply 

lose the power of self-determination, but he surrenders it, and he does so, 

ironicall y, at the very moment that he moves in to attack. 

By contrast, Birkin's manner of arguing with Ursula is consistently calm rather 

than feverish, and reasonable as opposed to 'ovenmought.' He remains distinctly 

himself in his arguments with Ursula, and his words are clearfy intended to idorm 

rather than to destroy. Take, for example, the argument Birkin and Ursula have in 

the 'Mino' chaptet over the nlationship between love and fieedom: 

'But love is fnedoa'  ~ r s u l a ]  deciared. 



'Don't cant to me,' he replied. 'Love is a direction which 

excludes al1 other directions. It's a keedom together, if you like. 

No,' she said, 'love includes everything.' 

'Sentimental cant,' he replied. 'You want the state of chaos, 

that's dl. . . . [I]f you enter into a pure unison, it is irrevocable, and 

it is never pure till it is irrevocable. And when ii is irrevocable, it 

is one way, like the path of a star.' 

'Ha!' she cried bitterly. 'It is the old dead morality.' 

'No.' he said, 'it is the law of creation. One is committed. One 

must commit oneself to a conjunction with the other-for ever. 

But it is not selfless-it is a rnaintaining of the self in the mystic 

balance and integrity-like a star balanced with another star.' 

'1 don't trust you when you drag in the stars,' she said. 'If you 

were quite me, it wouldn't be necessary to be so far-fetched.' 

'Don't trust me then,' he said, angry. 'It is enough that 1 trust 

myself ' (1 52) 

Despite the fact that Birkin is 'angry' with Ursula, he is clearly not feverish, and 

he is not locked into the contest for dominance that characterizes so much of his 

interaction with Hermione. Indeecl, aithough Birkin calls Ursula's idea h n t '  in 

much the same way that he uses the word 'rubbish' with Hermione, he is far less 

insistent with Ursula, and far mon self-composed, his primary intention being to 

make his own position clear rather than to silence his opposition. His profwed 

desue not to 'hurt anybody or influence anybody' (257) is thus fulfilled with 



Ursula in a way that it certainly is not fulfilled with Hermione. In fact, this 

expressed indifference toward Ursula's 'trust-by which is meant her willingness 

to believe in what he says-suggests a healthy degree of separation h m  Ursula, 

particularly as it foilows after two instances in which he tells hei dùectly, as he is 

never able to tell Hermione, to 'leave me alone' (1 48)! 

Nowhere, however, is the fact of Birkin and Ursula's sepuation from each 

other more clearly demonstrateddemonstrated both to Birkin and Ursula 

themselves and to the reader-than in the 'crisis of war' that arises between them 

in the chapter Excurse.' Indeed, this particular confiict bears some remarkable 

similarities to the crisis between Birkin and Hermione in her boudoir, similarities 

that are worth noting, as they serve to highlight the essential differences between 

the two relationships. Iewel stones, for instance, play a prominent role in both 

conflicts the lapis lmli that Hermione 'rolled . . . round in her hand' becoming 

the ('second-hand') opal, sapphùe and topa rings that 'remained . . . shut in 

~rsula's] hand .' 

Fingers also play a prominent role in both scenes, particularly in their relation 

to stones. Ursula puts the jewel stones on her fingers Cher quivenng, so sensitive 

fingen,' as Birkin notices), while Hermione, much to her misfortune, also puts a 

jewel stone on her fingers, cnishing them in a symbolic display of the negation 

that her idea of love entds. Ursula, however, aiso pulls the rings from her 

fingas, and in an act tbat more or less pd le l s  Hermione's smashhg of Birkin's 

skull, she throws them at hirn: 



an ugly, malevolent look carne over her face, she pulled the rings 

from her fingers, and tossed them at him. One touched his face, 

the othen hit his coat, and they scattered to the mud. . . . With 

which she walked away, desultorily, up the road. (309) 

Whereas Hermione casts one large, heavy stone at Bùkin, Ursula casts several 

light stones, one touching bis 'face' in a physically hmless replay of the lapis 

lazuli that crashes down upon the back of his head. Most significant here, 

however, is the fact that at the height of the conflict Ursula Eees her fingers from 

the stones whereas Hermione does not, for the difference between crushed and 

tieed fingers suggests the difference between the attempt to 'merge' and hse with 

Birkin and the attempt to separate 6om him. That is, Hermione uses the stone in 

an attempt to destroy the fact of Birkin's othemess, to become 'whole' and 

'complete' with him; Ursula, however, uses the stones not in an attempt to destroy 

Birkin's othemess but to substantiate it-by tossing the rings at him she is  

punctuating her demand that: 'you can go your way, and 1'11 go mine' (308). a 

declaration of their mutual fieedom that echoes Birkin's previous cal1 to 'leave me 

a1one.' 

Ursula may wdk 'desultorily' away from Birkin at this point, but she soon 

'desultody' retums to him (309). having proven, once and for dl, that she wants 

neither to quaRBirkin nor to be his 'slave.' And it is with her renirn as a fÙ1ly 

independent being that bath characters acquüe a new kind of @eedom, for Bukin 

now feels 'the life [fl ow] through him as fiom wme new fountain' (3 1 l), and 

Ursula, having become an 'essential new being,' is liberated into perfdon' (3 19) 



and 'lefi quite free . . . free in complete ease' (3 14). They are now free because 

they are equally free, acting, in Michael Bakunin's words, as the 'necessary 

condition and confirmation' of each otherls liberty. Or in the more highly 

specialized vocabulary of the novel itself, they cm now 'give each other this star- 

equilibrium which alone is fieedom' (3 19). This eeedom, Birkin repeatedly 

claims, is a 'freedom togeiher'-which he calls a 'mystic conjunctiont-and it 

serves as the foundation, as he suggests, for any true human society: 

'1 do think,' he said, 'that the world is only held together by the 

mystic conjunction, the ultimate unison between people-a bond. 

And the immediate bond is between man and woman.' (1 52) 



End Notes 

Elsewhere Bakunin similarly daims that the &dom of the individual, 'far 

fkom halting as at a boundary before the liberty of others, finds there its 

confirmation and its extension into infïnity; the illimitable liberty of each through 

the liberty of dl.' (qtd. in Marshall 1992: 192- 193). 

2 For a brief analysis of the diEerence between anarchism and liberalism, see 

Paul Goodman's article '1s Anarchism Distinct from Liberalism,' in fimerman 

and Perry 53-56. 

My primary interest in this chapter is to understand what Lawrence suggests 

about keedom in society as a whole through his depidon of the sexual 

relationship. In a broader context, however, the reciprocal nature of freedom is 

clearly an important theme in 'The Nightmare' chapter of Kmgaroo. While 

Richard Lovat Somen may have kept himself 'fiee' from seMng in the war, the 

fact that almoa everyone else around him has been 'cowed' (228) into service has 

clearly left hirn with very little fieedom indeed: he is spied on by his neighbours, 

persecuted by local authorities, bullied by military doctors. The State, moreover, 

orders him out of his home in Cornwall, even as it refiises him permission to lave 

his country. And it is under 'this mass ofpoisonous condemnation' that even 

Sorners begins to feel 'guilty' (228) and 'branded, [like] a criminal marked out by 

society, marked-out for annihilation' (250). Keeping his own sou1 'fim and 

integrai' (221) amounts to very little in terms ofhis own fieedom, therefore, when 

the society around hirn has devolved into a 'criminal mob' (212), and its rnembers 



- -- - --- 

are transforrned Rom relatively fkee human beings into 'thîngs, obeying orders' 

(244). The 'slavery' of those around Somers is obviously, in Bakunin's sense, a 

'banief to his own liberty. 

' Another reason why Lawrence has Birkin cal1 the desire to 'melt' and fuse 

(309) together the 'old way' of love rnay be that it appears in Plato's 'Symposium,' 

where even here it is referred to as Y his ancient need.' The story-particularly in 

lowen's translation (which Lawrence may have read)-is worth reading for 

clanQing the approach to love that Lawrence, throughout his Me, so vehemently 

opposed. The teller of the tale in the dialogue is the character Aristophanes: 

. . . pnmeval man was round, his back and sides foming a cucle; 

and he had four hands and the same number of feet, one head with 

two faces, looking opposite ways, set on a round neck and 

precisely alike (521). . . . [I]n order to keep theu insolence 

restrained Zeus decided to cut them in two. . . . [And love is 

therefore] the desire of one another which is implanted in us, 

reuniting our original nature, seeking to make two one, and to heal 

the state of man. Each of us when separated, having one side only, 

like a flet fish, is but the tally-half of a man, and he is always 

looking for his other half(523). 

And Aristophanes ends his story with the following words: 

Suppose Hephaestus, with his instruments, to corne to a pair who 

are lyhg side by side and say to them . . . D o  you desire to be 

whoUy one . . . for ifthis is what you desire, I am ready to melt und 



fise ym together, so that being two you shall become one [?]. . . 

[Tlhere is not a man of them who when he heard the proposal 

would deny or would not acknowledge that this meeting and 

melting into one another, this becoming one instead of two, was 

the very expression of this ancient need. And the reason is that 

human nature was originally one, and we were a whole, and the 

desire and pursuit of the whole is called love (523-524; emphasis 

added). 

Birkin's lament about the old way of love reads like a direct reply to this idea: 

Why should we consider ourselves, men and women, as broken 

fragments of one whole? It is not me. We are not broken 

fragments ofone whole. Rather we are the singling away into 

purity and clear being, of things that were mixed. Rather the sex is 

that which remains in us of the mixed, the unresolved. And 

passion is the ftrther separating of this mixture, that which is 

manly being taken into the being of the man, that which is 

womanly passing to the woman, till the two are clear and whole as 

angels, the admixture of sex in the highest sense surpassed, leaving 

two single beings constellated like two stars. (200-20 1) 

And again: 

Fusion, fùsion, this homble tiision of two beings, which every 

woman and most men insist on, was it not nauseous and homble 



anyhow, whether it was a fusion of the spirit or of the emotional 

body? (309) 

The theme of  a suffering woman who binds her sons with chains is also, of 

course, one of the centrai concerns o f  Sons and Lovers. 

6 See also page 146 where Birkin has just declared that 'there is no love': 

Ursula was given over to this statement for some moments. 

Then she half rose from her chair, saying, in a final, repellant 

voice: 

Then let me go home-what am I doing here-!' 

'There is the door,' he said. 'You are a fiee agent .' 



CHAPTER FOUR 

Marriage and the Established Order 

1s rn-ge a great help to the fiilfilment of man and woman, or is it a 
frtl~tfation? Ct is a very imponant question indeed, and every mm and woman 
must answer it. ('A Propos of "Lady Chatterley's Lover" 3 

To align Lawrence with anarchism under the subject of mamage, as I propose to 

do, may seem at first glance to be a rather unlikely enterprise, doomed from the 

start for reasons far too significant to be overlooked or treated lightly. One of 

these reasons, a critic might suaest, is the fact that while marriage is obviously 

one of Lawrence's mon urgent and central concems-reaching, as it does, into 

almost every corner of his written work-mariage is, at best, of only marginal 

interest to anarchism, a subject infiequently mentioned by anarchists themselves 

and almost always ignored by the historians of libertarian ideas.' Moreover, my 

critic might continue, while marriage is obviously a political institution, Lawrence 

deds with the subject in what seems to be an utterly de-politicized way, at least in 

the sense that his concem with m d g e  is consistently fieshedsut in almost 

exclusively personal (as opposed to political) tenns. Or to put the matter in a 

slightly different way, Lawrence's interest in what he calls the 'whole of the 



relationship between inan and woman' (Phoenix 194) appears to lie completely 

outside the ken of any anarchist concems, particularly outside that critique of 

State govemment so central to everything that anarchism upholds. 

My critic rnight also point out, perhaps with no less justitication, that not only 

is Lawrence's interest in madage overwhelmingly greater than any anarchist's, 

but that he oRen appears to praise this tradition which anarchism, when it deals 

with the subject at all, so clearly and consistently reviles. One finds an explicit 

defense of mamage, for instance, in Lawrence's essay 'A Propos of "Lady 

Chatterley's Lover" ' (Phoenix 2: 500-509), where Lawrence not only declares 

that marriage is 'sacred and inviolable,' but States that it 'has given man the best of 

his fieedom.' 1s this view of m&age not utîerly at odds with Emma Goldman's 

daim that maniage is a 'poor little state and church begotten weed' (236)? 1s it 

w t  also a clear contradiction of Godwin's notion that the 'institution of marriage' 

is a 'system of h u d '  in which 'liberty and hope are equally strangers' (762, 764)? 

How can Lawrence, who claims that 'Marriage is the due to human life,' be 

comected in any positive way with a tradition that views the 'system of marriage' 

as a social 'evil' and argues for its 'abolition' (Godwin 763, 764)S 

Let me begin answering these questions by suggesting that neither Lawrence's 

support for marnage nor anarchism's rejection of it are quite what they first 

appear to be, the real merence between them being fhr more a matter of rhetoric 

than of ideas. What Godwin opposes, for instance, is not marrïage in itself but 

ratber a paiticular kind of m C a g e :  'that p c i e s  of marnage,' he writes, 'in which 

there is no nmm for repentance' (764; emphasis added). It is not the idea of 



attachment that Godwin repudiates, therefore, but the 'vow of etemal attachment' 

(762>-the legal and religious dictate that forces a wuple to remain together even 

after they reaiize (if and when they do) that their 'first crude opinion of each other' 

was a 'delusion' (762). Thus for Godwin what keeps a couple together must not 

be, as it so often is, an ongoing act of submission to an extemal and impersonal 

law, but rather a personal choice, where 'each man would select for himself a 

partner to whom he will adhere as long as that adherence shall continue to be the 

choice of both parties' (763). Certainly no ties ought to be imposed upon either 

party,' Godwin writes, 'preventing them from quitting the attachment, whenever 

their judgement directs them to quit it' (764). 

Bakunin also articulates a concept of marriage without extemal ties, calling for 

the 'Abolition not of the natural but of the legal farnily, based on civil law and 

ownership.' This 'natural family,' according to Bakunin, will evolve £kom a 

system of marriage in which: 

Religious and civil marriage are replaced byfree marrioge. Two 

adirlt individuals of opposite sex have the right to unite and 

separate in accordance with the* desires and mutual interests and 

the promptings of their hearis, nor does society have the nght 

either to prevent their union or to hold them againa their will. 

(Lehning 83) 

Thus for Bakunin, just as for Godwin, the basis of a true rnarriage is individuai 

rather than social, at least in the sense that a marriage should be constituted by the 

'promptings of the heartt rather than by the demands of the culture. This is still a 



belief in marriage, therefore, but in its de-institutionalized form, 'fieet because 

removed fiom those restrictions ofchurch and state which 'tie' individuals and 

'hold them against their will.' Thus 'attachment' should not be the product of duty, 

but a knction of natural 'desire.' A couple's obligations extend only to each 

other-or more precisely, to their 'mutual interests-and not, as established 

convention would have it, to the abstract and mediating principles of civil and 

religious law . 

Lawrence's own view of marriage is remarkably consistent with the anarchistic 

view, despite his claim in 'A Propos of "Lady Chatterley's Lover" ' that maniage 

is the Christian Church's 'greatest contribution to the social life of man.' Indeed, 

one has to be carefùl with regard to what Lawrence actually means by the tem 

'Christianity' in this essay, for a ciose look at the text wil1 show that he is not 

discussing anything that resembles the Church of his own day, but rather what he 

calls the 'Old Church,' which he locates somewhere very near Christianity's pagan 

roots. Correspondingly, the type of marriage that Lawrence advocates is not what 

is conventionafly conceived of as marriage but, as Lawrence himself observes, 

only 'something like it.' In fact the entire basis for attachment in the type of 

marriage that Lawrence hes in rnind is what he cals a 'cornespondence' or a 

'conjunction' of the 'blood,' a couple king brought and kept together not by 

extemal ties-fomlated and imposed by the Churck-but by 'blood passion and 

blood desire.' Hence true d a g e ,  Lawrence declares, is a 'communion of the 

two blood-streams, thîs, and nothing else.' 



This notion of marriage very clearly rejects conventional marriage because it 

rejects the idea of negotiating a relationship through an extemal structure of niles 

and restrictions. Thus for Lawrence mam-age should not be founded on cultural 

laws, but on what he calls the 'greater laws,' by which he means 'the cosmic 

rhythm which should sway life always.' And what these 'greater laws' allow for, 

however paradoxically, is a more personal-or, aven Lawrence's muent 

rejection of the 'personal,' a more individualized-basis for mamage: they allow 

for an 'immediate contact' between a man and a woman, which for Lawrence, just 

as for Godwin and Bakunin, is the essence of marriage. Hence it is the 'vital 

conneaion' between a man and a woman, Lawrence writes elsewhere, which is 

'the mystery of marriage' (Kangaroo 163, 164). 

There is more to be said about the anarchistic current in Lawrence's 'A Propos' 

essay and 1 will retum to it shortly. For the moment, however, I want to point out 

that Lawrence's sympathy with the concept of a 'fiee marnage,' as well as his 

condemnation of marriage that is not 6ee, can be found in many areas of his 

written work Outlining his plan for a tiee cornmunity in a letter to Dr. David 

Eder, for instance, Lawrence's 'Second Law' (the 'First Law' being that There 

shall be no laws') stipulated that al1 individuals will have 'the nght to mate fkeely' 

and that 'every man and women shall have this, irrespective of any other daim 

than that of life-necessity' (Letters 3: 353). This, as Bakunïn would Say, is the 

right to unite according to the 'promptings' of one's hemt, desire for both 

Lawrence and Bakunin having a daim to an individual's actions that exists prior 

to conventionai law, prior to what Lawrence, in his 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 



calls the 'smaller system of morality1-'pathetic, almost ridicu1ous'-that is 

'grasped and formulated b y the human consciousness' (Phoenix 4 1 9). 

The notion of a free rnarriage also surfaces in Lawrence's fiction. In Women in 

Love, for instance, Birkin expresses the idea in a discussion about marriage with 

Will Brangwen. in response to Brangwen's claim that he doesn't want his 

daughter, Ursula, to be 'in too big a huny' to get d e d  because ' "It's no good 

looking round afterwards, when it's too late," ' Birkin replies that: ' "it need never 

be too late . . . as far as that goes".' ' "If one repents being married," ' Birkin 

daims, much to Brangwen's annoyance, ' "the marriage is at an end" ' (256). 

The idea that a marriage is 'at an end' once the desire to be married is lost- 

once the inner attachrnent is broken-provides an underlying theme to Lawrence's 

early novel The Trespser, where the namitor's sympathies are dearly with 

Siegmund as he departs from his passionless marriage (as wel1 as fkom his farnily) 

in an attempt to find a vital comection elsewhere. Similady, Connie Chatterley 

in f d y  Chatterieyk Lover (a work which I discuss below) is depicted as acting 

conectly-acting, that is to say, in accordance with 'the rnorality of life, the 

greater mordit y' (Phwnix 420bwhen s he leaves her passionless marriage, 

severing the legal attachment she has with Sir Clifford in order to fiilfil1 the 

natural and vital connection she has with Oliver Mellors. Aaron Sisson in Amon's 

R d  also walks out of his marriage, claiming, to the outrage of Sir William and 

Lady Franks (as well as to some of Lawrence's critics),' that breaking his legai 

ties to his wife and family was part of a 'naturai process': 

'Then upon wbat grounds did you abandon your fiunily? . . . 



'There were no punds,' said Aaron. 'No, there weren't. 1 just 

left them.' 

'Mere caprice?' 

'If it's a caprice to be begotten-and a caprice to be bom-and 

a caprice to die-then that was a caprice, for it was the same. 

Zike binh or dath?-1 don? follow.' 

'It happened to me: as binh happened to me once-and death 

will happen. It was a sort of death too: or a sort of birth. But as 

undeniable as either. And without any more grounds.' 

The old, tremulous man, and the young man, were watching one 

another. 

'A natural event,' said Sir William. 

'A natural event,' said Aaron. (145) 

However 'heartless' and 'seltish' and 'wicked' this behaviour appears to Lady 

Franks (1 45-1 46), Aaron's abandonment of his wife and family clearly has 

Lawrence's sanction: Aaron's inability to find 'reasons' for his departure, his denial 

that there were any 'grounds' for it or that he was ever acting in accordance with 

some sort ofscheme, al1 serve to suggest that Aaron's behaviour is rooted in 

something quite different from a conscious morality, from any kind of obedience 

to cultural decrees. By fitting his own depamire within the context of birth and 

death, he is drawing attention, however unwittingly, to the fact that his life is 

govemed by the 'greater laws,' by 'life-necessity.' 



Indeed, Lady Franks' condemnation of Aaron-aristocrats so ofien being the 

voice of the established order in Lawrence's work-underscores just how much 

living in accordance with the 'greater laws' will bring one into opposition to what 

Lawrence elsewhere calls 'the established system of human govenunent and 

morality' (Phoenix 420). Lady Franks' desire to ' "make [Aaron] very fiightened 

indeed, so that you went back humbly to your wife and family" ' (146), is the 

desire to de-naturdize Aaron, to make his behaviour conform to the narrow and 

rigid conventions of social acceptability. And a socialized Aaron is bound to be 

attached not just to his wife and family-humbly, and against his wiil-but 

attached also, ana entirely by extension, to a system of 'human government- 

attached to that 'established world' which Lawrence declared himself 'hostile, 

hostile, hostile' to, and which he tned so desperately hard to 'resist' (Leitem 2: 

3 28) .' 
What 1 hope is becoming clear at this point is that the subject of marriage is 

not irrelevant to Lawrence's overail critique of 'human govemment' but exists 

more or less at the centre ofit. It is also important to note here that this particular 

connection Lawrence makes between conventional marriage and subservience to 

human govemmem begins to suggest why he can be co~ected to anarchism in a 

way that many other people who believe in 'fine marriage' cannot be. Indeed, the 

relationship between maniage and the State-the 'established order'-is a leading 

wncem in the 'A Propos' essay, where Lawrence explicitly claims that the 

'fkeedom' which marriage gives to individuals, far fiom being a generalized and 

abstract sort of fieedom, is in fact a needom nom the intrusive power of the State: 



break the 'mamiage bond,' Lawrence wams, 'and you will have to go back to the 

ovenvhelming dominance of the State.' Hence, according to Lawrence: 

There are States where the family is the woman: or there have 

been. There are States where the family hardly exists, pnest States 

where the priestly control is everything, even tiinctioning as family 

control. Then there is the Soviet State, where again family is not 

supposed to exist, and the State controls every individual direct, 

mechanical ly, as the great religious States, such as earl y Egypt, 

may have controlled every individual direct, through priestly 

surveillance and ritual. 

Now the question is, do we want to go back, or forward. to any 

of these fonns of State control?. . . For my part, 1 have to say NO! 

every time. 

An 'immediate contact' between individuals, Lawrence suggests, is the only 

effmive way of avoiding a situation where 'the State controls every individual 

direct.' Indeed, what Lawrence is ultimately saying in this passage is that when 

no 'vital connedont exists between individuals, then they have no alternative but 

to tbrm a ftndamentdly dehumanizing co~ection with the prevailing political 

structure, whatever it happens to be. In the absence of an 'immediate contact' with 

each other, that is to say, individuals, whatever else they might think they are 

doing, are not rnarrying each other so much as they are manying the State. This, 1 

beiieve, is what Lawrence meant fourteen years eulier when he wrote 



(emp hatically) to Bertrand Russell that %ompeteneess is in m~rriage. But state 

marriage is a lie' (D. H. Lawrence's Letters to Bertrand Russell 90). 

The distinction that Lawrence makes between the type of marriage that is a 

vital and immediate connection between two individuals and the type of m&age 

that is a connection between an individual and a social syaem underlies, 1 

suggest, his distinction betwwn a marriage that is a 'fblfilment' and a rnamiage 

that is simply a 'hstration.' A major and frequent theme in Lawrence's fiction is 

that a successful marriage necessarily requires a rejection of the established order, 

just as frustration in a marriage involves an acceptance of it. In Women in Love, 

for example, it is immediately after Birkin and Ursula experience a conjunction of 

the blood-which the text calls their 'intolerable accession into beingt (3 14)-that 

they start to divorce themselves altogether fiom conventional society: they 'drop' 

their 'jobs,' they plan to 'wander' (3 15) and they begin considering life in a new 

society 'where we can be free' (3 16). They se& in other words, to be completely 

'disinherited' corn the established world, as they won begin to discuss: 

'And we will wander about on the face of the earth,' pirkin] 

said, 'and we'll look at the world beyond just this bit.' 

There was a long silence. Her face was radiant like gold as she 

sat thinking. 

? dont want to inherit the earth,' she said. 'I don't want to 

inherit anything.' 

He ciosed his hand over herse 

'Neither do 1. 1 want to be disinherited.' 



She clasped bis fingers closely. 

'We won't care about mything,' she said. 

He sat still and laughed. 

'And we'll be manieci, and have done with them,' she added. 

-Again he laughed. 

'It's one way o f  getting rid of everything,' she said, 'to get 

manied. ' 

'And one way of accepting the whole world,' he added. 

'A whole other world, yes,' she said happily. (362) 

The idea that through mamage Birkin and Ursula will be able to 'rid' themselves 

of the established worid (and accept a 'whole other' one), clearly conveys 

Lawrence's notion that true mamiage has a radical power to dissociate individuals 

fiom the 'overwhelming dominance of the State.' It is a view of marriage, 

moreover, that stands in stark contrast to Gerald's sense of what a marriage 

entails: 

Marriage was like a doom to him. . . . -But he would not make 

any pure relationship with any other soul. He could not. Marriage 

was not the committing of himself into a relationship with Gudrun. 

It was a committing of himself in acceptance of the established 

world, he would accept the established order, in which he did not 

livingly believe, and then he would retieat to the underworld for 

his life. (353) 



Lacking the ability to make a 'pure relationship' with 'any other soul,' Gerald must 

commit himself to the 'established order.' His principle attachent will not be to 

Gudrun, therefore, but to the conventional world-an act of contemptibly meek 

proportions (viewed, at least, from Lawrence's perspective) that will guarantee 

inheritance of that world which Birkin and Ursula are so eager to reject. By using 

marriage to rid themselves of the estabiished order, Birkin and Unula expenence 

a certain, if qualified, 'fulfilment' in maniage. By seeing marriage as a means to 

reinforcing his connection with the established order, Gerdd finds only fnistration 

in his relationship with Gudrun, and, in the end, disaster. 

This distinction between marriage as a connection to the established order and 

marriage as a complete dissociation from it-marriage as a 'fnistration' and 

marrïage as a 'filfilment'-plays an important role in Sons and Lovers, 

particularly in its portrait of the relationships that William and Paul have with 

women. That William's marriage is destined to be a cornmitment to the 

'established world' rather than a 'vital connection' to another human being is  clear 

from the fact that he remains detennined to marry Lily Western even afler any 

vital connection he may have had with her is 10s. Thus the word 'hatred' is 

employed on a number of occasions to describe how he cornes to feel about his 

betrothed (1 59, 161, 162, 1631, just as the terni 'misery' is often used to describe 

his appearance when he is in her company. But even after rdizing that his 'fust 

m d e  opinion' of Lily was a 'deIusion%odwin's ternis are entirely appropriate 

hem-William nevertheiess forces himself to stay with her, dutifufly fulfilling bis 

plan to rnarry. This tension between William's natural desire to break the 



engagement and his sense of a social obligation to maintain it becomes clear in a 

conversation he has at home with his mother: 

'You know, mother,' he said, when he was alone with her at 

night, 'she's no idea of money, and she's so wessel-brained. . . . 

And she wants to get rnarried-And 1 think myself we might as 

well get manieci next year. But at this rate-! ' 

'A fine mess of a marriage it would be,' replied his rnother. '1 

should consider it again, my boy.' 

'Oh well-Pve gone too far to break off now,' he said. 'And so 1 

shall get married as soon as 1 cm.' 

. . . .  f . . . . .  

He leaned with his back against the side of the chimney piece, 

his hands in his pockets. He was a big, raw-boned man, who 

looked as if he would go to the world's end, if he wanted to. But 

she saw the despair on his face. 

'1 couldn't give her up now,' he said. (1 6 1 - 162) 

The fact that during this conversation William repeats several times, ' "1 can't give 

her up now," ' has led one critic to claim, correctly, 1 believe, that not only is 

William actually uttering 'the language of sexuality, which was not allowed any 

other language then,' but that William insists on remaining with Lily because 'the 

code will not let him abandon a woman tbat he has "ruined* ' (Black 1992: 52-53). 

In other words, by adhering to such a 'code' William is submitting to the 'smaller 



morality' of the established world, and marriage, as a result, becomes as much a 

doom for him as it is for Gerald Crich. 

Perhaps a deeper insight into this aspect of Som and Lovers c m  be gained by 

asking what might have attracted William to Lily in the first place. In this regard, 

Black's observation that William 'may have been seduced by her flagrant sexual 

display' (1992: 52) will likely prove to be unhelpfùl, not simply because little 

textual evidence, if any, exists to support the claim, but because such an 

interpretation tends to gloss over the broader social pressures that clearly inform 

William's behaviour. Throughout his adult life, that is to say, William 

demonstrates a strong resolve to enter into and be accepted by the established 

order, to become 'swanky' and a 'great gun,' and to 'associate with men €'a above 

his Bestwood friends in station' (1 15). The letter William writes to his mother 

tom London, for instance, plainly conveys how pleased he is with the fact that he 

is becoming a 'gentleman': 

Imagine your son seated on an ancient oak chair, with a latest 

pattern elecvic lamp in front of him, on the table, d t i n g  to you. 

He is wearing eveaing clothes, and the gold nuds you gave him for 

his 2 1 st, and he thinks no end of himself He only wishes you 

could see him. Solomon in al1 his glory mua have felt dowdy in 

cornparison. (1 15-1 16) 

William's acknowledgement that he 'thinks no end of himself may suggest a kind 

of ironie distance fiom his own situation, but he is obviously proud of the 

surmunding signs of his social success: electricity, fine fÙmiture, fancy dress, 



gold. Lawrence was later to d i @  people who 'derive' theu nature from their own 

'ac~outrements' (Phoenix 65 1). and William, taking stock of himself by looking to 

objects that he knows othu people will admire, is clearly becoming such a 

person.6 

William's relationship with Lily is an integral part of his plan to be accepted as 

a member of the established world, for his central attraction to her, as Mrs Morel 

notices, is the social impact made by her elegance and her 'resplendent clothes' 

(142). It is not her 'flagrant sexual dispiay' that seduces William, therefore, so 

much as her flagrant social display, for her appearance as a 'lady' ('quite young, 

and a lady' (1 16); 'William arrived with a lady'; 'William presented the lady' 

(143) ) serves to confirm his own new-found status as a 'gentleman.' William is at 

times bitterly critical of Lily's 'blesed airs' (146). her tendency to 'show herself 

off (163) and her empty-headed interest in 'frocks and how people admire hert 

(16 l), but he exploits this interest to assuage his own, identical, need for public 

admiration and acceptance: 

'if you saw her, rnother, you would know how I feel. Tall, and 

elegant, with the clearest of clear transparent olive complexions, 

hair as black as jet, and such grey eyes, bright, mocking, like lights 

on water at Nght. . . . And she dresses as well as any woman in 

London. 1 tell you your son doesn't half put his head up, when he 

goes walking dom Piccadilly with her.' (1 16) 

Wondering if he 'did not go walking d o m  Piccadilly with an elegant figure and 

fine clothes, rather than with a woman wbo was near to him' (1 16), Mrs Morel 



clearly recognizes William's proclivity to use his relationship not as a means to 

self-fulfillment, but simply as a symbol of his social status. That is, while his 

exhausting attempt to maintain his attachment to Lily-' All his strengt h and 

money went in keeping this girl' (148)-clearly leads to his physical debilitation 

and premature death, William's real cornmitment is not so much to Lily the person 

as it is to the 'lady' that other people immediately (and rather incorrectly) perceive 

her to be. What marriage means to William, therefore, is not a 'vital connection' 

to another human being but the &Ifilment of  a role in the established order- 

going to the theatre, for instance, 'like great swells' (142). 

On the othet hand, Paul Morel's determination 'not to many unless he could 

feel strong in the joy of it' (322) indicates a very different approach to rnamage 

from his older brother's stubborn betrothal to a woman he no longer even likes. 

Indeed one idea (among many othen) that Lawrence illustrates through Paul's 

relationships with women is just how much the demand for 'joy' in a marriage-1 

take 'joy' to be an early formulation of 'blood desire-tends to put Paul outside 

the established order and often in conflict with it. Whereas William attempts to 

meet certain social expectations through marriage, and does so by putting duty 

before desue ('He stuck to what he had done' (162) ), Paul's search for 'joy' in a 

relationship with a woman leads him instead to place desire over duty, with 

established order becoming an obstacle, even a threat, to this search. The 

underlying tension between Paul and the established order clearly emerges in a 

conversation that he has with Clara about why he lefi Miriam: 

Clora walked moodily beside him. 



'Why,' she asked at length, in a rather jarring tone, 'did you 

leave Miriam?' 

'Because 1 wmted to leave her,' he said. 

'Why?' 

'Because 1 didn't want to go on with her. And 1 didn't want to 

marry.' . . . 

'But you have really been going with her for some tirne?' 

'Y es' 

'And now you don't want any more of her?' 

No.  I know it's no good.' 

She pondered again. 

Pont  you think you've treated her rather badly?' she asked. 

'Yes! I ought to have dropped it years back. But it would have 

been no good going on. Two wrongs don't make a right.' (35 1 - 
3 52) 

Clara's line of questioning here is far more accusatory than it is inquisitive: she is 

not so much asking Paul if he thinks he has 'treated' Miriarn 'rather badly' so much 

as telling him that he has. And in doing so Clara fills a role very similar to Lady 

Franks' in Amon's R d ,  uttering the values of duty and obligation-the 'linle 

moralityl-that support and sustain and essentially comprise the established 

world. Paul, however, is just as defiant as Aaron Sisson is, emphatically claiming 

that his own desires (' "Because 1 wmed to leave her" 3 take precedence over any 

question of social duty. Such defiance* in fact, is part of Paul's refisal to 'sacrifice 



himself in a marriage he did not want' (322), and it represents a complete reversal 

of William's determination to go through with a marriage simply because ' "I've 

gone too far to break off now" ' (16 1). Paul's cornmitment, in other words, is  

clearly not to society, but to the 'promptings' of his heart. 

Perhaps an even more explicit example of Paul's rejection of that same 

established order which William so readily embmed is conveyed through the 

episode in which Paul and Clara-a married woman-walk together dong the 

muddy banks of the Trent. The two characters laugh together about their amorous 

affair: about each Feeling like a 'criminal,' about being 'sinners,' and about their 

'guiltiness.' But the ûue nature of Paul's defiance of the established world cornes 

sharply into focus only when he retums home and has to field questions from his 

fietting mother: 

'You are late!' she said, looking at him. 

H i s  eyes were shining, his face seemed to glow. He smiled to 

her. 

'Yes-I've been d o m  Clifton Grove with Clara.' 

His mother looked at hirn again. 

But won't people talk?' she said. 

'Why? They know she's a sufiagette and so on. And what if 

they do talk!' 

'Of course there may be nothing wrong in it,' said his mother. 

'But you know what folk are, and if once she gets talked about-' 



'Well, I can't help it. Their jaw isn't so almighty important, af%er 

ail.' (358) 

To understand the full force ofwhat Paul is rejecting here one has to interpret his 

words ' "Their jaw isn't so mighty important" ' within the contea, once again, that 

William's behaviour provides. When William is out on the streets of London, 

'walking down Piccadilly,' he is so high!y conscious of public opinion that even a 

trip to the theatre, complete with 'resplendent' costume, takes on the contours of a 

public performance. Indeed, even when William is alone at his writing desk-as 

we have seen-he is acutely aware of an audience, of being looked upon and 

admired as he plays the essentially public role of a 'gentleman.' It is this need for 

public validation, this cornmitment to purely social values, that Paul utterly 

discards when he daims that public opinion 'isn't so almighty important.' And his 

attitude is subtly reflected by the fact that he has just returned home fiom having 

walked off 'the public path' (355) with Clara-in complete contrast to the city 

streets that William prefers and which he so conspicuously walks down with Lily. 

By committing hirnself to desire instead of to duty, Paul necessarily commits 

himself to a path other tban the public one-the public path, that is to say. that 

cornmands him to 'give life' in a relationship 'by denying his own' (463). 

if the established world is at the center of William's relationship with Lily, the 

established world is pushed to the rnargins ofPaul's relationship with both Clara 

and Minam, which explains why Paul can leava these women when his 'vital 

co~ection' to them is broken.' It is also one reasoa, among others, why Paul is 

pictured outside the 'faùitly humming, glowing town' at the noveFs end: he is near 



despair over the death of his mother, but he is symbolicdly removed, auspiciously 

so, fkom the established world and the ovenvhelming dominance that it 

represents. The scene is hardly an uplifting one, that is to say, but Paul is at least 

alive, and although he niIl lacks a meaningfùl relationship with a woman, he is 

also uncompromised.g 

The diEerence between mmiage as a commitment to the established order and 

maniage as a dissociation from it also supplies a key theme to The Rainbow. [n 

this novel, however, both the commitment to and the dissociation tiom the 

established order are illustrated not through the separate relationships of two 

central characters, as it is In Sons and Lovers, but through the single relationship 

of Anton and Ursula. That is, although the relationship of Anton and Ursula 

ultimately ends in hstration and failure, it also has its moments of fulfillment. 

And it is during these fulfilling moments that the text creates a very clear 

distinction between the couple and the established world which their vital 

comection inherently and necessarily opposes. In the period just afler their first 

hperb consumrnation' (4 17). for instance, Ursula senses just how separate from 

the established world that she and Anton have become: 

Her whole sou1 was implicated with Skrebensky-not the young 

man of the world, but the undifferentiated man he was. She was 

perfectly sure of henelf, perfiectly strong, stronger than al1 the 

world. The worid existed only in a secondary sense: -she 

existed supremely. . . . They were both absolute and happy and 

calm. The fact of their own consurnrnate beiag made everything 



else so entirely subordinate that they were fkee. The only thing 

they wanted, as the days went by, was more time to themselves. 

They wanted the time to be absolutely their own. 

The Easter vacation was approaching. They agreed to go right 

away. It would not be a matter if they did not come back. They 

were indifferent to the actual facts. (4 1 8-4 19) 

The idea that Unula's 'soul' is 'implicated with Skrebensky' suggests that 'pure 

relationship' with another 'soul' which Gerald, among several other of Lawrence's 

fictional characters, forsakes for a cornmitment to the established world. What 

the narrative is  describing here in Faa is the kind of disjunction fiom the 

established world that inevitably foilows from a 'pure relationship': Anton and 

Ursula have shed their social categories, no longer being 'of the world,' but instead 

being their own 'absolute' selves. The social world cornes quickly to represent a 

perceptibly lower order of experîence, 'secondary' and 'subordinate,' from which 

their relationship sets them 'fm.' Indeed, just as Birkin and Ursula remove 

themselves Eom al1 social duties and obligations immediately after their 

'accession into being,' so Anton and Ursula, having experienced 'their own 

consumrnate being,' tum away âom the demands and duties of the established 

world, with its 'little morality,' asserting their time to be 'absolutely their o w '  

becoming 'indiffereat to the actuai facts,' and planning to go away on vacation 

without caring if 'they did not corne back.' 

At this point in their relationship Anton and Ursula are, in every sense of the 

word that is meaningful to D. K Lawrence, married: their contact is direct 



because it is unmediated by any social considerations-it is an 'inner' and 'vital' 

connection and not an institutionally or culturally imposed constraint. In Women 

in Love the narrative voice (obviously Lawrence's own) defines such a 

relationship as an 'absolute mystic mmiage,' which is categorically distinguished 

from a 'legal marriage' (353)-the very term 'legai' suggesting a lower fonn of 

rnarriage, inherently comected to a system of 'human govemment .' [t is 

Skrebensky who first broaches the question of making their maniage a 'legal' one, 

and when he does so the text makes clear that the pnce of such an alliance will be 

nothing less than his own soul: 

1 suppose we ought to get married,' he said, rather wisttùlly. It 

was so magnificently free and in a deeper world, as it was. To 

make public their comection would be to put it in range with al1 

the things which nuilitied him, and &om which he was for the 

moment entirel y dissociated. If he manied he wouid have to 

assume his social self And the thought of assuming hi s social self 

made hirn at once difident and abstract. ifshe were his social 

wife, if she were part of that complication of dead reality, than 

what had his under-life to do with her? One's social wife was 

almost a material symbol. Whereas she was something more vivid 

tu him than anything in conventional life, he and she stood 

together, dark, fhid, infinitely potent, giving the living lie to the 

dead whole which contained them. (4 19) 



The established order-'conventional lie-is a 'complication of dead reality' and 

a 'lie,' and by tuming theu deeply pnvate and 'vivid' connection into something 

public-into a Iegal marriage-Skrebensky will become fùlly integrated with 'al1 

the things which nullified him.' Through a legal mamage, in other words, the 

couple will more or less lose any substantial and 'living' connection they have to 

each other and commit themselves instead to the 'dead whole which contained 

them.' 

Of course, one may wonder why Anton, feeling this way about legd mamage, 

would ever suggest it to Ursula, much less insist on it, which he will do. But 

Anton's dissociation Born the 'conventional life.' as the above passage points out, 

is  only 'for a moment,' and indeed for most of the narrative his deepest sense of 

cornmitment is directed not toward his 'personal connections' but to the 'nation' 

and the to the 'state' (304)- 'His life,' as the narrative observes, 'lay in the 

established order of things' (304). Thus Frieda Lawrence-underscoring how 

deeply her husband's concept of real maniage involved a critique of existing 

political structures-is quite right to suggest that 'In the end the man fails Ursula 

because he has no ideal beyond the old existing State' (21 1). 

What is crucial to note in this regard, however, is not simply the fact that 

Skrebensky becomes eager to put his marriage 'within the range of al1 the things 

that nullified km,' but w h  he becomes eager to do so. At some point during a 

trip the couple takes to France the vital connection between them is ruptured. The 

narrative discloses neither what bappened between the couple nor why it 

happened, but t is clear uiat their desire for each other-'dark, fluid, infinitely 



potent-has been lost, a loss that leads Skrebensky to admit that 'She did not 

want him' (422). and Ursula to admit that 'You did not like me when we left Paris' 

(425). It is only after this complete loss of desire that Skrebensky begins to 

pressure Ursula for a legel marriagtto 'insidiously . . . suggest himself as a 

husband to her' (439). in the absence of any real desire, that is to Say, Skrebensky 

r e m s  to the established world, forgoing a 'mystic mamage' that would 

circumvent the power of the State, and opting for the kind of mamage that serves 

his soul-destroying need for 'prese~ng' the State 'intact' (305). Thus Skrebensky, 

Iike Gerald, cornes to see mam'age as a way of inheriting the world, humbly 

replacing the 'dark' desire of his 'absolute' self with pure social conformity. 

Ursula, however, having rejected Slrrebensky's proposai, awaits a man created not 

by the State, but 'created by God' (457). She awaits a mmiage-which she will 

find in the 'sequel to nie Rainbow' (Letters 3: 400ethat serves not as a means to 

inheriting the established world, but 'a whole other world.' 

This distinction between 'legal' and 'mystic' marriage-between a maniage that 

serves to integrate individuals into the established order and a marriage that 

allows complete dissociation h m  it-receives its most sustained and perhaps its 

most explicit treatment in Lawrence's last novel, Lady Chatterleyk Lover. Indeed 

the distinction between these two kinds of marriagtalong with their attendant 

attitudes toward the established order-is so centrai to La@ Chattedey's Lover 

that it serves as a kind of stnictural principle for the novel as a whole, the 

narrative being supported by the opposite extremes that ClifFord Chatterley and 

Oliver Mellors represent Su Clifford, in fact, is so much a part of the established 



order-'he belonged to the nîling class' (74)-that even his paralysis, which 

otherwise should have kept hirn marginalized from society (at least to some 

degree) bas the effect of symbolically putting hirn at the center of it, for his 

paralysisy as Lawrence himself claimed, is 'symbolic of. . . the deeper emotional 

or passional paralysis, of most men of his sort and class today' (Phoenix 2: 5 14). 

Oliver Mellors' relation to the established world, on the other hand, seerns to 

contrast with Clifford's in almost every possible way. Thus, whereas Clifford 

seeks to 'capture . . . the world of literature and fame; the popular world' (1 IO), 

Mellors. as Connie initially perceives him to be, is 'like a sou1 that recoils away, 

away from al1 human contact' (91); whereas Clifford is a 'business-man' who 

craves 'for prostitution to the bitch-goddess, Success' (74), Mellors daims that '1 

don't want to make money, or get on' (287). refusing, as Duncan Forbes notes, 

even ' "to creep up into the middle classes, when he had the chance" ' (276). And 

whereas Clifford demonstrates his connection to the established world through his 

status as an industrialist-the 'stale air of the collie~y' being 'better than oxygen to 

him' (1 12)-Mellors wants to ' "end the industrial epoch absolutely, like a black 

mistake" ' (230), condernning the ' "world of the mechanical greedy" ' for its 

readiness to ' "destmy whatever did not conforni" ' (123). 

These oppsing attitudes toward the established order translate directly imo 

two very different ideas about the degree to which wciety should be involved in 

their relationships with women. In this regard, &age for Clifford is clearly a 

means of committing himself to and maintaining the established order. The kind 

of -age he demands is founded on 'duties and responsibilities' (307) and is 



meant to preserve 'decency' and the 'order of life' (309). b is also the means by 

which he can 'keep up tradition': ' "That's why having a son helps," ' he tells 

Connie, much to her dismay: ' "one is only a link in a chain" ' (45). 

For Mellors, however, the established world of Clifford Chattedey is an 

obstacle to mamage, not its justification, as is clear by his answer to Connie's 

question, iate in the nanative, ' "Then why are you afiaid of me?" ': ' "It's the 

rnoney, really, and the position," ' he says to her. ' "It's the world in you" ' (290- 

291). For a marriage to be a true marriage, Mellon' reply suggests, a couple has 

to be purified of al1 mediating (and therefore obstructing) contacts with the 

existing social world. This is surely the significance behind the bnef episode in 

which Mellon, having decorated Connie's naked body and his own with flowers, 

announces that: ' "This is John Thomas marryh' Lady lane' . . . . 'An' we mun let 

Constance an' Oliver go their ways" ' (238). 'Constance' and 'Oliver' are the 

couple's social names, symbols-just as their clothes are syrnbols-of their 

connections to the social world. By divesting themselves of their worldly names, 

dong with divesting themselves oftheir clothing, they enable themselves to make 

that kind of 'immediate contact with each other which Lawrence calls a 'me 

phallic maniage' (Ph& 2: 509), mamage that is to say, which is stripped of al1 

social and cultural concem-rnamage that is brought out from under the 'sway of 

the State' and linked to the 'sway of the greater laws' (Phoenix 2: 502, 509). This 

idea, in fact, is centraily co~ected to what Lawrence means by the phrase 'naked 

liberty,' and it underlies Birkin's notion that ' "There's somewhere where we can 

be &ee-somewhere where one needn't weat much clothes-none even . - - where 



you can be yourself, without bothering' " ( Wonien in Love 3 16)' This extremely 

modest ceremony between John Thomas and Lady Jane, moreover, will not 

betoken much of a maniage to conventional eyeq but this is entirely Lawrence's 

point: true mamiage is beyond the grasp of convention: it is an intensely private 

aEi,  constituted-as the private names 'John Thomas' and 'Lady Jane' imply- 

by nothing more (or less) than a mie desire for one another. 

The extent io which marriage of this type allows for a dissociation fiom the 

established order is clearly conveyed through the change in social circurnaances 

that the couple experiences. On the one hand, Coke's dissociation from society 

is rather obvious: she happily surrenden her social status as a 'lady,' something 

she doesn't 'care about' (129)- and she exchanges the deadening environment of 

Wragby Hall (that great weary warren' (64) ) for the promise of a srnall farm 

somewhere, possibly in the remote region of British Columbia. On the other 

hand however, the dissociative power that this kind of marriage has for Mellors is 

comprehensible only when we clearly understand what co~ection he had with 

the established order that needed to be broken. Hence, although it rnay be inie in 

a limited sense that Mellors' life in the 'wood' represents, as the text daims, his 

'recoil fiom the outer world' (9 l), in another sense, perhaps more consistent with 

the logic of the text as a whole, his life in the wood represents not a removal from 

the world but an unwanted immersion in it. The wood, it is crucial to note in this 

regard, is owned by Clifford Chattedey, and Mellors is permitted to live there 

only so long as he remains one of Clifford's 'servants' (3 1 O), a 'hireling' (1 68) who 

must wait 'ai aîtention' before Cliffiord enn to be 'dismissed' by him (50). 



Mellon' subse~ent relationship to Clifford (and thus to the established order 

generally) is made almost painfully obvious in a scene where he is called upon to 

look at Clifford's mechanical chair after it breaks dom: 

The man crouched solicitously by the wheel, and peered at the 

little engine. 

'I'm afkaid 1 know nothing at al1 about these mechanical thiags. 

Su  Clifford,' he said calmly. 'Tf she has enough petrol and o iC '  

'Just look carefull y and see if you can see anything broken,' 

snapped Clifford. 

The man laid his gun againa a tree, took off his coat, and threw 

it beside it. The brown dog sat guard. Then he sat down on his 

heels and peered under the chair, poking with his finger at the 

greasy little engine, and resenting the grease-marks on his clean 

Sunday shirt. . . . 

'Have you looked at the rods undemeath? asked Clifford. 'See 

if they are al1 right!' 

The man lay flat on his stomach on the floor, his neck pressed 

back, wriggIing under the engine and poking with his finger. 

Connie thought what a pathetic sort of thing a man was, feeble and 

small-looking, when he was lying on his belly on the big d. 

(195-196) 

This act of prostration before (or beneath) a broken man and his broken machine, 

soihg his cl- shirt with grease, more or less encapsulates Mellorsf position in 



the established order of the modem mechanized world, a broken world according 

to Lawrence's own account of it. For al1 the appearance of having removed 

himself fiom it, Mellon is in fact subse~ent to this order, and he wili necessady 

remain subservient to it for as long as he maintains any form of connection to 

Wragby Hall. 

It is the 'marriage' of 'John Thomas' to 'Lady Janet which finally and decisively 

fiees Mellors fiom the established order, because only this connection has the 

power to have him banished from the wood-the power, in other words, to break 

the containing hold of Sir Clifford and the world for which he stands. This power 

is the power of desire, and nothing less than desire will suffice to bring the couple 

out from the isolating centre of society to a place where they can truly connect- 

that place being, to use Connie's words, 'the very middle ofcreation' (252). 



End Notes 

1 Of al1 the introductions to and histones of anarchism that I am aware of, only 

Marshall (1992) attends to the question of rnarriage in any more than a superficial 

way. 

Oscar Wilde also sees mamage as a 'legal restcaint' and calls for its 

'abolition,' claiming that 'marriage in its present fonn must disappear' (266). 

3 See Leavis on this episode in Aaron5 R d  (1956: 49): 'For to insist on the 

relation between a man and a woman as the supremely important one, to insist 

that the rnarriage for life is the relation necessary for the fulfilment of the 'deeper 

desires,' and yet to be to this tune blank about the farnily-it is surely very odd?' 

This iq according to Leavis, 'a significant default of imagination' in Lawrence. 

Yet Leavis seems to overlook how ofken this 'default' appears in Lawrence's 

fiction, nor does he take into account that the need to abandon one's family when 

prompted by pa t e r  necessities played an important roie in the circumstances of 

Lawrence's own life. Frieda, of coune, abandoned her family when she chose to 

many Lawrence. The theme of abandonment was already present in Lawrence's 

fiction before he met Frieda, of course, but it clearly takes root in the subsequent 

facts of his own life. 

4 Stimer, as usual, gives the rejection of marriage its moa extreme expression: 

'the fmily' is a sacred idea, which the individual must never 

offend againsi.-And this family, intemalized and desensualid 

into a thought, a conception, now rads as the 'sacrecl', whose 



despotism is tenfold more grievous because it makes a racket in 

my conscience. This despotism is broken when the conception, 

family, also becomes norhing to me. . . (8 1) . Flgoisrn . . . is 

hostile to the family. . . . They [egoists] are not thmst out, but 

thnist themselves out, prizing their passion, their willfulness, 

higher than the bond of the family. (1 96) 

Lawrence is less direct than this, of course, but his attitude toward the farnily is 

essentiall y the same. 

5 The entire passage of Lawrence's letter is worth quoting: 

But you can't imagine how it wears on one, having at every 

moment to resist this established world, and to know its 

unconscious hostility. For t am hostile, hostile, hostile to al1 that 

is, in Our public and national life. 1 want to destroy it. 

6 'When is a man not a man?' Lawrence will ask in later years. And he will 

answer: 'When he's a gentleman' (Complete Poerns 830). William's life is a tragic 

and ememe example of what Lawrence means by this. For a more strident 

expression of the idea, sa the poem 'Are You Phing? (CompIete Poems 773): 

Arentt you pining to be classy, superior, 'upper'? 

Oh you rnangy hound, go to heu! 

The lines contain a theme that runs almost from the begiming of Lawrence's 

writing career to the very end of it: namely, that those who try to be more than 

what they are inevitably end up being less. 



7 Many critics, encouraged by Lawrence's own lead (see Letters 1: 477), have 

claimed that Paul's connection to his mother destroys the connection he has with 

the women in his life. But it is clear in his relationship with Clara that Clara is at 

least as much to blame for the failure of thek connection. Thus the text reads: 

As a rule, when he started love-making, the emotion was strong 

enough to carry with it everything, reason, soul, blood . . . . And 

Clara knew this held him to her, so she trusted aitogether to the 

passion. It, however, failed her very often. They did not often 

reach again the height of that once when the peewits had called. 

Gradually, sorne mechanical effort spoilt their loving, or, when 

they had splendid moments, they had them separately, and not so 

satisfactorily . . . . Ofien, they realired it had been a failure, not 

what they had wanted. Their loving grew more mechanical, 

without the marvelious @amour. (408) 

As this passage indicates, Mrs Morel's hold on Paul is not the cause of Clara's 

increasing indi fference toward him. Rat her, their connect ion seerns to have 

completed its own course. 

* The final lines of the novel have undergone an enomous amount of academic 

processing over the years, with some critics claiming that the ending is 

pessimistic (see, for instance, Pritchard (43) and Mortland (305) ), but with the 

vast majority claiming that the ending is hopettl (see Miko (105). Schneider 

(140). Biack (1986: 174). Ben Ephraim (122) ). Obviously my own 

interpretation puts me in the latter category, but not in the sense that I see Paul's 



start towards the t o m  as a sign that he wants to, in the words of one critic, 'live 

within and contribute to society' (Templeton 105). Such an understanding of  the 

final line obscures the profoundly critical stance toward society that Lawrence has 

taken throughout the novel. 

Recall aIso that in Sons midLovers William's desire to join the established 

order was centrally connected to his preoccupation with clothing, his own as well 

as Lily's. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Natural Aristocracy and Lawrence's Double Vision 

Michal: 'And what bas happened? Do israel and the Philistines sing songs to one 
another?' (David, scene vi) 

In what follows I want to look at Lawrence's concept of the 'natural aristocrat,' 

and 1 do so with two purposes in mind. The first purpose, consistent with the 

general approach of this study, is to discuss what 1 believe is yet another way in 

which Lawrence's social and political thought corresponds to ideas that have been 

traditionally upheld by philosophical anarchism. Of course, the very idea of 

'aristocracy' may at first seem inherently antithetical, even antagonistic, to the 

basic principles of anarchism, but as George Woodcock observes it is in fact 

central to them. 'In reality,' Woodcock writes, 'the ideal of anarchism, fm 6om 

being democracy carried to its logical end, is much nearer to aristocracy 

universaiizd and purüied. The spiral of bistory here has tumed &Il circle, and 

where aristoaacy. . . cailed for the fiedom of noble men, anarchism has always 

declareci the nobility of ftee men' (1962: 3 1). Lawrence, 1 believe, held a similar 

idea about the 'nobility of men,' and his own declaration of it is part ofwhat 1 

want to pursue here. 



My second purpose in this chapter is somewhat more wide-ranging than the 

&st and it involves identifying the place that libertarian ideas have within the 

overall scope of Lawrence's political ideology. In the Introduction to this study 1 

observed that Lawrence caanot be easily classified as an anarchist. pnrnady 

because he al1 too often makes pronouncements of a distinctly authoritarian kind, 

sometimes rather shockingly so. As early as 191 5, for instance, lie was writing to 

Bertrand Russell that 'The whole [of society] must culminate in an absolute 

Dictator' (Letiers 2: 365). and notions of a similar nature surface at various 

intervais throughout his career, inevitably leading some critics to conclude that 

Lawrence's politics were essentially fascia. While 1 think that this conclusion 

about Lawrence is generally wrong, 1 also think that it demands a much more 

considered response than F. R. Leavis's rather fiailhg rernark-perhaps more 

appropriate to his own era of Lawrentian aiticism than to ours-that associating 

Lawrence in any way with fascism represents one of the 'grosset stupidities of our 

intellectual elite' (1964: 22). like Leavis, we are inclined to believe that 

Lawrence expresses 'important truths about human experience' (1 964: 22), it is 

also important to recogiuze, et least for the sake of perspective, that Lawrence's 

pronouncements also include the idea that 'Men have got to choose their leaders, 

and obey them to the death' (Fanfama of the Umrmciuus 179). Ideas of this type 

are not hard to find in Lawrence's writing, and they an clearly not what Leavis 

was thinking of when he asserted that Lawrence embodies a 'wisdom' which 'we 

desperately needt (1964: 16). ' 



1 believe that any tmly rewarding approach to understanding Lawrence's 

politics must involve at least some attempt at identifj4ng the authoritari*an 

elements in his writing and weighing them against his libertarian ideas, the kind 

of ideas that 1 have been looking at in the preceding chapten. Rather than making 

categorical claims about what Lawrence did and did not believe, therefore, we 

should recugnize the swng component of self-contradiction in his writing and try 

to gauge the general tendencies of his ideological concems; we should try to 

discem what trends in his social and political thought stand out above othen and 

why. What makes Lawrence's concept of the natural aristocrat so well suited to a 

discussion of this type is that Lawrence employs it to prc~mote both his libertarian 

and authoritarian views, with the result that the tenn 'natural aristocrat' serves as a 

kind of locus for his competing political visions. A clear understanding of the 

tension between these two visions, as 1 now hope to show, is not only crucial to a 

comprehensive understanding of lawrence's somewhat fiactured ideology, but it 

allows for a better appreciation of where his reai political sympathies ultimately 

lie. 

Let me begin by suggesting that central to both Lawrence's libertarian and 

authoritarian concepts of the natural aristocrat is a particular notion of what 

constitutes the core of hurnan beings. Whether he is writing as an authoritarian or 

as a libertarian, Lawrence's concept of'being' can be defined, simply enough, by 

what he calls 'life-energy' (Phoenir 2: 428), that fimdamental and animating force 

that separates al1 living organisms from all dead matter, and which Lawrence aIso 

refers to as, among other things, 'blood-being' (Letîers 2: 470), the 'quick' of the 



self (The Pitimed Serpent 253), the 'deepest whole self (Studies in Cfmsic 

American Literaiwe 13), the 'primai, spontaneous self (Phoenix 708). the 'souf 

(Phoenix 2: 233), the 'Holy Ghostl (Phoenix 2: 3963, the 'God-mystery within us' 

(Phoenix 2: 275), the 'gem of gems' (Phoenix 2: 233) and the 'life-plasm' (Phoenix 

2: 230), ternis that quickly become familiar to even a casual reader of Lawrence's 

work Lawrence's Iibenarian and authoiitarian concepts of aristocracy do not thus 

proceed h m  different definitions of being itself, but fiom different ideas about 

how being or life-energy is distributed among individuals. As a libenarian, that is 

to say, Lawrence conceives ofbeing as the bhh-right of every thing that lives: 

'every living creature,' he writes in Kangaroo, 'has an individual soul. however 

trivial or rudimentary, which connects it individually with the source of al1 life 

. . . . So is every creature, even an ant or a louse, individually in contact with the 

great Iife-urge which we cal1 God' (295). Human beings, largely due to their 

overemphasis on consciousness and the workings ofthe mind, have a tendency to 

remove themselves fiom the 'source of al1 Me,' but reco~ection is still open to 

anyone who makes the effort, and any human who does-who manages to live 

spontaneously and according to impulse-fulfils the most fundamental 

requirement that Lawrence makes for status as an aristocrat. This notion is the 

principal message of Lawrence's poem 'Aristocracy of the Sun' (Complete Puems 

527), for instance, where the source of lifewhich Lawrence usually locates in 

the 'deep. seKresponsible spontaneous centres of every individual' ( F a m  of 

the Unconsciious 8 I b i s  conveyed through the more standard trope of the Sun: 

To be an ariaocrat of the sun 



you dont need one single social inferior to exalt you; 

you draw your nobility direct fiom the sun 

let other people be what they may. 

1 am that 1 am 

fi-om the son, 

and people are not my measure. 

Perhaps, if we started right, al1 the children could grow up s u ~ y  

and sun aristocrats, 

We need have no dead people, money-slaves, and social womis. 

Contained within these few lines is a vision of both individual and social 

redemption, Lawrence's idea being that al1 people are potentially noble insofar as 

they are al1 capable of living 'direct' h m  fife's source. This nobility is a Far 

higher kind of nobility than that presently round within a structure of social 

hierarchy because the ennoblement itself derives from a source far higher than the 

exaltations ofany 'social inferior.' It is for this reason, therefore, that Lawrence 

writes in his essay 'Anstomicy,' The sun makes man a lord: an anstocrat: almost 

a deity' (Phoenix 2: 482). Nobility does not rise to the few from the social values 

of 'slaves,' but descends to al1 from the natural fact of the Sun. 

Lawrence, however, does not always and everywhere maintain the idea that 

'being' is universally accessible. In fa@ firr âom believing that 'every living 

creature bas its own Utlfailing quÎckl ('Etruscan Places' 30), Lawrence is nom time 



to time rather insistent that while some people have being, most do not-not as a 

result of any choices they have made, not from delibetately rejecting or 

embracing the source of life, but simply because of the way they were born. Thus 

in the same essay that have just quoted from, 'Aristocracy,' where Lawrence 

claims that any individual who 'looks up and is with the sud will be 'an aristocrat 

of life' (Phoenix 2: 482), we aiso find the daim, in stark contradiction to this, that 

'Among men, the diffetence in being is infinite. And it is a difference in degree as 

well as in kind' (475). And how does this 'difference in degree as well as in kind' 

express itself in humanity as a whole? Most human beings, Lawrence suggests, 

will never achieve the ontological status of 'aristocrat,' whatever their social status 

happens to be, because in tems of life-energy they have been 'born short' 

(Phoenix 683); they are 'half-bom slaves' (Fontmu of the Llnconscious 25), 

necessarily condemned, presumably from the moment of conception, to being 

'second rate' and 'middling,' and thus 'cmnot have an individual wholeness' 

( A p a d p s e  1982: 1 1, 12, 105; onginal emphasis). 'Very few men,' Lawrence 

claims when writing in this mode, 'have any being at dl. They pensh unerly, as 

individuals' (Phoenix 2: 3 84). 

Those 'Very few men' who do have being, according to this view, are the only 

possible natural aristocrats, not simply 'higher' by degree, but different in 'kind': 

they are the 'elect' (Phoenix 286), and the 'samd fewt (Fmtasra of the 

Unconscious 84); they are not only the individuais who Iive by impulse, but the 

individuals in whom, by some mysterious process of selection, the 'life-issues 

concentrate' (Phoenix 609). Far from living on equal tems with the masses of 



'haif-bom slaves,' they function-or ought to fiinction-as leaders, in what 

Lawrence calls a 'system of culminating aristocracy, society tapering Iike a 

pyramid to the supreme leader' (Fantasia of the Unconsciious 179). '1 believe in 

the divine right of a nahiral aristocracy,' Lawrence writes in this regard, 'the right, 

the sacred duty to wield undisputed authority' (Letters 4: 266). 

The division Lawrence makes between 'arisîocrats and plebeians bom' 

(Letters 2: 379tbetween those individuals who have being and those who do 

not-simply cannot be reconciled with his idea that 'each being' has 'a spark of 

divinity' (Phoenix 588) and that Each being,' is 'a fountain corn the unknown' 

(Phoenix 216). The most we can Say in this regard is that on the subject of human 

ontology, Lawrence held two very different and two very rnuch opposed views, 

and did so throughout his writing Iife. It is also important to notice that whereas 

hierarchy is necessarily absent from Lawrence's libertarian vision of society- 

where 'all' individuais are 'aristocrats of life-hierarchy is at the centre of his 

authoritarian vision, society arranging itself according to a graded scale of who is 

'most alive' (Phoenix 2: 483), from the aristocratie few down to the masses of 

'j-apcntary beings' (ApuIypse 1 982: 1 05). Indeed, as the poem ' Aristacracy of 

the Sun' implies, in a mily libertarian society stratification is simply not possible: 

a society in which 'al1 the children' 'grow up sunny and sun aristocrats,f is a 

society in which al1 individuals fully realize the life within themselves, where 

those toiling in the ontologicai shadows-'dead people, money-slaves and social 

wonnsf-necessarily vanish. Lawrence conveys these different visions of society, 

fiirthermore, tbrough two different types of metaphor-organic and inorganic- 



which appear at various places in his writing, sometimes in the same work In 

'Education of the People,' for instance, Lawrence's notion that 'the vast, living 

masses of mankind [are] incoherent and almost expressionless b y themselves' 

(Phwnix 609), translates directly into an image of the true society as an organic 

and unified whole, a plant rising up fiom the pedestnan earth and bursting forth in 

aristocratie flower: 

When it is a question of the human soul. the direction must be a 

cumulation upwards: upwards from the very roots, in the vast 

demos, up to the very summit of the supreme judge and utterer, the 

first of men. . . . The people is an organic whole, rising from the 

roots, through trunk and branch and leaf to the perfect blossom. 

(610) 

In the same essay however, Lawrence also expresses the notion, directly 

opposed to the idea that the vast majority of people are 'incoherent,' that 'our idealt 

must be 'living, spontaneous individuality in every man and womant (606). And 

the image of society that corresponds to such an ontological view is not an 

organized collectivity, but a tiindamentaliy atornized one. Accordingly, the image 

of a flowering plant-a full y integrated biological system, rooted in the earth-is 

replaced with the image of a multiplicity of stars, separately integrated and 

scattered in the sky: 

Finish for evec the old unison with homogeneity. Let every man 

fall apart into a fathomless, single isolation of being, exultant at his 

own core, and aput. Then, dancing mgnificent in our own space, 



as the spheres dance in space, we can set up the extra-individual 

communication. . . . Not a mass of hornogeneity, like sunlight, but 

a fathornless multiplicity, like the stars at night, each one isolate in 

the darkly singing space. . . . [Olur being we have in integral 

separateness, as the stars at night. To think of lumping the stars 

together into one m a s  is hideous. Each one separate, each one his 

own peculiar ray. So the universe is made up. (634) 

There is no elevated wreath of mistocrats and no exalted 'first of men' in this 

vision of society because each separate individual is an exalted anstocrat on his 

own-and exalted precisely because he is separate; he is alone and independent, 

not a functioning and dependent part, root or flower, of some greater whole. This 

image ofthe cosmos is thus the image of a society without stratification, where 

individuals do not find expression in a supreme 'utterer,' but instead express 

themselves: like the stars, each one is 'his own peculiar ray." 

indeed, Lawrence's notion of a 'supreme judge and utterer' suggests another 

major difference between bis libertarian and authontarian concepts of aristoaacy, 

which is the social fiinction that the aristocrat is expected to fulfill. In his 

authoritarian mode, Lawrence asserts that aristocrats must take a preeminent place 

within society because of what they are able to impart to the masses of 

'hgmentary beings': the providing of fije,' Lawrence declares, 'belongs to the 

an*stocrat' (Phoenix 2: 477). Thus the aistocrat acts as a kind of mediator 

between the ontologicaily deficient masses and the source of M e  itself, the 'lower' 

memben of society having access to greater life only insofiv as they 'serve the 



higher' (Ph& 2: 483): they acquire 'being' only insofar as they are 'prepared to 

obey, body and soul' (Fmtma of the Ullnconsciars 85). Hence, according to 

Lawrence: 

It is not man's weakness that he needs someone to bow down to. It 

is his nature, and his strength, for it puts him into touch with far, 

far greater life than if he stood alone. All life bows to the Sun. But 

the mn is very far away to the cornmon man. It needs someone to 

bring it to him. It needs a lord: what the Christians cal1 one of the 

elect, to bring the sun to the common man, and put the Sun in his 

heart. The sight of a tme lord, a noble, a nature-hero puts the Sun 

into the heart of the ordinary man, who is no hero, and therefore 

cannot know the Sun direct. (Phwnix 290) 

'It is time,' Lawrence urges elsewhere, 'to begin to recognize the aristocracy of the 

sun.' And once recognized, he daims, the influence of these anstocrats will start 

to extend beyond the lirnits of their personal relationships and beyond their given 

communities, even beyond their nations: aristocrats everywhere will be able to 

band together to fom a kind of aristocratic super-state-an 'aristocracy of the 

worldt-which 'in the coming era,' Lawrence predicts, 'will rule the world' 

(Phoenix 2: 484). 

Ideas of obedience and leadership still inform Lawrence's libertarian concept 

of the naairal aristocraî, but in ways that are stripped ofany direct social or 

political ~ i g ~ c a n c e .  Thus whereas in his authorhian mode Lawrence suggests 

that the aristoaat is meant to 'nile the world,' in his libertarian mode the aristocrat 



is simply a man who 'chooses to rule his own life' (Phoenix 439). As an 

authontarian, such as we find in passages of Fantaslà of the Unconsciious, 

Lawrence's idea is that we should delegate al1 'responsibility' to the 'sacred few' 

and 'Let the few, the leaders, be increasingly responsible for the whole' (84). As a 

1 ibertarian, however, Lawrence-again in Fantaslà of the Unconsciais-s-iists 

rather that we must dl be 'self-responsible' (8 1): We've got io learn to live from 

the centre of our own responsibility only,' he writes, 'and let other people do the 

sarne' (42). In the same vein, while the authoritarian Lawrence urges an absolute 

submission to aristocratie leaders'obey them to the death-the libertarian 

Lawrence completely and explicitly negates the idea of submitting oneself to 

anyone, claiming that the only act of submission must be directly to the source of 

life itself: 

There is a sacrifice demanded-only one, an old sacrifice that was 

demanded of the first man, and wiIl be demanded of the last. It is 

demanded of al1 created life. I mwt  submit my will and my 

understanding-al1 1 must submit, not to any other will, not to any 

other understanding, not to anything that iq but to the exquisitest 

suggestion Grom the unknown that cornes upon me. This 1 mua 

attend to and submit to. It is not me, it is upon me. (Phoenix 670) 

Once again, the idea of the anostocrat as a kind of middle-man has been shoved 

aside in favour of the idea that al1 humans are equaily capable of 'being- 

provided, of course, that they are prepared to yield thernselves, not to anyone 

outside themselves, but to what Lawrence d s  'the perfectest suggestion fkom 



within' (Phoenix 67 1). This submission to something within onesel f makes one 

'beautifbl and beyond aspersion' (Phoenix 67 1): it is ennobling, therefore, because 

it is submission to what Lawrence in 'Twilight in My '  calls the 'me of the flesh,' 

which is 'me the king, the Lord, the aristomt, me who am divine because 1 am the 

body of God' (39). One is a natural aristocrat, according to this view, not simpl y 

because one submits to nature, but because one submits to one's own nature. No 

obedience or service to social or historical figures, no matter how much they 

might embody 'life,' could substitute for submission of this kind. We will 

'degenerate,' Lawrence claims in this regard, 'unless we proceed to connect 

ourselves up with our own primeval sources' (Phoenix 758, ernphasis added j 

and not, we should infer h m  this, with someone else's. 

It is also crucial to observe that whereas Lawrence's authoritarian conception 

of the natural aristocrat upholds the idea of the aristocrat as a leader, someone at 

the head or at the center of society, directing society, his libertarian conception 

stresses the 'inevitable isolation [and] detachment of the aristocrat' who, far h m  

providing 'life' to others is instead 'by his nature, cut off from them (Phwnix 

487). Indeed one of Lawrence's most strident prescriptions for the creation and 

maintenance of a higher fonn of society-an 'arîstocracy of the sud-is for each 

member ofsociety to embrace what seems to be a pdpably anti-social reserve 

toward the welfare of others. It is this kind of idea that leads Lawrence to daim, 

for instance, that we must 'stop looking d e r  our neighbour' because Tt only mbs 

him of his chance of looking aftet himself Which is robbing him of his fieedom, 

with a vengeance' (Phmnir 709). Indeed, in much the same way that Stimer, 



among other anarchists, warns against 'toiling at the limits ofothersl-primarily 

because 'the overturning of their limits remains their f lair '  (14 L)-so Lawrence, 

retuniing to his image of society as a constellation of stars, assens that: 

Any assumption by one person of responsibility for another person 

is an interference, and a destructive tyranny. No person is 

responsible for the king of any other person. Each one is aarrily 

single, starrily self-responsible, not to be blwred or confused. 

(Phoenix 603)' 

The notion that no one is 'responsible for the being' of any one else is, of course, a 

denial of the idea that the fùndamental role of aristocrats is to be 'responsible' for 

the 'whole' of society and to keep those who are deficient in being from 'perishing 

utterly.' Those who assume responsibility for others are now called tyrants 

because the act of 'looking afier' someone else is conceived of as an act of 

usurpation, of forcing the Other to submit to someone outside himself instead of 

to the 'ariaocrat' and the 'lord' within, to the 'me of the flesh.' All human beings, 

once again, are potentidly 'sacred' and aristocratic, not just 'the few,' and the 

freedom to determine one's own Iife is clearly a bct ion of this aristocratic aatus. 

This is a radical1 y libertarian view of society: people are ennobled not when they 

assume an attitude of obedience to leaders, but when they arr 'self-responsible' 

and 'selGpossessedl (Fmtasiiz of the Uncomcious 120), ternis which Lawrence 

ofien employs in his writing and which mean, essentially, 'fiee.' 

Another reason why Lawrence's libertarian view of the naturd aristocrat 

cannot accommodate the prïnciple of leadership, however, is not simply tbat 



leaders limit the fkeedom ofeveryone else, but that leadership itself involves 

obligations and duties that will profoundly and necessarily curtail a leader's own 

tieedom. The responsibilities of leadership, that is to say, involve an element of 

service'the providing of lifet-that is clearly opposed to what Lawrence calls 

'the glamour of kings,' which he defines as 'the glarnour of men who had 

opportuniiy to be, who were not under compulsion to do, to serve' (Phoenix 426). 

This treecherous connection between leading and seMng surfaces as a therne in 

The Pltrmed Serpentr where Don Ramon draws attention to it by claiming in the 

same breaih that '1 will not command you, nor serve yod (1 79). the two modes of 

social behaviow clearly being seen as essentially the same thing. It is also for this 

reason that Don Ramon proclaims to Don Cipiano that: 'We will be masters 

among men, and lords among men. But lords of men, and masters of men we will 

not be' (178). an idea remarkably similar to that expressed by the early anarchist 

Gerrard Winstanley, who claimed that 'there shall be none Lords over others, but 

every one shall be a Lord of him self (1 84). indeed, Don Ramon's claim, existing 

more or less at the thematic heart of one of Lawrence's so-called 'leadership 

novels,' is an explicit denial of the idea that the aristocrat is a social leader. 

Because the essentially social principles of commanding and serving are al1 too 

easil y interchangeci, a 'lord' must avoid assuming the public tùnct ion of command: 

an aristocrat is the master of himself oniy. 

To take the question of the natural aristocrat into the domain of Lawrence's 

fiction, kthermore, is to find that the heroes of his novels and stories consistently 

tum away tiom the oppominity to, in Stirner's words, 'toi1 at the limits of 



others'to lead or even to assist those amund them. A very early illustration of 

the idea can be found in Sons mdLovers, where it is meant to be a sign of Paul 

Morel's strength that he refuses ail responsib ilit y for Minam's being, even t hough 

he is convinced, correctly or not, that she will rernain unfulfilled without him. 

Hence: 

He Felt, in leaving ber, he was detfauding her of life. But he knew 

that in staying, stifling the imer, desperate man, he was denying 

his own life. And he did not hope to give life to her by denying his 

own. (463) 

Paul's reftsal to deny his own life in order to give life to someone else constitutes, 

of course. a complete rejection of the Christian ideal of self-sacrifice, with the fact 

of a dead lord at its centre. Lawrence's libertarian notion of a tme 'lord' reverses 

this ideal, upholding the completely contrary notion that a lord is someone who 

refuses to be self-sacrificial; he is not hostile to those around him, but 

understands that the authenticity of his own life, the possibility of fùlly realizing 

himself. depends upon remaining untouched by their plight: he must not 'serve.' 

but 'bel: or as Lawrence suggests in 'Aristocracy of the Sun,' he must 'let other 

people be what they rnay. ' 

This element of what Lawrence calls 'aristoctatic singleness and aloneness,' 

(ApocaIypse 1982: L2), of detachment, is also a central part of the character Lewis 

in 'St. Mawr,' who is demied as someone who 'did not care about persons, 

people, even eventsf and is accordingly identifid as 'an aristocrat, inaccessible in 

his aristocracy' (1 54). The dtimate manifestaton of Lewis's arktocratic 



detachment, apart tiom the sheer intensity of his solitude throughout the narrative, 

is the fact that even though he has spent years taking care of St. Mawr as a 

professional groom, he shows little sign of concem when the horse's impending 

death is brought to his attention: 

'You'd leave St. Mawr to his fate?' 

'1 can't help his fate,' said Lewis. There's too many people in 

the world for me to help anything.' (1 21) 

Aristocratie isolation is also important to Birkin's character in Womeri in Love. 

and is particularly evident in his relationship with Gerald. On a number of 

occasions in the narrative Gerald tums to Birkin for advice and for help, and each 

time Birkin more or less refises him. In an episode, for example, where Gerald, 

exasperated, says to Birkin: ' "1 w*sh you'd tell me something that did matter," ' 

Birkin, in response, simply 'nirned his face aside' (96). An exchange shonly alter 

this one follows precisely the same kind of pattem, with Gerald reaching out and 

Birkin showing very little concem: 

'1 can't see what you will lave me at d l ,  to be interested in,' came 

Gerald's voice fiom the lower room. Weither the Pussum, nor the 

mines, nor anything else.' 

'You be interested in what you can, Gerald. Only I'm not 

interesteci myselc' said Birkin. 

'What am 1 to do at dl, then?' came Gerald's voice. 

What you like. What am 1 to do myself?' 

In the silence Biricin could feel Gerald musing this fact. 



'I'm blest if I know,' came the good-humoured answer. 

'You see,' said Birkin, 'part of you wants the Pussum, and 

nothing but the Pussum, part of you wants the mines, the business, 

and nothing but the business-and there you are-all in bits-' 

'And part of me wants something else,' said Gerald, in a queer. 

quiet, real voice. 

'What?' said Birkin, rather surprised. 

'That's what 1 hoped you could tell me.' said Gerald. 

There was silence for some tirne. 

'1 canY tell you-1 can't find my own way, let alone yours. You 

might many,' Birkin replied. (97) 

Having created precisely the kind of context in which a relationship of leader and 

follower could emerge, Lawrence conspicuously refùses to follow through with it. 

In fact, read within the context of the novel as a whole, what actually emerges 

from this passage, and Rom othen like it, is the sense ihat refusing to offer 

guidance is as much a mark of Bukin's superiority as an individual as looking 

outside himself for guidance is a mark of Gerald's inferiority. Birkin's reluctance 

to assist Gerald, in fact, is completely consistent with his daim, made to Will 

Brangwen, that he does not want to 'influence anybody' (257); and it is really 

only within this kind of context that we can make sense out of his extremely odd 

reluctance to assist Gerald at a time when Gerald is injured and exhausted and 

suirching for the body of his drowned sister: 

Gudmn and Ursula kept a look-out for Gerald. 



There he is!' cned Ursula, who had the sharpest eyes. 

He had not been long under. Birkin pulled towards him, 

Gudrun following. He swarn slowly, and caught hold of the boat 

with his wounded hand. It slipped, and he sank back. 

'Why dont you help him?' cried Ursula sharply. 

He came again, and Birkin Ieaned to help him into the boat. 

(182) 

Ursula's question is a good one: why doesn't Birkin help Gerald at this particularly 

critical point? The answer, I suggea, is to be found in a much earlier scene where 

GeraId's mother tells Birkin that Gerald needs a 'fnend.' Alt hough Birkin is 

immediately moved to ask himself ' "Am 1 my brother's keeper?" ' (26), his 

response is far more a statement than it is a question. It is in fact a declaration 

that he is positively not his brother's keeper, and he confirms this, among other 

ways, through his reluctance to reach out and pull Gerald corn the dangers of 

Willey Water. 

This theme of arktocratic detachment also plays an important part in Aaron's  

R d .  Although the central character of the novel, Rawdon Lilly, tells Aaron at 

narrative's end that 'men must submit to the greater sou1 in a man, for their 

guidance' (298-299), he also daims (in the same scene) that There's no goal 

outside you-and thete's no God outside yod (295), and that The only goal is the 

fuffilling of your own soul's active desire and suggestion' (296). And it is clearly 

the latter prînciple that Lilly upholds as a guide for both himself and others to live 

by, for even though he is obviously cast in the novel as one of the 'greater' soulq 



his greatness is manifesteci primarily by his refisai to assume responsibility for 

any of the iderior souls around him. His detachment in this regard is particularly 

conspicuous in a scene where he is conversing with those who, while they are his 

tnendq are clearly not his peen: 

Lilly was alont-and out of his isolation came his words, 

indifferent as to whether they came or not. And he lefi his fiends 

utterly to theu own choice. Uttetly to their own choice. Aaron felt 

that Lilly was ihere, existing in life, yet neither asking for 

connection nor preventing any connection. He was present, he was 

the real centre of the group. And yet he asked nothing of them, 

and he imposed nothing. He left each to himself, and he remained 

jua himself: neither more or less. (247) 

A reader may well wonder just how the leadership ofa 'greater' soul is supposed 

to express itsel f if, as so muc h of Amon's Rod suggests, the defining attitude of a 

such a soul is to leave people 'utterly to their own choice' and to 'impose nothing' 

on them. But the importance that leaving each to 'his own choice' has for Lilly's 

integrity is clearly conveyed through the last line of this passage: leaving 'each to 

himself ' is absolutely necessary for the greater good of remaining 'himself,' the 

role of looking afier or being responsible for his neighbour representing a 

compromise of the isolation and detachment that constitutes his status as a natural 

acistocnit. Even when explicitly asked for his alternative to the existing society 

that he so severely aiticizes, Lilly still refuses to give a direct answer, suggesting 

only that 'a real comrnittal' of'infaior behgs to the responsibility of a superior 



being' is an idea not to be taken 'seriously' (28 1-282), and claiming that 'My 

alternative . . . is an altemative for no one but myself, so I'll keep my mouth shut 

about it' (281). These aspects ofthe narrative are especially important to consider 

before coming to any fast conclusions about the novel's status as a 'leadership 

novel.' manifesting what Cornelia Nixon (among many other critics) claims is the 

development of Lawrence's 'leadership politics at a time when authontarian 

political thought was on the rise' (5)! 

But how are we to under stand Lawrence's conception of natu ral aristocracy- 

and his politics generally-when faced with this almost bewildering array of self- 

contradictions on the nibject? One could, like Leavis, remain forever in the realm 

of Lawrence's approved 'wisdom,' ignoring his rigidly authontarian 

pronouncements, and holding on, as Leavis does, to a groundless belief in the 

'embracing organic totality of Lawrence's thought' (1976: 9). Conversely, one 

could, li ke a number of Lawrence's critics, confirm t his idea of 'organic totality' 

by emphasizing an entirely different side of Lawrence's thought, ignonng his 

wisdom and concluding that Lawrence's 'doctrinal kinship' is with fascism 

(Watson 1 1 1): Another option would be to agree with a recent commentator that 

al1 of Lawrence's 'ruthless certainties . . . changed by the week' (Scammell33). 

and simply give up on Lawrence's politics altogether, surrendering, as Bentiey 

puts it, 'in the face of Lawrence's continuing refùsal to coagdate' ( ~ 9 ) . ~  

A better way to approach an understanding of Lawrence's ultimate political 

leanings, however-or at least to gain some sense of the overall shape of his 

conceptions-is to consider Es libertarian and authontarian notions of the natural 



aristocrat within the context that his writing as a whole provides. ifwe stand back 

far enough fiom Lawrence to bring his entùe work into view, certain ideas 

inevitably and clearly emerge as more important to him than others. Lawrence's 

notions about living 'direct tiom the spontaneous, vital centre of oneself (Phoenix 

604), about the about the evils of self-sacrifice, about the inherent fdsity of a 'fate 

dictated from outsider (f hwnix 2: 275). about consciousness properly being a 

'flow fiom within ouiwards' (Phoenix 380). about 'God in me' being 'my desire' 

(Letters 2: 634), dl nich ideas give an ontological priority to the intemal over the 

extemal and to the individual over the generai, and they configure themselves into 

a kind of system of core concepts, without which, as the vast majority of critics 

seem to confirm, Lawrence would be unrecognizable as Lawrence. While 

Lawrence's libertarian concept of the natural aristocrat is obviously an integrated 

and &Ily hnctional element within this system his authorhian concept finds no 

such place: the idea, for instance, that 'the lower shall serve the higher, if there is 

to be any life among men' (Phmnk 2: 483) has no connection to his dominant 

beliefs, and in fact violates every one of them on almost every possible level. 

Or we might look at the question of the natural aristocrat exclusively fiom the 

perspective of Lawrence's art. U; as Lawrence claims, 'Art-speech is the only 

tnith' (Shrdes in C I . c  Americm Literattcre 8). and if, as he also claims, his 

'philosophy' is to be 'deduced fiom the novels and poems, not the reverse' 

(Fmtma of the Une-mus LS), then we can only conclude that the refusal of so 

many of his fictional heroes to accept responsibility for the 'being' of others-as 1 

have discussed-ceflects Lawrence's own decisive rejection of the idea ihat an 



aristocrat is a social leader, 'responsible' for the whole and a provider of 'life.' 

Indeed, the idea that Lawrence illustrates again and again in his fiction is the 

absolute need for each and every member of a society to rernain detached and 

alone, to concem oneself with one's own being, and not with the being of anyone 

else. This theme is as dominant within the novels of Lawrence's 'leadership 

period' as it is in the novels outside of it, the heroes of both A m ' s  R d  and The 

Plumed Serpent, as 1 have mted, explicitly disclaiming the role of being 'lords 

and masten of men.' The rejection of leadership is also a key theme in that other 

'leadership novel,' Kangwoo; but the rejection here is so explicit and so decisive. 

so broad and yet so clearly consistent with the history of libertarian ideas, that it 

calls for analysis on its own. And so it is to Kungaroo that I now want to hun. 



End notes 

1 More recent critics have developed other strategies for ignoring Lawrence's 

authoritarian side. For instance, after asking how 'this poet of spontaneity, 

tendemess and sexual &dom [could] also endorse charismatic leaders and 

obedient followers' (l), Barbara Mensch then defends Lawrence by asserting that 

Lawrence only 'recognized' the authoritarian personality and then 'incorporated it 

into his writing' in order to criticize it. Thus according to Mensch this recognition 

'does not constitute an endorsement of the rigid personality that would be 

receptive to the negative, life denying political structures of fascism and 

totalitarianni (2). In a similar son of way, Anthony Burgess argues that 

Lawrence 'was not as anti-democratic as he liked to think; he was merely honest 

enough to state openly that we dl need living models of supenor energy and 

geniust (204). It seems to me that neither of these critics meets the challenge that 

Lawrence's a~thorit~anism achially presents: the daim that we must 'obey' 

leaders to  the deatht provides little room for ambiguity. 

' See Lawrence's remark: 'Service means authority: while self-expression 

means pure negation of al1 authority' (Phoenix 595). 

For other anarchisis, see, for instance, Oscar Wilde's remarks that 'Chhty 

degrades and demoralizes' (258), and so 'unselfishness is letting other people's 

lives alone, not interfixing with hem' (284). According to Wilde, 'those people 

who do most hann are the people who try to do most good' (258). See also 

Godwia: Tt is an extreme folly to endeavour to sawe to others, independently of 



exertion on their part, the means of being happy' (616). See also Benjamin R. 

Tucker: ' "Mind your own business" is [anarchism's] only moral law. Intefierence 

with another person's business is a crime and the only crime, and as such may 

properly be resisted. . . . [Anarchist's] recognize the right of the dmnkard, the 

gambler, the rake, and the harlot to live their lives until they shall fteely choose to 

abandon them' (1 5). Thoreau suggested the same sort of idea earlier in American 

anarchistic hiaory when he wrote in Walden: l e t  every one mind his own 

business, and endeavor to be what he was made' (345). 

4 Both Nixon (10) and Rylance (164) daim that Lawrence's politics 'shifted 

ground politically' (Rylance) in 1915. Rom that year on becoming authontarian. 

But while it is true that Lawrence's authoritarianism begins in 19 15, it is also m e  

that the vast majonty of his libertarian ideas are expressed after this point as well. 

It is simply impossible, I believe. to impose a valid chronological order of 

development on Lawrence's politics. 

' S. L. Goldberg joins the contingent of 'organic totality' critics when he writes 

that the 'limiting factor' in Lawrence is 'his developing over-certainty about what, 

finally, he wants to say' (419). On the other hand, I think Paul Eggart does well to 

attack what he 4 1 s  the 'monologic' (136) approach to Lawrence, correctly 

pohting out that Lawrence% 'philosophy did not corne fkom a single speaking 

position' (134). But what Eggart then proceeds to look at is not the 'poiyvocality' 

(1 36) of Lawrence's 'philosophy,' but of his fiction: as it t u m s  out, polyvocaiity 

has nothing to do with the element of sel'contraâiiaon in Lawrence's discursive 

work; Eggart instead uses the term to describe the interplay between characten 



who question each other's convictions-Ursula, for instance, who 'pricks the 

ballooning implications of Birkin's extremest intellectual positionst ( 13 5). There 

is r d l y  nothing new in this observation apart fiom the vocabulary it is couched 

in: critics have been noticing this feature of Lawrence's work for many years. 

Perhaps it is more helpful instead to read some of the comments made by 

Lawrence's characters as reflections of Lawrence's own awareness of his self- 

contradictory ideas. In Women in Love, for instance, Ursula says of Birkin: ' "You 

see he says one thing one day, and another the next-and he always contradicts 

himself-" ' (294). See the same kind of recognition in 'St. Mawr': 'Fou] didn't 

know herself what she really wanted [people] to be: but it was something as 

democratic as Abraham Lincoln and as aristocratie as a Russian Csar' (30). See 

also The Ladybird': ' "Obedience, submission, faith, belief, responsibility, 

power," [the Count] said slowly . . . as if searching for what he wanted, and never 

quite finding it' (Penguin 58). 

6 Norman Mailer's claim that Lawrence was 'a great writer, for he contained a 

caldron of boiling opposites' (137). while charitable, is still not very helpful for 

understanding the self-contradictory nature of Lawrence's work. 



CHAPTER SIX 

The Making of an Anarchist in Kmgaroo 

You cannot fail to admit the necessity for rule. Either you admit yowseif an anafchist or 
you admit the necessity for rule. . . . (Kmgamo 22) 

In this chapter I want to argue that Kangara, can and should be read in 

comection to the tradition of philosophical anarchism. Before 1 do, however, it 

is necessary to point out that taking such an approach to this novel is bound to 

meet wîth at least two obvious and immediate lines of resistance. The first line 

derives fiom the fact that throughout Kmgaroo the tenns 'anarchy' and 'anarchist' 

are used in incontrovertibly negative ways. Anarchias here are depicted as 

'nihilists' (Zl), and 'anarchy' itself is regarded as nothing more than an 

'irresponsible' sense of fieedom, leading to a 'vacm@ that is 'almoa temfjhg' 

(27). Even the lines quoted at the head of this chapter suggest the idea that one 

becomes an anarchist oaly through an initiating process of failure, through being 

unable to recognize the self-evident truîh that ai i  rnembers of a society mus! 

submit themselves to the 'necessity for d e . '  Thus a reader who looks to 

h g m o o  for a sympathetic word conceming 'anarchy' or the 'anarchist' looks in 



vain: Lawrence registers these terms within a hostile and very narrow range of 

understanding. 

The second line of resistance cornes not f?om the novel itself. but from the 

broad consensus of its critics. Long classified as a product of Lawrence's so- 

called 'leadership period,' Kangwao is ofken regarded as a manifestation of what 

one critic has terxned the rightwards drift of Lawrence's thought' (Rylance 167). 

Indeed John R. Harrison, writing in the mid 1960's. encapsulated an approach to 

this novel which more or less penists to this day when he remarked that What 

Lawrence became increasingly certain about in writing Kangaroo was the need 

for anstocracy, authority, rule, based on the natural superiority of certain 

individuals' ( 1 83). 

But how valid is Harrison's daim? Obviously the narrator's approving 

observation that 'Somers was a true Englishman, with an Englishman's hatred of 

anarchy, and an Englishrnan's instinct for authority' (22) serves to create strong 

expectations for an anti-libertarian thrust to this novel, as does the passage where 

Somers himself advocates 'the jo y of obedience and the sacred responsi b ility of 

authority' (107). But it is also important to notice that by the end of the narrative 

Somers is articulating a very different view of authority, one which suggests that 

Lawrence himself was not becoming 'increasingly certain' about the need for a 

ruler, but increasingly less so: ' "You must have deep control fiom within," ' 

Somers declares just before leaving Australia. ' "You must have a deep. dark 

weight of authority in your own soul. You must be most caretiilly, stemly 

controlied fiom within" ' (351). What Somers is dculating here is a notion that 



shifts the source of control from the structures of society to the structures of the 

self 'authority' does not refer to an extemal command but to an intemal necessity. 

This, as 1 have been observing throughout the present study, is an essentially 

anarchistic idea, as it proceeds fiom the uniquely anarchistic assumption that, in 

Marshall's words, 'people are capable of goveming themselves' (1992: 38). For 

the purposes of comprehending Kmgaroo within the sphere of libertarian 

thought, however, it is important to understand not only the anarchistic nature of 

this conclusion, but the whole process of thought and experience that stands 

behind it. That is, Somers ultimately cornes to confirm the very ideology that 

Kmgarm purports on the surface to disdain, and we gain a significant insight not 

only into this novel, but into Lawrence's political thought generally when we 

underaand precisely why this is so. 

One of the key elements that connects the development of Somers' politics to 

the anarchistic tradition is the particular way in which he finally rejects the idea of 

obedience; what is important to notice here, 1 mean to Say, is not simply the bare 

fact of his rejection, but his reasons for it. It almost goes without saying that 

anarchism regards obedience to an extemal power as a woeful surrendering of 

individual freedom, and opposes it on that ground. But anarchismrs opposition to 

the idea of obedience extends M e r  than this, for al1 anarchists are 

fbndamentally united in maintaining that obedience is a profoundly disruptive 

force where society as a whole is concemeci; they consistently aiign obedience 

with brutaiity and suggest thet the most obedient mernbers of society are the most 

(and perhaps the only tnily) dangerous members. Peter Kropotkin speaks for 



many anarchists in this regard when he urges his readers to 'consider what 

corruption, what depravity of rnind is kept up among men by the idea of 

obedience' (21 7). Thoreau expresses a similar idea about obedience when he 

wrîtes-in a line I have partially quoted elsewher-that Zaw never made men a 

whit more jus; and, by means of their respect for it, even the well-disposed are 

daily made the agents of injustice' (86). But it is perhaps Godwin who gives the 

most robust waniing about the dangers of obedience, claiming that when I obey 

anything other than my own conscience '1 annihilate my individuality as a man' 

and put myself. at least potentiaily, in the service of those who are 'least under 

restraint from the scruples of integrity and justice' (243). Hence according to 

Godwin: 

where 1 make the voluntary smnder of my understanding, and 

commit my conscience to another man's keeping, the consequence 

is clear. 1 then become the most mischievous and pernicious of 

anirnals. . . . 1 am the ready tool of injustice, cnielty and 

profligacy; and, if at any time 1 am not employed in their purposes, 

it is the result of accident, not of rny own precaution and honesty 

(243-244). 

In Kangwoo Somers also cornes to the idea that obedience is a dehumanizing 

and dangerous condition, a lesson he lems for the first time in England during 

the war. Thus in much the same way that Godwiu sees the obedient individuai as 

the most 'pernicious of animais,' so the narrator of The Nightmare' chapter- 

cleariy speaking for both Somers and Lawrence-suggests that people who 



complied with orders during the war were 'jackals' (2 1 7) and 'rats' (222), and 

'reeking hyaenars]' (250). that they existed at the level of 'fou1 dogs' (255) obeying 

the commands of their masters: hence, the 'temer-like sergeant' (2 18), and the 

'military canaille' (233), the 'puppy lieutenant' (234), and the entire 'mongrel- 

rnouthed world' (250). Al1 such individuals who 'sink' their 'sense of tnith, of 

justice, and of human honour,' the narrator claims, are 'like some homble undean 

hound' which bays 'with a loud sound, from slavering, unclean jaws' (2 12). 

Indeed, for Somers the entire war owed its very existence to the spirit of 

obedience, where each man would either 'fling himself away' or else 'let himself 

be dragged away, bit by bit' (2 13): 

The terrible, unnatural war, made so indecent because in every 

country practically every man lost his head, and lost his own 

centrality, his own manly isolation in his own integnty, which 

alone keeps life real. Practically every man was caught away f?om 

himself, as in some horrible flood, and swept away with the 

ghastly masses of other men, disinclined to speak, or feel for 

himself, or to stand on his own feet, delivered over and swirling in 

the cument, suffocated for the time being, and enjoying it. (213) 

'If men had kept their souls firm and integral through the years,' the narrator 

daims, 'the war wouid never have corne on' (221). Thus whereas 'the greatest 

secret of behaviout is to 'stand alone' (250). the 'terrible, unnaturai waf gathered 

force only because people, in Oodwin's sense, 'sumndered' their own 

understanding and 'annihilated' their own individuality : every man 'lost his head' 



and his own 'manly isolation,' according to the narrator, becoming 'disinclined to 

speak, or feel for himself, or to stand on his own feet.' There was 'Plenty of 

superb courage to face death' during the war, he claims 'But no courage in any 

man to face his own isoiated soul, and abide by its decision. Easier to sacrifice 

oneself. So much easier!' (2 13). 

Given that Sorners cornes to such cleu and definite conclusions about the 

horrors of obedience in England-and about the vital importance of standing 

'alone-it is rather peculiar that he should arrive in Australia soon d e r  the war 

recommending obedience as a social necessity and a 'joy'; he makes such a 

recommendation only for a brief. initial period, but the fact that he makes it at al1 

should give us pause. But if this rather implausible shifi in Somers' political 

opinions represents an inconsistency in the construction of his character, it 

nevertheless serves an important narrative purpose, for having Somers recoil fiom 

the idea of obedience al1 over again in Australia allows Lawrence to reinforce this 

theme by illustrating it a second time, and in much the same way. Somers' entry 

into the world of the Diggers-an organization largely cornprised of returned 

soldiers-is an entry into the very psychology ofobedience that nounshed the war 

and gave it 1ife.l It is a group in which the members are, as Jack points out, ' "a 

set of chaps with some guts in them, who'll obey orders when they find a man 

who'll gîve the orders" ' (91), and who are ' "swom to obey the leaders, no matter 

what the command" ' (92). The 'surest members,' Somers l e m s  are 'swom in to 

secrecy and to absolute obedience to any decision' (186), and al1 members submit 

themselves to what clearly amounts to a systematic course of political 



indoctrination. Hence during a discussion with Jack about the organization of the 

Diggen Somers leam that: 

The public members of the clubs were initiated into no secrets. 

The most important questions were discussed only arnong the 

chiefs. More general secrets were debated at the section meetings. 

That is, the great buk of the members gave only their ailegiance 

and their spirit of sympathy. The masters and chiefs carefully 

watched the response to al1 propositions at dl open discussions. 

They carefblly fostered the feeling they wished for, or which they 

were instructed to encourage. When the right feeling was d v e d  

at, presumably, then the secret members started the discussion of 

propositions proposed fiom above. . . . 

'What I feel,' said Somers to Jack, 'is that the bulk of you jua 

don't care what the Chief does, so long as he does something.' 

'Oh, we don't lose our sleep at nights. if he likes to be the boss, 

let him do the thinking. We know he's our man, and so we'll 

follow him, We can't d l  be Peter and Paul and know al1 about it.' 

( 1 86) 

What Somers is beginning to leam here is that intemalizing the values of 

subordination and confonnity-surrendering one's own understanding-is as 

much a requirement for the Australian Diggers as it was for the members of the 

English 'mob.' Just as no one was able to 'feel for himself during the wu, so he 

finds that féeling among the Diggers is 'fostered' by the 'masters,' who themselves 



are acting on instructions fiom 'above.' Iust as the war came about, according to 

Somers. because 'courage' was mistakenly aiigned with 'self-sacrifice,' so the 

Diggers mistakeniy align 'guts' with a willingness to 'obey orders.' And just as the 

existence of the war depended upon men who could not 'stand on [their] own feet,' 

and who couid be 'swept away,' so the Diggers depend upon men who will give 

'absolute obedience' to their leader, and who wiil embrace Jack's attitude that %ers 

Our man, and so we'll follow him.' Indeed Jack's alacrity to 'let [Kangaroo] do the 

thinking,' his willingness to act in ignorance of his own circumstances (' "We can't 

al1 . . . know al1 about it" ') goes far to connect him to that war-time pathology in 

which 'practically every man lost his head.' It also goes far to cofirm Godwin's 

notion that 'political associations' have 'a more powemil tendency than perhaps 

any other circumstance in human flairs to render the mind quiescent and 

aationary ' (284) .' 

What Somers also finds in Australia, jus as he found in England, is that abject 

obedience inevitably makes individuals the 'ready toois of injustice and cruelty- 

Godwin's tenns again being entirely appropnate here. In this regard, the structure 

of this novel serves to convey its theme, for the fact that Kmgmoo more or less 

ends with a bloody confrontation between opposing political parties strongly 

suggests the idea that bnitality is the inescapable end of obedience. Indeed, 

whatever Lawrence actually heard about the 'mob spirit' in action during the war 

in France, his image of what went on there, we might speculate, cwld not have 

been much different fkom the brawl he depicts between the Diggers and the 



Socialists at Canberra Hall, two groups which Somen had earlier recognized as 

the 'accumulating forces of social violence' (260): 

There was a most fearfbl roar, and a mad whirl of men, broken 

chairs, pieces of chairs brandished, men fighting madly with fists, 

claws, pieces of wood-any weapon they could lay hold of . . . A 

mob with many different centres, some fighting fi=enziedly round a 

red flag. . . . But the central heap a mass struggiing with the 

Diggers, in real blood-murder passion, a tense mass with long, 

naked faces gashed with blood, and hair al1 wild. and eyes 

dementeci, and collars bursten, and arms frantically waving over 

the dense bunch of homtic life. . . . (3 14) 

The sheer chaos of this scene, the utter disorder and barbarity of it, is not the 

consequence of spontaneous individuals acting out of their own volition, but the 

produa of a 'mob' acting in accordance with orders: it is a calculated and 

deliberate battle where the members of the Diggers are acting as tools for the 

political goals of the 'higher command.' As Somers has aiready realized during 

the war, 'demented' and 'wild' and frenzied behaviour of this kind-the 'real 

blood-rnurder passion-is typical behaviour of individuals who 'surrender . . . dl 

their old beliefs, and ail their sacred liberty' (21 S), those who sacrifice theu 'sense 

of essential truth, essential honour, essential justice' (2 12). And because this 

'sense,' acwrding to Somers, is the 'deepest part of a man,' it is only f i~ing that 

Jack, who is not only ' "bound to follow Kangaroo's orders" ' (I87), but who is 

also ' "as shallow as a pie-disb, and proud of it" ' (log), should serve as a kind of 



incarnation of this honourless and unjust mob, finding his highest fùlfilment, as 

mobs in Kmgarw always do, in murder. Hence, retuming Eom the brawl with 

the Socialists and boasting ofhow he ' "settied three of 'em",' he says, with 'an 

indescribable gloating joy in his tones': 

'Cripes, there's nothing bucks you up sometimes like killing a 

man-nothing. You feel a perfect ange! after it.' 

Richard felt the same tom feeling in his abdomen, and his eyes 

watched the other man. 

'When it comes over you, you know, there's nothing else like it. 

I never knew, till the war. And 1 wouldn't believe it then, not for 

many a while. But it's there. Cripes, it's there right enough. 

Having a woman's something* isntt it? But it's a flea-bite, nothing, 

compared CO killing your man when your blood cornes up.' (3 19) 

nie reference Jack makes to the 'waî in this passage is important, for it creates a 

clear continuity between this locaiized battle and the recent and imrneanirabl y 

larger conflict in Europe. And it also suggests that Jack's obvious, if extreme, 

demonstration ofa depraved mind-the depravity which Kropotkin saw as the 

inescapable result of obedience-is far more than a manifestation of individual or 

personal corruption: by claiming that murder is the highest value, Jack is giving 

voice to what Somers (and of course Lawrence) sees as the very spirit of the 

compt and obedient age. 

Another way in which Lawrence co~ects  obedience to injustice and cruelty in 

Kmgmm is to depict the absolute intolerance that individuals who are obedient 



to extemal authority extend toward those who are not. It's worth noticing in this 

regard that the centrai focus of 'The Nightmare' chapter is less on the 'mob spirit' 

that drove soldiers to kjll each other on the battlefield than it is on the brutal 

behaviour of the 'mot$ that stayed at home to 'torturet those who refused to 

'acquiesce' (2 13). It is because Somers 'simply could not commit himself to any 

service whatsoever' (22 I), for instance, that the rnilitary doctors-who are part of 

the 'criminal mobt-were 'pining almoa whimpering to give the last grab at him, 

and haul him to earth-a victim. Finished!' (255). Indeed just as Max Stimer 

noted that a confomiia society 'persecutes with duIl mercilessness the individual, 

the real man' (255-256), so Somers finds that the general population in England 

seeks to 'torture any single, independent man as a mob always tortures the isolated 

and independent' (225). Just as Stirner believed that a confornia society will 

treat the non-conformist as a 'never-ceasing criminal' (1 79), so the people of war- 

time England-the 'foul, dense, carrion-eating mob . . . trying ta set their teeth in 

him-harass Somers to the point of making hirn feel like 'a criminal marked out 

by society, marked-out for annihilation' (250). The mob violates his privacy, it 

assails hirn as a spy, it removes hirn âom his home, it restrias his movement and 

it subjects him to an almost unceasing barrage of ridicule and humiliation. '[Olnly 

he . . . who practices "self renunciation," ' Stirner writes, 'is acceptable to the 

people' (179). 'They hated hirn,' the narrator of Kmgmoo similarly observes, 

'because he wasn't cowed, as they were ail cowed' (228). 

This same kind of hatred toward Somers as an independent man is replicated in 

Australia after he decides not to 'pledge' himseif to the Diggers-when he tells 



Jack that ' "1 can't join in with what you're doing here",' and adds that ' "1 am one 

of those who must stand and wait-though 1 don't pretend that by so doing I also 

serve" ' (289). On hearing this declaration of independence, Iack responds with 

precisely the same kind of hostility toward Somen that the 'stay-at-home bullies' 

(2 12) did during the war: 

There was a silence of hate. . . . 

'I'm sorry I've son of fizzled out so quickly,' said Richard. But 

you wouldn't have me pretend, would you? I'd better be honest at 

the beginning.' 

Jack looked at him slowly, with slow, inchoate eyes, and a look 

of contempt on his face. The contempt on Jack's face, the 

contempt of the confident he-man for the shifty she-man, made 

Richard flush with anger, and drove hirn back on his deeper self 

once more. 

'What do you cal1 honest?' said Jack, sneering. 

Richard became very silent, very still. He realised that Iack 

would Iike to give him a thrashing. (290-29 1) 

Jack's 'contempt' and 'malevolence' and Teering' and 'hate,' during this scene (289- 

29 l), his overhanging threat of physical violence, even his oblique attack on 

Somers' manhood, are al1 component parts of what Somers was subjected to 

during the war because of his similar refisal to join in. The similarity between 

lack and the 'criminal mob' in England extends even M e r  than this, however. 

Mer Somers breaks with the Diggers, Jack cornes to Somers' house 'like a spy to 



take soundings' (287), in much the same way that the people of Comwall 'spied 

on' Somers by 'watching through a hole in the drystone wall' (227). And just as 

the people spying on Somers in Cornwall attempted to twist his independence into 

a forrn of espionage, so Jack also tums the tables by accusing Somers of acting as 

a spy: 

Yau've found out dl you wanted to how, 1 suppose?' said 

Jack. 

'1 didn't want to know anything. 1 didn't come asking or 

seeking. It was you who chose to tell me.' 

'You didn't try drawing us out, in your own way?' 

Why no, 1 don't think so.' 

Again Jack looked at him with a faint contemptuous smile of 

deri sio n. 

'1 should have said myself you did. And you got what you 

wanted, and now are clearing out with it. Exactly like a spy, in my 

opinion.' 

Richard opened wide eyes, and went paie. 

'A spy!' he exclaimed. But it's just absurd.' 

Jack did not vouchsafe any m e r ,  but sat there as if he had 

come for some definite purpose, something rnenacing and was 

going to have it out with the other man. 

Xangaroo doesn't think 1 came spying, does he?' (291) 



And it is duhg  this same exchange that Jack threatens to prevent Somen from 

leaving Australia: 

'Then what do you want of me now?' [Somers] asked, very 

coldl y. 

'Sotne sort of security, 1 suppose,' said Jack, looking away at the 

sea. 

Richard was silent with rage and cold disgua, and a son of 

police-feu. 

'Pray what sort of security?' he replied, coldly. 

'That's for you to say, maybe. But we want some sort of 

security that you'll keep quiet, before we let you leave Australia.' 

(29 1-292) 

The 'police-fear' that Somers experiences here alludes to the fact that the military 

police in England had also restncted his movement, in a sense incarcerating him 

in England (as part of its will-to-torture) for his refiisal to sacrifice his own 

integrity. The police, according to Somers, were +jus rhings, obeying orders' 

(244), emissactes of the 'black animosity of authority' (240) tbat pervaded England 

at the time. Jack, too, operates as a tool for a 'black animosity': by shifting into 

the plural 'we' as he delivers this threat to detain Somers, he underscores the fact 

that he is acting as a fùnctional part of a structure of power. Obviously having 

sunk his 'sense of truth, of justice, and of human honour' beneath the imposing 

obligations of being a Digger. he has become, in Thoreau's phrase, an 'agent of 

injustice! 



Another aspect of Somers' politics that connects him with philosophical 

anarchism is the sense he develops over the course of the narrative that leadership 

not only destabilizes the integrity of those who are led, but inevitably destabilizes 

the leaders themselves. Indeed, although Somers cornes to Australia with the 

notion that 'it was his own high destiny to be a leader' (92), he leaves Australia 

having developed an idea about leadership that is entirely consistent with 

Bakunin's: namely, that 'power and authority corrupt those who exercise them as 

much as those who are compelled to submit to them' (Maximov 239). One of the 

key factors that brings Somen to such a conclusion is his recognition, through his 

dealings with Kangaroo, that leaders are by definition at least as intolerant of the 

'single, independent man' as any 'criminal mob' could ever hope to be. Kangaroo, 

in faa, repeatedly responds with violence to any kind of dissent, interpreting the 

independence of others as a kind of 'treachery' toward himself This is clearly the 

case, for instance, when Somen disagrees with his idea of imposing 'one central 

pnnciple in the world' (207): 

'Of course you understand,' mngarw] began in a muffled 

voice, 'that it must be one thing or the other. Either you are with 

me, and 1 feel you with me: or you cease to exist for me. . . . 

Tm not really against you, am I?' said Somers. And his own 

heart answered, Yes yoar are! 

'You are not with me,' said Kangaroo, bitterly . 

No,' said Somers slowly. 



'Then why have you deceived me, played with me,' suddenly 

roared Kanguoo. '1 could have you killed.' 

Donrt do that,' laughed Somers, rather coldly. 

But the other did not answer. He was like a black cloud. (209) 

This (ironic) threat to kill Somen for refùsing to conform to a belief in univenal 

love-an extension of Somers' stubborn resolve that they should remain 'hard, 

sepanite men' (209)-very soon tums into a flagrant act of aggression, rage and 

'hatred' having transformed Kangaroo into an objea of terror, a 'homble' and 

murderous 'Thing': 

'1 am sorry if 1 have been foolish,' [Somers] said, backing away 

fiom the Thing. And as he went out of the door he made a quick 

movement, and his heart melted in horror lest the Thing Kangaroo 

should suddenly lurch fonvatd and clutch him. If that happened, 

Kangaroo would have blood on his hands! . . . Kangaroo had 

followed [him] slowly, awfully behind like a madman. If he came 

near enough to touch-! (2 1 1) 

The context in which this scene occun includes references to Kangaroo as 

'hideous' and 'dangerous,' 'mindless' and 'blind,' dl terms that the narrative has 

applied in one form or another to the 'criminal public' in England for its similou 

atternpt to destroy 'a separate, single man' (214)-an attempt which is depicted, 

ultimately, as an attempt to destroy the very pnnciple of separateness itself Thus 

as Somers is mon to reflect, Kangamo is the leader of a m o b a  'gang,' as Jaz 

calls it (157)-not just because he is outside of iî, controlling its values and 



movement, but-and perhaps even more so--because he epitomizes the mob, 

embodying its resentments and hostilities toward the 'independent soul.' From 

Somen' perspective, therefore, the distinction between leaders and followers 

completely collapses: 'he was the mob, really,' Somers tells himself when 

considenng the character of Kangaroo. 'See his face in a rage. He was the mob: 

the ve~~gefrd mo b. Oh God, the moa temming of al1 things' (265). 

Another, though closely related, corruption that Somen finds in both 

Kangaroo's leadership and in leadership as a general principle is that leaders by 

definition are deprived of the 'isolation' and 'independence' required for a fÙlly 

individualized and authentic life. It is probably more for this reason than any 

other, therefore, that each time Somers is ofEered a position of leadenhip-once 

by the Diggers and once by the Socialists-he is ovenvhelmed with a sense of his 

own impending doom. When, for instance, he is asked by Willie Struthen to 

'Corne and breathe the breath of life into us' and to 'Show us how to believe in one 

anothef (200). Somers bas an intuition that 'something in the glisten [of Stmthers' 

eyes] was bearing him down, as a snake bears down a bird. Himself the bird' 

(201). The sense of being brought down, of being hunted is, of course, precisely 

the same feeling he had throughout the war, when the mob tried to 'grab at him, 

[and] haul hirn to earth, a victim.' Somers experiences the same son of feeling in 

the scene where Jack tells him that 'We want a man like you, you know-like a 

sort of queen bee to a hive' (95): 

Jack was trying to put something over him-in some way, to get a 

hold over him. He felt like an animal that is being Iassooed. Yet 



here was his chance, if he wanted to be a leader of men. He had 

only to give himself up, give hirnself to it and to the men. (94) 

Once again, Somers associates leadership with entrapment, with being 'iassooed' 

and held dom. Perhaps even more significant, however, is that he also makes a 

very clear connection here between being a leader and having to 'give himself up,' 

leadership in a sense involving a sunender of hirnself, a definite kind of 

subservience, to the very men that he should be leading. Thus at the center of any 

position of leadership, the nanative suggests, is a negation of the very 

independence that Somers consistently associates with a higher type of human 

life. This negation is clearly conveyed through an image Somers has of Kangaroo 

fulfilling the same kind of role that Jack had earlier tempted him with: the role of 

'queen-bee': 

But Kangaroo wanted to be queen-bee ofanother hive, with al1 the 

other bees clustering on him like some huge mulberry. Sickening! 

Why couldn't he be alone? At Ieast for once. For once withdraw 

entirel y. (282-283) 

Of course, a leader who is 'alone' is hardly a leader at d l ,  for to wkhdraw 6om a 

'clustering' group of followers in the way that Somers means would be to 

withdraw £tom leadwship itself. Indeed the image of Kangaroo clustering with 

his followers is the image ofa social unison, which for Somers is the demonic 

inversion of the sacred state of 'individual integrity.' What this image of 

Kangaroo and his followers represents to Somers, that is to say, is the idea that 

leaders are inseparable tiom their foliowers; they necessarily cluster together in a 



state of 'sickeningr mutual dependence. Hence leading (or following) either the 

Diggers or the Socialists, Somers declares, is 'a choice of evils, and 1 choose 

neitherr (304). 

As a final point, 1 want to suggest that what emerges from Somers' rejection of 

both leaders and followers-of both authority and obedience-is a clearly defined 

idea for an alternative path to a higher society, an idea which perhaps more than 

any other in the novel finds its context within anarchistic thought. In this regard. 

if we combine the crucial importance Somen bestows upon 'individual integrity' 

and standing 'alone' with the profound regret he eventually feels for ever having 

wanted to 'join in revolutions or reforms or any of that stuff (272), two central 

ideas about social change begin to suggest themselves. The first idea is that 

deliberately collective political effort cannot be the means to social improvement, 

because collective effort is itself the source of the deepest social ills. In 

Kàngaroo social solidarity is show to find its apogee far more readily in the 

cruel and destructive movements of a dehumanized 'mob' than in the productive 

actions of living and authentic human beings. Godwin's waming about the 'evil of 

co-operation' and its propensity 'for imprisoning the operations of our own Mnd' 

(758-760) is cleariy relevant here, for what Somers lems above al1 else in the 

course of this narrative is that involvement in any kind ofcoliectivity is bound to 

compromise one's own 'sense of tmth, of justice, and of human honour? While 

in England Somers 'despise[d] politics' (98) and 'belonged to no group' (212); the 

fact that he even considers associating himsetfwith either the Diggers or the 

Socialists in Australia is represented as a certain, iftemporary, fa11 from pce .  



The second idea, related to the first, is that the only tmly revolutionary force in 

society, the only force for positive social change, is individuality itself 

'Isolation,' 'separation,' 'singleness,' 'independence,' al! these terms occur 

frequently in this novel and they al1 serve to convey its overarching theme that a 

higher type of society will be brought about not when people band together, but 

when they 'stand alone.' This notion, it is important to note, is also a key idea in 

Stimer, who rejected conventional revolution as a means to real social change and 

promoted the idea of 'insurrection' in its place. Indeed, to understand the 

distinction that Stirner makes between these two categories for social action- 

'revolution' and 'insumction'-is to go far to understand what is perhaps the most 

central political concept in Kangaou, one that is suggested on almost every page 

of the text but is never quite h l ly  pronounced. Thus whereas revolution, 

according to Stirner, only 'commands one to make arrangeme~tts' in society, 

insurrection goes much further and 'demands' that an individual remain 

unconcemed about arrangements-the social system-and concentrate al1 his 

efforts in the attempt to 'rise or exaI~ himself.' Hence: 

Revolution and insurrection mua not be looked upon as 

synonymous. The former consists in an overtum*ng ofconditions, 

of the estabfished condition or status, the State or society, and is 

accordingly apoIitical or sociai act; the latter has indeed for its 

unavoidable consequence a transfomtion of circumstances, yet 

does not start fiom it but fiom men's discontent with themselves, is 

not an armed rising, but a rising of individuals, a getting up, 



without regard to the arrangements that spnng from it. The 

Revolution aimed at new arrangements; insurrection Ieads us no 

longer to let ourselves be arranged, but to arrange ourselves, and 

sets no glittenng hopes on "institutions." It is not a tight against the 

established, since, if it prospers, the established collapses of itself; 

it is only a working forth ofme out of the established. If 1 leave 

the established, it is dead and passes into decay. Now as my object 

is not the ovenhrow of an established order but my elevation above 

it, my purpose and deed are not a political or social but (as directed 

toward myself and my ownness alone) an egoisric purpose and 

deed. (279-280)~ 

What revolutionaries do not and cannot understand, according to Stimer, is that 

the real enemy of liberty is not any particular ideological structure or system of 

social order, but the imposition of order itself A real 'transformation of 

circumstances' has to be motivated by each individual's own need for self 

&Ifilment-'men's discontent with themselves-not by the desire to redire an 

abstract social plan. Hence the only possible way for an individual to avoid 

acting as an agent for yet another oppressive social form (and all social foms are 

oppressive for Stimer) is to avoid politics and 'armed tising' entireiy: one should 

not fight against the old order but do what one can to walk away €rom it; one must 

work oneself 'out of the established' so that it 'collapses of itself ' What will 

follow, Sîimer suggests, is aot chaos, but a mw and higher kind of social order, 



one that develops organically out of individual human need rather than one that is 

enforced by institutional decree. 

In Kàngwoo Somers cornes to much the same conclusions about the means to 

social change, but he does so in more or less progressive steps. The first decisive 

step he takes in this direction is in fact his explicit rejection of 'armed upnsing,' 

which he comes to see as a manifestation of misplaced need, something which is 

bereft of any capability to deliver personal or social redemption: 

He had been thinking, in his anger of the moming, that he would 

get Jack to teach him to shoot with a rifle and a revolver, so that he 

might take his part. He had never shot with a gun in his life, so he 

had thought it was high time to begin. But now he went back on 

his thoughts. What did he want with guns or revolvers? Nothing. 

He had nothing to do with them, as he had nothing to do with so 

much that is in the world of man. When he was truly himself he 

had a quiet stillness in his soul, an inward trust. Faith, undefined 

and undefinable. Then he was at peace with himself. (154) 

What Somers has realized at this point is that it is not an armed nsing that he 

requires but, in Stirner's sense, a nsing up of himself He realizes that he c a ~ o t  

be 'tnily himself if he is to 'take his part' in the revolution because guns and 

revolvers will not deliver the 'quiet and stillness in his soul.' And this need to 

remove himself from the 'world of man,' this sense that he must nse above the 

curent structure of Society rather than attempt to overthrow it, becomes 

increasingiy more pronounced the more he understands the methods and goals of 



the revolutionary parties in Australia. Thus as a second step toward insurrection 

he cornes to reject not only anned rising, but any attempt whatsoever to help 

anyone but himself: 

That was now dl he wanted: to get clear. Not to Save humanity 

or to help humanity or to have anything to do with humanity. 

No-no. Kangaroo had been his las embrace with humanity. 

Now, al1 he wanted was to cut himself clear. To be clear of 

humanity altogether, to be done. To be clear of love, and pity, and 

hate. To be alone from it all. To cut himself finally clear tiom the 

last encircling ann of the octopus humanity. To turn to the old 

dark gods who had waited so long in the outer dark. . . . And the 

spontaneous soul must extricate itself from the meshes of the 

almost automatic white octopus of the human ideal, the octopus of 

hurnanity. It must stniggle clear, knowing what it is doing: not 

waste itself in revenge. The revenge is inevitable enough, for each 

denial of the spontaneous dark soul creates the reflex of its own 

revenge. But the greatest revenge on the lie is to get clear of the 

lie. (265-266) 

The only form of 'stmggle' productive of fiedom, this passage suggests, is the 

stniggle to extricate oneself from social involvement altogether. This is 

essentially what Sther  sees as the mggle  to elevate oneself above the 

'established order,' a struggie which he opposes to the stniggle againsf that order 

with the intention to 'overthrow' it. In Kmgmoo Somers similarly regards 



seeking 'revenge' on the existing social system as a 'waste': the self or 'soul' 

simply cannot be 'spontaneous' when engaged in conflict because it will 

necessarily be conditioned by the very force that it opposes. One is reminded 

here of Unula's warning in Women in Love that 'even fighting the old is belonging 

to it' (438); the idea also sunaces in Lady ChatterIey'i Lover in a scene when 

Connie asks Mellors if he hateû Clifford. Mellon replies: 'Hate him, no! I've 

met too many like him to upset myself hating him. 1 know beforehand 1 don't care 

for his sort, and 1 let it go at that' (204). This idea of refùsing to fight with what 

one opposes-of refusing to engage with it-finds a more direct political 

significance in Kmgarw in the idea that the only liberating act of reprisal against 

a lie is "to get clear of the lie.' Freedom Somers gradually learns, is the reward of 

insurgence. not of revolt. 

As Somers also learns, moreover, the ultimate reward for the insurgent is 

entry into a higher kind of society. Iust as Stimer sees an insurrectionary 

'movement-1 use the t e m  provisionally here-leading directly to a 

'transformation of circumstances,' to a full y 1 ibertarian communit y w here we each 

'arrange ourselves' (rather than 'let ourselves be arrangedt), so Somers conceives 

that the individual who has %ut himself clear' fiom humanity has made a crucial 

advance toward a wmmunity where each member is govemed only by his own 

'spontaneous soul.' Thus for Somers cutting himself off from so-cailed 

'humanity-r working himself forth from it, as S h e r  would say-is not an act 

of cutting himself off nom the possibility of social interaction, but an act of 



ensunng a real basis for it: solitude and sociability are reverse sides of the same 

coin: 

Man's isolation was always a supreme truth and f ~ ,  not to be 

forwom. And the mystery of apartness. And the greater mystery 

of the dark God beyond a man, the God that gives a man passion, 

and the dark, unexplained blood-tendemess that is deeper than love 

. . . . 'The only thing one can stick to is one's own isolate being, 

and the God in whom it is rooted. And the only thing to look to is 

the God who fulfils one fiom the dark. And the only thing to wait 

for is for men to find their aloneness and their God in the darkness. 

Then one can meet as worshippers, in a sacred contact in the dark.' 

(3 27-3 28) 

This idea of sticking to 'one's own isolate being' is, of course, directly opposed to 

the kind of society which the revolutionary Kangaroo had hoped to create, one 

with leader and followers al1 sticking or 'clustering' together like bees on 'some 

huge mulberry.' A tnie society, Somen suggests here, is created not through 

clustering but through 'separateness,' and the only authority to be obeyed is one's 

own 'inward sense of an inwelling magnificence' (328). Social order, in other 

words, is immanent rat her than transcendent, societ y being rw ted--because each 

individual is rooted-in the God who fiilfils one fiom the dark.' Obedience in 

this society is not w much negated, therefore, but raised and transformai into the 

practice of 'worship,' a fonn ofwonhip whose end is the tiilfilment rather than the 

annihilation of the sdf. And contact among individuals is transfonned in 



precisely the same way: it is no longer a profane exercise in mutual destruction, 

but something 'sacred': 'To meet another dark worshipper,' Somers reflects in this 

regard, 'that would be the best of human meetings' (328). 

What Somers in fact arrives at here is a vision of society that is very much the 

reverse of that vision which led him to believe in the 'joy of obedience and the 

sacred responsibility of authority.' By rejecting al1 social and political foms of 

leadership and obedience, by rejecting revolution in favour of a spontaneous 

uprising of individuals, and, finally, by intemalizing the source of tme authority, 

making it individual rather than social-and personal instead of political-he has 

in fact unerly denied that 'necessity for rule' which the narrative initially suggests 

is the only possible basis for society. As the narrative proceeds, that is to Say, 

Somers' political sensibility clearly and steadily swings tiom authontarian to 

libertarian. And without ever having explicitly spoken its name, Somen has, by 

the end of his Australian joumey, admitted himself an 'anarchist.' 



End Notes 

' As the editors of the Cambridge edition of Kangaroo point out, the tem 

'Digger' cornes from 'the colloquial name for an Australian private soldiet in the 

infantry in the First World War' and 'was later used of any retumed soldier' (xxiv). 

One might also add that no evidence exists in this novel or anywhere else in his 

writing to suggest that Lawrence knew that the term 'Diggers' also was also (or 

originally) used by the seventeenth century anarchist group led by Gerrard 

Winstanley. For the anarchist Diggers' see, for instance, Woodcock (1962: 44- 

49) and Marshall (1992: 96-100). 

' The poem 'Revolutions as Such!' (Complete Poems 647) makes explicit 

Lawrence's attitude toward ideologues involved in revolution: 

Curiously enough, actuai revolutions are made by robots, 

living people never make revolutions, 

they can't, life means too much to thern. 

These Iines are also germane to Somers' rejection of revolution as a general 

principle. See pp. 226-230 below. 

Godwin's N i a r e s  conceming co-operation extend to playing in music 

concerts (because of 'The miserable state of mechanism of the majority ofthe 

performers') and to acting on the stage: 'Shall we have theatrical exhibitions? 

This seems to include an absurd and vicious co-operation. It may be doubted 



whether men will hereafter come forward in any mode forrnaily to repeat words 

and ideas that are aot their own?' (760). 

'' Lawrence bears a remarkable similarity to Stimer where his ideas of social 

action are concemed. Where Stimer writes of insurrection as a 'getting up, 

without regard to the arrangements that spring nom it,' for instance, Lawrence 

writes that When men become their own decent selves again, then we can so 

easily arrange the material world. The arrangement will come, as it must corne, 

spontaneously, not by previous ordering' (Phoenix 7 18). lust as Stimer writes 

that insurrection 'is not a fight against the established since, if it prospers, the 

established collapses of itself.' so Lawrence writes 'And if sufficient people come 

out of the walled defences [i.e. the established order] and pitched in the open, then 

very soon the walled city would be a mere dependent on the fiee tents of  the 

wildemess. Why should we care about bursting the city walls? We can walk 

through the gates into the open world' (Phwnix 429). 



CONCLUSION 

But there is hope of a new worid; no hop of a reformai world. (Leuers 2: 666) 

The centrai purpose of this study has been to establish that D. H. Lawrence's 

social and political vision-the heart, if not the whole of it-is bea understood 

within the context of philosophical anarchism. At no point in his writing career 

cm Lawrence be said to have sustained any single, coherent ideological 

perspectiveone organinng system of ideas that comprehended al1 aspects of his 

political thought-and his writing, iargely as a result of this, is often fraught with 

self-contradiction: libertarian and authontarian ideas often compete with each 

other for attention in his work, and they compete not only frorn book to book. but 

sometimes on the same page, even within the sarne paragniph. Disceming the 

fundamentally anarchistic nature of Lawrence's poütics requires an initial act of 

separating the libertarian fiom the authontarian strands; only then cm one see just 

how essential libertarian ideas are to his work as a whole, how his belief in 

individual liberty-the 'essence of anarchism' (Runkie 3)-is inextricably linked 



to so many other signifiant areas of his thought, and how a reader's awareness of 

this belief serves as an invaluable tool for interpreting his fiction. 

The familiar political ternis of 'left' and 'right,' which are imprecise categories 

at best, have no tmly useful application to Lawrence, and to claim, as at least one 

critic has done, that at some point in 19 15 Zawrence shifted ground politically to 

the right' (Rylance 164), is largely to obscure the nature of Lawrence's dominant 

political beliefs, both before 19 15 and particularly after it. Lawrence's fiequent 

and excoriating critique ofsocialism, for instance, is not articulated tiom the 

perspective of the so-cailed 'right,' and it is not, as has also been suggested, the 

expression of a 'proletarian' writer who has somehow become a 'major precursor 

of fascism' (Eagleton 157, 158). Rather, it denves from an entirely different 

political position: Lawrence's insistence, for example, that 'young refonners, 

Socialists, Fabians . . . are our disease, not our hope' (Letters 3: 49) is part of his 

rejection of politics and social reform as a whole, 'lefi' and 'right,' and it is clearly 

co~ected to his conviction that 'the most p d i  social systems are probably the 

most complete nullities, that al1 relentless organization is in the end pure negation' 

(Phoenix 68 8). George Woodcock's observation that anarc hist s 'are united in 

regarding themselves as apolitical or even antipolitical' (1962: 3 1). that 

'Anarchists do not advocate political fieedom' but instead advocate 'fieedorn fiom 

politics' (1992: 86), is highly relevant to this aspect of Lawrence's political 

thought. Indeed, such freedom nom politics is precisely what Lawrence urges in, 

among other works, his essay 'Democracy,' where he claims that existing politicai 

systems bctiion to negate -rather than support individual liberty and that the ody 



kind of dernocracy worth having is one that cannot really be called a political 

structure at ail: 

Let us get over our rage of social activity, public being, universal 

selfsstimation, republicanism, bolshevism, socialism, empire-al1 

these are mad manifestations of En Mmse and One Identity . They 

are al1 self-betrayed. Let our Democracy be in the singleness of 

the clear, clean self. and let our En Masse be no more than an 

arrangement for the liberty of this self. (Phoenix 709) 

In n e  Piumed Serpent Don Ramon's wish to avoid tainting his social movement 

with a 'political smell' is clearly consistent with this repudiation of 'social activity': 

"The surest way to hl1 [the new spirit]," ' Ramon says, ' "is to get it comected 

with any politicai party" ' (247). As 1 discussed in my final chapter, the confining 

and compting nature of political parties is also one of the main themes of 

Kùngwtw, a novel that focuses on both the fùtility of social reform and the 

necessity of remaining free f?om any kind of political association. 

To my knowledge, Lawrence used the.phrase 'naked liberty' only once in his 

writing, and even then in a letter that was not intended for publication. It is a 

phrase, however, which has the peculiar quaiity of encapsulating a very great deal 

of what Lawrence had to say about individual freedom and the nature of a higher 

type of society. It curies with it, of course, the connotation of senial fhedom- 

though we have to keep in mind Lawrence's rather austere sense of what sexual 

fieedom entails-but its implications extend fi beyond the domain of sexuai 

relationships to suggest something about social relationships in general. 



Contained wit hin the phrase 'naked liberty' is Lawrence's belief that interaction 

among individuals in any 'real community' mua be stripped of al1 forms of 

cultural mediation-duty, law, 'morality,' obligation-al1 the social encumbrances 

that exist outside of and which serve to restrain and even to distort tnie 

spontaneous desire. Lawrence's thinking in this regard is much the same as 

Stirner's, who wrote that 'The state cmnot endure that man stand in a direct 

relation to man; it must step between as-mediator, must-interne' (226). 

When Birkin in Women in Love tells Ursula that they must leave England and find 

'a fiee place' where 'one needn't Wear much clothes' (3 1 6), he is clearl y using 

clothing as a metaphor for the ways in which the established social order, the 

State, prevents direct contact between individualthow it comes between them 

and prevents their ability, as Lawrence says elsewhere, to 'touch each othef 

(Cornpiete Poems 61 l), as they will do in what he calls a 'Democracy of touch.' 

This 'direct relation' of fiee individuals defines the libertarian vision of a world 

beyond the established order. 

Aithough 1 have been pwsuing what 1 cal1 the 'elementst of anarchism in 

Lawrence's work-by which 1 mean, of course, the cote concepts of anarchism-1 

have also attempted to convey that these elements must not be regarded as 

separate and discrete ideas in Lawrence, but must be recognized as interco~ected 

and more or Iess interdependent; they combine to reiaforce each other. I will end 

by giving an example ofwhat 1 mean by this. Lawrence's belief in the need to 

'smash the fiame' of society (Lenets 2: 286), his belief in the need to 'destroyr 'ali 

that is, in our pubtic and national life' (LeIters 2: 328), is not necessarily, in itself, 



a manifestation of his anarchism: anyone with a strong enough opposition to the 

existing social order could make such a daim, no matter what his or her political 

conviction. Rather, Lawrence's desire to 'destroy' the 'established world' can be 

viewed as a significant wmponent of his anarchism only if we recognize its place 

in the larger context of his libertarian ideas; such ideas as his profound distrust of 

the State, his hatred of al1 extemal foms of domination and control (including 

ideals), his faith in the essentially moral nature of the instincts, fis belief that 

human beings must be govemed only by the laws of their own nature, and, finally, 

his conviction that individual desire is the cornerstone of true social order. Al1 of 

these are key ideas in Lawrence's thinking, as they are in anarchistic theory 

generally; for Lawrence, just as for anarchism, they form an overarching vision of 

a completely cohesive society in which the liberty of every individual is of 

paramount importance. 

1 might also add that the wish CO destroy the 'established order' is not a wish to 

destroy 'order' itself, but a wish to destroy the 'established,' which for Lawrence, 

as for al1 anarchists, is an immensely oppressive kind of chaos on its own, 

however seldom it is recognized by othen as such. A 'reformed world' has no 

'hope' because it will only introduce a new form of compulsion, and will therefore 

introduce yet another kind of discord. On the other hand, however, Lawrence's 

'new world,' rernoved nom the ostensibly 'civilking' pressures of constraint, will 

be an outward and direct manifestation of what he cails the 'inviolable order in 

one's soul' (Letters 2: 601): it wîll be the world we üuly de& because it will be 

the world in which desûe is truLy fulfilled. This particular vision of a 'new world' 



is deepl y rooted in anarchistic thought and the long history of libertarian ideas, 

and it serves, as 1 have tned to show, as the coordimating principle for the vast 

majority of Lawrence's explicit political statements and for a very great deal of his 

fiaion. It is for this reason, 1 believe, that when a full account of the relationship 

between anarchîsm and English literature is finally written, D. H. Lawrence will 

take a prominent place. 



Quotaîions fiom the Phoenix Essays 

The following list is intended to provide details for the quotations taken 

from the two Phuenir volumes. Al1 dates are from Keith Sagar's D. H. 

Lawrence: A Calendar of His Worb. Notes are keyed to page and line. 

'the many .' Review of The Grand lnpisiior, 193 O. 

'the lower.' ' Aristocracy,' 1925. 

'hatred.' Review of Caveileda Rusticana, 1927. 

'transgression.' 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 19 14. 

'the dictates.' 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 1 9 14. 

'imagine any. ' Review of Cavelieria Rusticana, 1 927. 

'Do we want.' 'A Propos of Lut& Chattedey's Lover,' 1 929. 

'The State.' 'Democracy,' 19 19. 

'state educations.' 'S tudy of Thomas Hardy,' 19 14. 

'Which is greater.' 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 19 1 4. 

'Democracy, ' 1 9 1 9. 

'in [a] collectivity.' Education of the People,' 1920. 

Each man.' 'Smdy of Thomas Hardy,' 19 14. 

'A man's self' 'Democracy,' 1 9 1 9. 

'a parliament .' 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 19 1 4. 

'insist[s].' 'Study of  Thomas Hardy,' 19 14. 

'the worms.' 'The Crown,' 19 1 5 .  

30.2 'It is not.' The Reality of Peace,' 19 1 7. 

32.9 'distinct.' Democracy,' 19 19. 

33.15 'he who hm.' 'The Real Thing,' 1929. 

33.1 7 'a son of.' Democracy,' 19 19. 

3 5.5 'indescribabIe.' Education of the People,' 1920. 

3 5.13 'my integrïty.' W h y  the Novel Matters,' 1925. 

36.8 'power.' 'Blesseci are the Powerful,' 1925. 



'continuum,' 'The Individual Consciousness V. the Social 

Consciousness,' 1927. 

'flow.' W e  Need One Another,' 1929. 

'life-energy.' 'Him with His Tail in Mouth,' 1925. 

'primal, spontaneous.' Democracy,' 19 19. 

'real works.' 'Introduction to These Paintings,' 1928. 

'complete.' 'Introduction to These Paintings,' 1928. 

'insistence on.' 'The Reality of Peace,' 19 17. 

'If 1 say.' 'Why the Novel Matterq' 1925. 

We c a ~ o t  .' Democracy,' 1 9 1 9. 

'Al1 ideals.' Democracy,' 19 19. 

'each opposite.' 'The Crown,' 19 1 5.  

'highest reality.' Education of the People,' 1920. 

'the great lesson.' 'Democracy,' 1 9 1 9. 

'unshakable.' 'The Two Principles,' 19 19. 

'flow.' 'We Need One Another,' 1929. 

'al1 the time.' 'The Reality of Peace,' 19 17. 

'Life,' 1916. 

'direct from.' 'Education of the People,' 1920. 

Review of n e  Socid B&s of Consciotmess, 1927. 

'mankind.' Review of me Social B& of Consciousness. 1 927. 

'picture.' Review of The Social Bass  ofCo11scimsness, 1 927. 

'abysmal insanity.' Review of nie Socid Basis ofConscimmess, 1927. 

'One is one.' Education of the People,' 1920. 

'He is kind.' 'A Propos of La& Chattedey's Lover,' 1929. 

lnsist on.' Nobody Loves Me,' 1929. 

'into abstracted.' Democracy,' 19 19. 

'slave.' 'JO hn Galsworthy; 1927. 

pure spontaneous.' love,' 19 16. 

'finer! 'Art and Morality,' 1925. 

'decent.' Democracy,' 19 19. 



'deep instinct.' 'Introduction to These Paintings,' 1928. 

'individualist.' 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 19 14. 

'Don Juan.' Love Was Once a Little Boy,' 1925. 

'mass homogeneity .' 'Education of the People,' 1920. 

'must work.' 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 19 14. 

Now one craves.' 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 19 14. 

'the finer.' 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 1914. 

'is herselft 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 19 14. 

'new Democracy.' 'Democracy,' 19 19. 

'realize at last.' 'Education of the People,' 1920. 

'the fact .' 'Democracy,' 19 19. 

'emotions.' 'On Human Destiny,' 1923. 

We don't.' "Education of the People,' 1920. 

'bringing life.' 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 19 14. 

Wow we have.' 'A Propos of h d y  Chutteriey's Lover,' 1929. 

'where each thing.' 'Democracy,' 19 1 9. 

73.18 'always-civil.' "Prologue to Women in Love,' 19 1 7. 

77.1 7 "i am convinced.' 'The State of Funk,' 1929. 

109.10 'The chicken.' 'The Crown,' 19 1 5. 

109.22 'lost cast.' 'John Galsworthy,' 1927. 

1 10.9 'that is the real.' 'Introduction to These Paintings,' 1928. 

1 12.18 'The great social.' 'The State of Funk,' 1929. 

1 12.2 1 'each individual.' 'Education of the People,' 1920. 

1 13.1 'what holds.' Wucation of the People,' 1920. 

1 1 3.12 'sicimess.' 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 19 14. 

1 1 5.1 8 'A servant.' 'Education of the People,' 1920. 

1 15.23 We.' 'We Need One Another,' 1929. 

145.23 'whole relationship.' 'We Need One Another,' 1929. 



'sacred and inviolable.' 'A Propos of Lm& Chanerky 's Lover,' 1929. 

'smaller system.' 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 19 14. 

'the morality of life.' 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 19 14. 

'the established system.' 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 1 9 L 4. 

'accoutrements.' 'Education of the People,' 1920. 

'symbolic of' 'A Propos of Lady Chattedey5 Lover,' 1 929. 

'immediate contact.' 'A Propos of Lady Chutterley'k Lover,' 1929. 

'sway.' 'A Propos of Lady Chatterleylî Lover,' 1929. 

'life-energy.' 'Him with a T'ail in His Mouth,' 1925. 

'primal, spontaneous.' Democracy,' 19 19. 

'soul.' 'The Two Pnnciples,' 19 19. 

Moly Ghost.' 'The Crown,' 19 1 5. 

'God-mystery.' 'Foreword to Women in Love,' 19 19. 

'gem oE' 'The Two Pnnciples,' 19 19. 

'life-plasm.' 'The Two Pnnciples,' 19 19. 

'The sun makes.' 'Aristocracy,' 1925. 

'looks up.' 'Arîstocracy,' 1925. 

'bom short.' 'The Reality of Peace,' 19 17. 

'Very few.' The Crown,' 19 1 5. 

'elect.' Review of The Grmd ln(~~iisiior,' 1930. 

'life-issues.' Education of the People,' 1920. 

'each being.' Education of the People,' 1920. 

'a fountain.' Review of Ail Things are Posribe,' 1 9 1 9. 

' m a  aiive.' ' Aristoaacy,' 1 925. 

'the vas.' Education of the Peopie,' 1920. 

'the providing.' 'Aristocracy,' 1 925. 

'sene.' ' Aristocracy, ' 1925. 

7t is not.' Review of me Grdlnquisitor; 1930. 

'a.ristocracy of.' 'Aristocracy,' 1925. 

'chooses to.' 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 19 14. 



'There is a.' 'The Reality of Peace,' 1917. 

'the perfectest.' 'The Reality of Peace,' 19 1 7. 

'degenerate.' The Novel and the Feelings,' 1 925. 

'by his nature.' 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 19 14. 

'It only robs. ' 'Democracy, ' 1 9 1 9. 

'Any assumption.' Education of the People,' 1920. 

'the glarnour of' 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 1914. 

'direct âom.' 'Education of the People,' 1920. 

'fate dictated.' 'Foreword to Women in Love,' 2 9 19. 

'flow Grom.' Review of The Social Basis of Consciormss, 1927. 

'the lower shall.' 'Aristocracy,' 192% 

'service means.' 'Education of the People,' 1920. 

230.6 'when men become.' 'Democracy,' 19 19. 

230.20 'And if suficient.' 'Study of Thomas Hardy,' 19 14. 

232.13 'the most perfect.' 'The Reality of Peace,' 19 17. 

233.1 l e t  us get.' Democracy,' 19 19. 
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